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CEQA FINDINGS OF FACT 
AND STATEMENT OF OVERRIDING CONSIDERATIONS 

REGARDING THE 
FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT 

FOR THE  
WILDOMAR TRAIL TOWN CENTER MIXED-USE PROJECT (PA 20-0039) 

STATE CLEARINGHOUSE NO. 2020090408 

Exhibit A 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) requires that a number of written findings be 
made by the lead agency in connection with certification of an environmental impact report (EIR) 
prior to approval of the project pursuant to Sections 15091 and 15093 of the CEQA Guidelines and 
Section 21081 of the Public Resources Code. This document provides the findings required by 
CEQA. The potential environmental effects of the proposed Wildomar Trail Town Center Mixed-
Use Project and the Prielipp-Yamas Property Rezone (proposed project) have been analyzed in a 
Draft Environmental Impact Report (Draft EIR) (State Clearinghouse [SCH] 2020090408) dated 
April 2021. A Final EIR has also been prepared that incorporates the Draft EIR and contains 
comments received on the Draft EIR, responses to the individual comments, revisions to the Draft 
EIR including any clarifications based on the comments and the responses to the comments, and the 
Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program for the proposed project (MMRP). This document 
provides the findings required by CEQA for approval of the proposed project. 

A. Statutory Requirements for Findings 

The CEQA (Pub. Res. Code §§ 21000, et seq.) and the State CEQA Guidelines (Guidelines) (14 Ca. 
Code Regs §§ 15000, et seq.) promulgated thereunder, require the environmental impacts of a project 
be examined before a project is approved. Specifically, regarding findings, Guidelines Section 15091 
provides: 

(a) No public agency shall approve or carry out a project for which an EIR has 
been certified which identifies one or more significant environmental 
effects of  the project unless the public agency makes one or more written 
findings for each of  those significant effects, accompanied by a brief  
explanation of  the rationale for each finding. The possible findings are: 

1. Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the 
project which avoid or substantially lessen the significant environmental 
effect as identified in the final EIR. 

2. Such changes or alterations are within the responsibility and jurisdiction 
of  another public agency and not the agency making the finding. Such 
changes have been adopted by such other agency or can and should be 
adopted by such other agency. 
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3. Specific economic, legal, social, technological, or other considerations, 
including provision of  employment opportunities for highly trained 
workers, make infeasible the mitigation measures or project alternatives 
identified in the final EIR. 

(b) The findings required by subsection (a) shall be supported by substantial 
evidence in the record. 

(c) The finding in subdivision (a)(2) shall not be made if  the agency making the 
finding has concurrent jurisdiction with another agency to deal with 
identified feasible mitigation measures or alternatives. The finding in 
subsection (a)(3) shall describe the specific reasons for rejecting identified 
mitigation measures and project alternatives. 

(d) When making the findings required in subdivision (a)(1), the agency shall 
also adopt a program for reporting on or monitoring the changes which it 
has either required in the project or made a condition of  approval to avoid 
or substantially lessen significant environmental effects. These measures 
must be fully enforceable through permit conditions, agreements, or other 
measures.  

(e) The public agency shall specify the location and custodian of  the 
documents or other material which constitute the record of  the 
proceedings upon which its decision is based. 

(f) A statement made pursuant to Section 15093 does not substitute for the 
findings required by this section. 

The “changes or alterations” referred to in Section 15091(a)(1) above, that are required in, or 
incorporated into, the project which mitigate or avoid the significant environmental effects of the 
project, may include a wide variety of measures or actions as set forth in Guidelines Section 15370, 
including:  

(a) Avoiding the impact altogether by not taking a certain action or parts of  an 
action. 

(b) Minimizing impacts by limiting the degree or magnitude of  the action and 
its implementation. 

(c) Rectifying the impact by repairing, rehabilitating, or restoring the impacted 
environment. 

(d) Reducing or eliminating the impact over time by preservation and 
maintenance operations during the life of  the action. 

(e) Compensating for the impact by replacing or providing substitute resources 
or environments, including through permanent protection of  such 
resources in the form of  conservation easements. 
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Regarding a Statement of Overriding Considerations, Guidelines Section 15093 provides:  

(a) CEQA requires the decision-making agency to balance, as applicable, the 
economic, legal, social, technological, or other benefits, including region-
wide or statewide environmental benefits, of  a proposed project against its 
unavoidable environmental risks when determining whether to approve the 
project. If  the specific economic, legal, social, technological, or other 
benefits, including region-wide or statewide environmental benefits, of  a 
proposed project outweigh the unavoidable adverse environmental effects, 
the adverse environmental effects may be considered “acceptable.” 

(b) When the lead agency approves a project which will result in the occurrence 
of  significant effects which are identified in the final EIR but are not 
substantially lessened, the agency shall state in writing the specific reasons 
to support its action based on the final EIR and/or other information in 
the record. The statement of  overriding considerations shall be supported 
by substantial evidence in the record. 

(c) If  an agency makes a statement of  overriding considerations, the statement 
should be included in the record of  the project approval and should be 
mentioned in the notice of  determination. This statement does not 
substitute for, and shall be in addition to, findings required pursuant to 
Section 15091. 

B. Certification 

Having received, reviewed, and considered the EIR for the Wildomar Trail Town Center Mixed-Use 
Project State Clearinghouse No. 2020090408, as well as other information in the record of 
proceedings on this matter, the City of Wildomar City Council adopts the following Findings and 
Statement of Overriding Considerations, in its capacity as the legislative body for the City of 
Wildomar (City), which is the CEQA Lead Agency. The Findings and Statements of Overriding 
Considerations (Findings) set forth the environmental and other bases for current and subsequent 
discretionary actions to be undertaken by the City and responsible agencies for the implementation 
of the proposed project. 

In addition, the City of Wildomar City Council (City Council) hereby make findings pursuant to and 
in accordance with Section 21081 of the California Public Resources Code and State CEQA 
Guidelines Sections 15090 and 15091 and hereby certifies that: 

(1) Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the project which 
mitigate or avoid the significant environmental effect as identified in the final EIR. 

(2) Such changes or alterations are within the responsibility and jurisdiction of another public 
agency and not the agency making the finding. Such changes have been adopted by such other 
agency or can and should be adopted by such other agency. 
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(3) Specific economic, legal, social, technological, or other considerations, including provision of 
employment opportunities for highly trained workers, make infeasible the mitigation measures or 
project alternatives identified in the final EIR. 

C. Project Environmental Report and Discretionary Actions 

The Final EIR addresses the direct, indirect, and cumulative environmental effects of construction 
and operation activities associated with the proposed project. The Final EIR provides the 
environmental information necessary for the City to make a final decision on the requested 
discretionary actions for all phases of this project. The Final EIR was also intended to support 
discretionary reviews and decisions by other responsible agencies. Discretionary actions to be 
considered by the City may include, but are not limited to, the following: 

 Certify that the Final EIR for the proposed project has been completed in compliance with 
CEQA, and reflects the independent judgement and analysis of  the City; find that the City 
Council has reviewed and considered the information contained in the Final EIR prior to 
approving the project; adopt the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program, finding that the 
Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program is adequately designed to ensure compliance with 
the mitigation measures during project implementation; and determine that the significant 
adverse effects of  the project either have been reduced to an acceptable level, or are outweighed 
by the specific overriding considerations of  the project as outlined in the CEQA Findings of  
Fact and Statement of  Overriding Considerations, as set forth herein. 

 Approve the proposed project and related discretionary actions needed for project construction 
and operation. 

II. PROCEDURAL COMPLIANCE WITH CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL 
QUALITY ACT 

The City published a Draft EIR on May 12, 2021. A Final EIR was prepared in July 2021 in 
compliance with CEQA requirements. The Final EIR has been prepared in accordance with CEQA 
and the CEQA Guidelines, as amended. As authorized in State CEQA Guidelines Section 
15084(d)(2), the City retained a consultant to assist with the preparation of the environmental 
documents. City staff from multiple departments, representing the Lead Agency, have directed, 
reviewed, and modified where appropriate all material prepared by the consultant. The Final EIR 
reflects the City’s independent analysis and judgement. The key milestones associated with the 
preparation of the EIR are summarized below. As presented below, an extensive public involvement 
and agency notification effort was conducted to solicit input on the scope and content of the EIR 
and to solicit comments on the results of the environmental analysis presented in the Draft EIR. 

A. Public Notification and Outreach 

In conformance with CEQA, the State CEQA Guidelines, and the City of Wildomar CEQA 
Guidelines, the City of Wildomar conducted an extensive environmental review of the proposed 
project.  

 Completion of  a Notice of  Preparation (NOP) on September 17, 2020. The public review 
period extended from September 17, 2020, to October 16, 2020. The NOP was published in the 
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Press Enterprise on September 17, 2020. The NOP was posted at the Riverside County Clerk’s 
office on September 17, 2020. Copies of  the NOP were mailed to interested persons and 
organizations.  

 Preparation of  a Draft EIR, which was made available for a 45-day public review period 
beginning May 12, 2021, and ending June 25, 2021. The scope of  the Draft EIR was determined 
based on the CEQA Guidelines Appendix G Checklist, and comments received in response to 
the NOP. The Notice of  Availability (NOA) for the Draft EIR was sent to interested persons 
and organizations, sent to the State Clearinghouse in Sacramento for distribution to public 
agencies, posted at the City of  Wildomar’s website, and published in the Press Enterprise. The 
NOA was posted at the Riverside County Clerk’s office on May 12, 2021. The Notice of  
Availability of  the Draft EIR was published in the Press Enterprise on May 12, 2021. 

 Preparation of  a Final EIR, including the responses to comments to the Draft EIR, was released 
for a 10-day agency review period prior to certification of  the Final EIR. 

 Public hearings on the proposed project, including a Planning Commission hearing and a City 
Council hearing. 

In summary, the City conducted all required noticing and scoping for the proposed project in 
accordance with Section 15083 of the CEQA Guidelines, and conducted the public review for the 
EIR, which exceeded the requirements of Section 15087 of the CEQA Guidelines. 

B. Final Environmental Impact Report and City Council Proceedings 

The City prepared a Final EIR, including Responses to Comments to the Draft EIR. The Final 
EIR/Response to Comments contains comments on the Draft EIR, responses to those comments, 
revisions to the Draft EIR, and appended documents. A total of three comment letters were 
received..  

None of the comment letters resulted in the need to modify the environmental analysis in the Draft 
EIR.  

The Final EIR found that prior to mitigation, implementation of the proposed project will result in 
potentially significant impacts to Greenhouse Gas Emissions, as stated below. However, even with 
the implementation of mitigation measures (MMs) these impacts would be significant and 
unavoidable. The City prepared a Statement of Overriding Considerations (see Section V, below) for 
the following impacts which were found to be significant and unavoidable: 

Greenhouse Gas Emissions 

 Impact 5.5-1:  Implementation of  the project would generate a substantial increase in the 
magnitude of  GHG emissions.  

 Impact 5.5-2:  Implementation of  the project would conflict with an applicable plan, policy, or 
regulation adopted for the purpose of  reducing the emissions of  GHGs. 

The public can view searchable agendas for scheduled City Council meetings and access agenda-
related City information and services directly on the following website: 
http://www.cityofwildomar.org/government/city_council. 
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The Final EIR document will be posted for viewing and download with the previously posted Draft 
EIR prior to the City’s consideration of the Final EIR and project recommendations on the City’s 
website. 

A date for consideration of the Final EIR and project recommendations at the City Council was set 
for the proposed project and notice of the meeting was provided consistent with the Brown Act 
(Government Code Sections 54950 et seq.). The City Council will take testimony on the proposed 
project and may continue on its calendar to a subsequent meeting date in its discretion.  

C. Record of Proceedings 

For purposes of CEQA and these Findings, the Record of Proceedings for the proposed project 
consists of the following documents and other evidence, at a minimum: 

 The NOP, NOA, and all other public notices issued by the City in conjunction with the proposed 
project. 

 The Draft EIR and Final EIR for the proposed project. 

 All written comments submitted by agencies or members of  the public during the public review 
comment period on the Draft EIR. 

 All responses to written comments submitted by agencies or members of  the public during the 
public review comment period on the Draft EIR. 

 All written and verbal public testimony presented during a noticed public hearing for the 
proposed project. 

 The Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program. 

 The reports and technical memoranda included or referenced in the Final EIR. 

 All documents, studies, EIRs, or other materials incorporated by reference in the Draft EIR and 
Final EIR. 

 The Resolutions adopted by the City in connection with the proposed project, and all documents 
incorporated by reference therein, including comments received after the close of  the comment 
period and responses thereto. 

 Matters of  common knowledge to the City, including but not limited to federal, state, and local 
laws and regulations. 

 Any documents expressly cited in these Findings. 

 Any other relevant materials required to be in the record of  proceedings by Public Resources 
Code Section 21167.6(e). 
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D. Custodian and Location of Records 

The documents and other materials that constitute the administrative record for the City’s actions 
related to the proposed project are at the City of Wildomar – Planning Department, 23873 Clinton 
Keith Road, Suite 201, Wildomar, CA. The City Planning Department is the custodian of the 
administrative record for the proposed project. Copies of these documents, which constitute the 
record of proceedings, are and at all relevant times have been and will be available upon request of 
the Planning Department. Additionally, the documents are available online at: 
http://www.cityofwildomar.org/cms/One.aspx?portalId=9894827&pageId=10911316. This 
information is provided in compliance with Public Resources Code Section 21081.6(a)(2) and 
Guidelines Section 15091(e). 

E. Project Location 

Wildomar Trail Town Center Mixed-Use Project 

The project site (Assessor Parcel Numbers [APNs]: 376-190-002 and 376-180-006) is within the City 
of Wildomar in western Riverside County. The project site is bound to the north by Wildomar Trail, 
a single-family residential neighborhood to the east and southeast, Cervera Road to the southwest, 
and Central Avenue to the west. Interstate 15 (I-15) is approximately 445 feet to the east of the site. 

Prielipp-Yamas Property Rezone 

The approximately 20-acre Prielipp-Yamas Property (APN 380-250-019) is located in the 
southeastern portion of the City, and is bound by Yamas Drive to the west and Prielipp Road to the 
south.  

F. Project Objectives 

The following objectives have been established for the proposed project and will aid decision makers 
in their review of the proposed project and associated environmental impacts: 

1. Provide a freeway adjacent mixed-use project catering to both the residents of  Wildomar and the 
travelling public. 

2. Ensure that non-residential uses buffer the residential uses from the noise of  I-15. 

3. Add housing units to the City’s housing stock. 

4. Provide uses to serve the City’s daytime population. 

5. Provide additional office workspace in the City. 

6. Increase employment opportunities by providing retail and professional office land uses. 

7. Ensure that the City has vacant land designated and zoned for residential development sufficient 
to accommodate the City’s remaining 2013-2021 Regional Housing Needs Assessment (RHNA) 
allocation. 
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G. Project Description 

Wildomar Trail Town Center Mixed-Use Project 

The proposed Wildomar Trail Town Center Mixed-Use project would allow for the development of 
a mixed-use project on an approximately 25.8-acre vacant site (APN 376-190-002 and 376-180-006) 
which would include 41,609 square feet of commercial retail, 72,000 square feet of professional 
office, and 152 townhome/condominium residential units, with full on-site/off-site improvements. 

Prielipp-Yamas Property Rezone 

The City Council has initiated a General Plan Amendment to change the existing land use 
designation from Business Park (BP) to Highest Density Residential (HHDR), and a Change of Zone 
from I-P (Industrial Park) to R-3 (General Residential), for approximately 10-acres of the 20-acre site 
on the northeast corner of Prielipp Road and Yamas Drive (APN 380-250-019). 

In addition to the General Plan amendment, the City will rezone the Prielipp-Yamas property from I-
P (Industrial Park) to R-3 (General Residential), for approximately 10-acres of the 20-acre site on the 
northeast corner of Prielipp Road and Yamas Drive (APN 380-250-019). 

III. CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT FINDINGS 

A. Format 

Section 15091 of the CEQA Guidelines requires that a Lead Agency make a finding for each 
significant effect for the project. This section summarizes the significant environmental impacts of 
the proposed project, describes how these impacts are to be mitigated, and discusses various 
alternatives to the proposed project, which were developed in an effort to reduce the remaining 
significant environmental impacts. All impacts are considered potentially significant prior to 
mitigation unless otherwise stated in the findings. 

This remainder of this section is divided into the following subsections: 

Section B, Issues Deemed “No Impact” or “Less Than Significant Impact,” presents topical 
areas that would result in no impact or less than significant impacts, as detailed in Chapter 8 of the 
Draft EIR. 

Section C, Findings on “No Impact” and “Less Than Significant Impacts,” presents 
environmental issues, as identified in Chapter 5 of the Draft EIR, which would result in no impact or 
less than significant impacts. 

Section D, Findings on Impacts Mitigated to Less Than Significant, presents significant 
impacts of the proposed project that were identified in Chapter 5 and Chapter 8 of the Draft EIR, 
the mitigation measures identified in the Mitigation Monitoring Program, and the rationales for the 
findings. 

Section E, Significant and Unavoidable Impacts that Cannot be Mitigated to Below the 
Level of Significance, presents significant impacts of the proposed project that were identified in 
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the Draft EIR, the mitigation measures identified in the Mitigation Monitoring Program, the findings 
for significant impacts, and the rationales for the findings. 

Section IV, Alternatives to the Proposed Project, presents alternatives to the proposed project 
and evaluates them in relation to the findings set forth in Section 15091(a)(3) of the State CEQA 
Guidelines, which allows a public agency to approve a project that would result in one or more 
significant environmental effects if the project alternatives are found to be infeasible because of 
specific economic, social, or other considerations.  

Section V, Statement of Overriding Considerations, presents a description of the proposed 
project’s significant and unavoidable adverse impacts and the justification for adopting a statement of 
overriding considerations. 

Section VI, Findings on Responses to Comments on the Draft EIR and Revisions to the 
Final EIR, presents the City’s findings on the response to comments and revisions to Final EIR, 
and decision on whether a recirculated Draft EIR is necessary or not. 

B. Issues Deemed No Impact or Less Than Significant Impact 

In accordance with Section 15128 of the CEQA Guidelines, as described in Chapter 8 of the Draft 
EIR, the City concluded that project impacts related to the following topical environmental issues 
would result in no impact or would be less than significant: Agriculture and Forestry Resources, 
Geology and Soils, Mineral Resources, Public Services, and Recreation. Since the following 
environmental issue areas were determined to have no impact or a less than significant impact, no 
findings under Section 15091 for these issues are required 

1. Agricultural and Forestry Resources  

The Wildomar Trail Town Center project site is classified as Farmland of Local Importance; 
however, the State Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program does not designate the site as Prime, 
Unique, or Farmland of Statewide Importance. The Prielipp-Yamas Drive Property is not designated 
as Prime, Unique, or Farmland of Statewide Importance. Therefore, no conversion of Prime 
Farmland, Unique, Farmland, or Farmland of Statewide Importance to non-agricultural land uses 
would occur. There is no land zoned for Williamson Act contracts either on the Wildomar Trail 
Town Center Project site or the Prielipp-Yamas Drive Property. The sites are not designated as 
forestland or timberland, and there is no forestland or timberland adjacent to these sites. No impacts 
would occur. 

Finding. The proposed project would have a less than significant direct, indirect, and cumulative 
impact relating to agricultural and forestry resources. Accordingly, no changes or alterations to the 
proposed project were required to avoid or substantially lessen any significant environmental impacts 
under those thresholds.  

2. Geology and Soils 

The project sites are not within an Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zone, however, a Riverside 
County Fault Zone crosses the northeast corner of the Wildomar Trail Town Center site. Based on 
current site plans, no habitable structures are planned for this portion of the site. Active and inactive 
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faults do not cross the site, however, the risk for seismic activity consist of the potential for moderate 
to strong seismic shaking. The closest fault to the Prielipp-Yamas Drive Property is the Riverside 
County Fault approximately 2.7 miles northwest of the site. Compliance with seismic design criteria 
contained in the California Building Code (CBC) would minimize impacts to both sites to the extent 
feasible.  

Due to the lack of a permanent, near-surface groundwater table and the dense to very dense nature 
of the Pauba Formation, liquefaction potential for the Wildomar Trail Town Center site is negligible 
and not a design consideration. However, seismically induced settlement may occur whether the 
potential for liquefaction exists or not. The geotechnical report for the future development on the 
Prielipp-Yamas Drive Property would identify the potential for liquefaction, and provide mitigation 
measures if needed. Nonetheless, compliance with the 2019 CBC would ensure potential impacts are 
reduced to less than significant. Due to the flat topography of both sites, these sites are not subject to 
landslides.  

Construction of the Wildomar Trail Town Center project, as well as construction of future 
development on the Prielipp-Yamas Drive Property, may result in soil erosion because grading and 
construction can loosen surface soils and make soils susceptible to the effects of wind and water 
movement across the surface. The City routinely requires the submittal of detailed erosion control 
plans with any grading plans. Additionally, construction activities would be subject to compliance 
with the 2019 CBC and would include best management practices (BMPs).  

Additionally, since the Wildomar Trail Town Center project and future development on the Prielipp-
Property would be subject to the provisions of the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System 
(NPDES), and an approved SWPPP. Additionally, the project applicant would be required to comply 
with Wildomar Municipal Code Chapter 13.12, Stormwater Drainage System Protection, which 
establishes requirements for stormwater and non-stormwater quality discharge and control that 
require new development or redevelopment projects to control stormwater runoff by implementing 
appropriate BMPs to prevent the deterioration of water quality. 

As the potential for liquefaction is low, the likelihood of lateral spreading would also be low. 
Moreover, groundwater was not encountered during the field survey, therefore, the probability of 
subsidence or collapse are low. Soils on the site were classified as having a slight to moderate degree 
of collapse; potentially collapsible soils underlying the site are typically removed and recompacted 
during remedial site grading. Implementation of the CBC and other related construction standards 
apply seismic requirements and address certain grading activities. Compliance with CBC regulations 
and the geotechnical report would ensure adequate design and construction of building foundations 
to resist soil movement.  

According to the geotechnical report for the Wildomar Trail Town Center site, the expansion 
potential for soils onsite are very low to low. Development on the project site and the Prielipp-Yamas 
Drive Property would be connected to existing wastewater facilities (sewer), and septic tanks would 
not be used. 

There are no unique geological features on the Wildomar Trail Town Center project site or the 
Prielipp-Yamas Drive Property and both sites are undeveloped. There is some possibility that fossils 
could be present in the site soils and therefore could be damaged by project grading and/or 
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construction activities. In order to ensure impacts are reduced to less than significant, the 
implementation of  PPP HAZ-5 (see Section 5.6, Hazards and Hazardous Materials, of  the Draft EIR), 
which outlines recommendations if fossils are found onsite, would be required. Prior to future 
development on the Prilepp-Yamas Drive Property, a geotechnical report would be prepared to 
identify the potential geological hazards onsite. 

Finding. The proposed project would have a less than significant direct, indirect, and cumulative 
impact relating to the geology and soils. Accordingly, no changes or alterations to the proposed 
project were required to avoid or substantially lessen any significant environmental impacts under 
those thresholds.  

3. Mineral Resources 

The City of Wildomar is designated as MRS-3 which includes areas where the available geologic 
information indicates that while mineral deposits are likely to exist, the significance of the deposit is 
undetermined. The General Plan Open Space-Mineral Resources (OS-MIN) land use designation 
allows mineral extraction and processing facilities, based on the applicable Surface Mining and 
Reclamation Act (SMARA) classification. Those land areas held in reserve for future mining activities 
are also designated OS-MIN. No areas within the City boundaries are designated as OS-MIN. The 
proposed project would not impact mineral resources, and no impact would occur.  

Finding. The proposed project would have a less than significant direct, indirect, and cumulative 
impact relating to mineral resources. Accordingly, no changes or alterations to the proposed project 
were required to avoid or substantially lessen any significant environmental impacts under those 
thresholds.  

4. Public Services 

A standard condition of approval for the projects in the City includes compliance with the 
requirements of the Riverside County Fire Department and the payment of standard City 
development impact fees, which include a fee for fire and police service impacts. The proposed 
project would not result in activities that are expected to create unusual fire protection needs. 
Moreover, the City currently provides a Notice of Impact Mitigation Requirement to an applicant for 
a building permit, who then works with the school district to determine the precise amount of the 
fee. Once the fee has been paid in full, LEUSD prepares and provides a certificate to the City 
demonstrating payment of the fee. Payment of fees in compliance with Government Code Section 
65996 fully mitigates all impacts to school facilities. The Wildomar Trail Town Center project would 
provide 1.9 acres of common open and private open space for residents onsite. Impacts to parkland 
would be analyzed at the time of development for the Prielipp-Yamas Drive Property. Project 
applicants are required to pay DIFs and therefore, with the payment of these fees and taxes, impacts 
would be less than significant. The proposed project would not have a negative impact on other 
public facilities; the project would not include population growth, but rather, accommodate the City’s 
projected growth. Impacts would be less than significant.  

Finding. The proposed project would have a less than significant direct, indirect, and cumulative 
impact relating to public services. Accordingly, no changes or alterations to the proposed project 
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were required to avoid or substantially lessen any significant environmental impacts under those 
thresholds.  

5. Recreation 

The Wildomar Trail Town Center project would provide 1.9 acres of common open and private 
open space for residents which would reduce impacts to existing parks and recreational facilities. 
Impacts to recreational facilities as a result of development on the Prielipp-Yamas Drive property 
would be analyzed at the time development is proposed. Nonetheless, project applicants would be 
required to pay DIFs and therefore, payment of these fees and taxes would reduce impacts to less 
than significant. The construction of amenities associated with recreational facilities for the Wildomar 
Trail Town Center project are part of the project site’s development, and the construction or 
expansion of such areas would not result in an adverse physical effect on the environment beyond 
those analyzed for the overall project in the Draft EIR. Impacts of future recreational facilities on 
the Prielipp-Yamas Drive Property would be included in the environmental analysis prepared for 
that site. Therefore, impacts would be less than significant. 

C. Findings on “No Impact” and “Less Than Significant Impacts”  

The City determined that the proposed project would have no impact or less than significant 
impacts, including direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts, for the environmental issues summarized 
below. The rationale for the conclusion that no significant impact would occur in each of the issue 
areas is based on the environmental evaluation in the listed topical EIR sections in Chapter 5 of the 
Draft EIR.  

CEQA Guidelines Section 15901 states that an EIR may not be certified for a project that has one or 
more significant environmental effects unless one of three possible findings is made for each 
significance effect. Since the following environmental issue areas were determined to have no impact 
or a less than significant impact, no findings under Section 15091 for these issues are required.  

1. Aesthetics 

Impact 5.1-1: The proposed project would alter the visual appearance of  the project site. 
[Thresholds AE-1 and AE-3] 

WILDOMAR TRAIL TOWN CENTER MIXED-USE PROJECT 

The proposed project would result in the development of commercial retail up to 32 feet in height; 
professional office up to 49 feet 6 inches; and the townhome/condominium residential units would 
be three stories tall and 40 feet in height.  

Scenic Vistas 

The project site is vacant and located within an urbanized portion of the City that is generally flat. 
Due to the distance, varying topography, and development surrounding the site, views of scenic 
vistas would not be significantly impacted.  
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Visual Character 

Figure 3-1, Conceptual Site Plan, of the Draft EIR, shows that the commercial and office uses would be 
located on the northern portion of the site, and the residential uses would be located on the southern 
portion of the site. 

Gas Station, Retail, and Office Structures 

As shown in Figure 3-3, Gas Station/Mini-Mart Elevation, and Figure 3-4a through Figure 3-4f, Retail 
Elevation, of  the Draft EIR, the commercial components of  the proposed project would be one-
story. The proposed building would include tan stucco, metal canopies, and brownish-gray stone 
veneer. The side elevation would include a landscaped trellis on the exterior of  the building.  

The exterior façades of the retail structures would be cohesive and would consist of varying 
materials, such as metal canopies, landscaped trellises, fabric awnings, gray stone veneer, stucco, and 
brick, and would vary in paint color, such as tan, light and dark gray, and white.  

Figure 3-5, Office Elevation, of the Draft EIR, shows that the proposed office buildings would be 
three-stories. The proposed office buildings would have tan, white, and dark gray stucco, light gray 
stone veneer, and metal paneling. 

The C-P-S zone allows for structures up to 50 feet in height. The proposed gas station/mini-mart 
would be 24 feet at its highest point, the tallest proposed retail structure would be 32 feet at its 
highest point, and the office buildings would be 49 feet and 6 inches at their highest points. If 
developed, the structures would be comparable to the allowed maximum height restrictions of the 
surrounding uses. The maximum height in the R-1 zone (located to the east and south of the project 
site) is 40 feet; single-family homes in the R-R zone (located to the west of the project site) cannot 
exceed 40 feet, and no other structure can exceed 50 feet in height unless a variance is approved, 
which could allow buildings to be a maximum of 75 feet and structure to be 105 feet in height; and 
buildings in the M-SC Zone (located to the west of the project site) cannot exceed 50 feet unless a 
height of up to 75 feet is approved. 

Residential Structures 

The proposed townhomes/condominium would be 3-plexes to 6-plexes up to three stories tall, with 
a maximum height of 40 feet to the ridge of the roof. As shown in Figure 3-6a and Figure 3-6b, 
Residential Elevation, of the Draft EIR, the exterior façades would vary in materials such as board and 
batten, trim, and metal, as well as in color/finishes such as light and dark brown, white, taupe and 
gray. The interior of  the units will not include woodburning or gas fireplaces. 

Development in the R-3 zone can be up to 50 feet in height. The proposed residential development 
would be 40 feet to the ridge of the roof, and would be similar in height and design to the residential 
uses that surround the project site.  

Conclusion 

There are residential and proposed commercial uses in the project area. The height, density, intensity, 
and character of the new development planned for the project site is not a dramatic departure from 
what currently exists within the surrounding area. The proposed appearance and character would be 
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consistent with development in the area and would improve the vacant site. The proposed project 
would be required to comply with the City’s development standards and design guidelines. 
Additionally, due to the distance, varying topography, and urbanized nature of the project area, 
scenic vistas would not be impacted.  

Overall, aesthetic impacts would not be adverse, and impacts relating to scenic vistas and visual 
appearance and character would be less than significant. 

PRIELIPP-YAMAS PROPERTY REZONE 

The northern 10 acres of the 20-acre Prielipp-Yamas Property would be rezoned I-P (Industrial Park) 
to R-3 (General Residential) and the General Plan land use designation for this portion of the 
Property would be changed from BP (Business Park) to HHDR (Highest Density Residential). 

Scenic Vistas 

The Property is vacant and located within an urbanized portion of the City that is generally flat. Due 
to the distance, varying topography, and development surrounding the Property, views of scenic 
vistas would not be significantly impacted if future development were to occur on the Property. 

Visual Character 

The Property is currently vacant, and the proposed rezone and land use change would allow for the 
future development of residential units on the Property, in order to comply with Government Code 
Section 65863 (C)(1) (SB 166 No-Net Housing Loss). The Property is surrounded by residential uses 
to the west and south. Development to the west of the Property is zoned R-3, and as with the 
Property, structures would have a maximum height of 50 feet. Single-family homes in the R-R zone 
(located to the south of the Property) cannot exceed 40 feet, and no other structure can exceed 50 
feet in height unless a variance is approved, which could allow buildings to be a maximum of 75 feet 
and structure to be 105 feet in height. Therefore, future development residential units on the 
Property would be similar in height and design to the residential uses that surround the Property. 

Conclusion 

There are residential uses surrounding the Property. The height, density, intensity, and character of 
future development on the Property would not be a dramatic departure from what currently exists 
within the surrounding area, as future development would be required to comply with the City’s 
development standards and design guidelines. Moreover, due to the distance, varying topography, 
and urbanized nature of the project area, scenic vistas would not be impacted. 

Overall, aesthetic impacts would not be adverse, and impacts relating to scenic vistas and visual 
appearance and character would be less than significant.  

Finding. The proposed project would have a less than significant direct, indirect, and cumulative 
impact relating to aesthetics. Accordingly, no changes or alterations to the proposed project were 
required to avoid or substantially lessen any significant environmental impacts under those 
thresholds.  
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Impact 5.1-2: The proposed project would not alter scenic resources within a state scenic 
highway. [Threshold AE-2] 

WILDOMAR TRAIL TOWN CENTER MIXED-USE PROJECT 

As indicated in Figure C-9, of the City of Wildomar General Plan, I-15 which is 425 feet east of the 
project site, is designated as a State Eligible Highway, but is not officially designated as a Scenic 
Highway. Development of the proposed project would occur within the project site boundaries, and 
project implementation would not damage scenic resources, including trees, rock outcroppings, and 
historic buildings, within a State Scenic Highway. Therefore, no impact would occur. 

PRIELIPP-YAMAS PROPERTY REZONE 

As indicated in Figure C-9, of the City of Wildomar General Plan, I-15 which is 0.4-mile west of the 
Property, is designated as a State Eligible Highway, but is not officially designated as a Scenic 
Highway. Future development on the Property would occur within the Property’s boundaries, and 
future project implementation would not damage scenic resources, including trees, rock 
outcroppings, and historic buildings, within a State Scenic Highway. Therefore, no impact would 
occur. 

Finding. The proposed project would have a less than significant direct, indirect, and cumulative 
impact relating to aesthetics. Accordingly, no changes or alterations to the proposed project were 
required to avoid or substantially lessen any significant environmental impacts under those 
thresholds.  

Impact 5.1-3: The proposed project would generate additional light and glare. [Threshold 
AE-4] 

WILDOMAR TRAIL TOWN CENTER MIXED-USE PROJECT 

Nighttime Light and Glare 

As the project site is vacant, it does not contain existing sources of nighttime illumination. However, 
onsite light and glare is caused by the surrounding land uses and roadways including I-15. The 
proposed project would include residential and non-residential structures on the project site, as well 
as their related lighting sources (parking lot lights, vehicle lights, security lights, and exterior lighting). 
Additionally, the implementation of the proposed structures would likely also result in exterior 
glazing (e.g., windows and doors) that could result in new sources of glare. Despite new sources of 
nighttime illumination and glare, the proposed project is not expected to generate a substantial 
increase in light and glare. Lighting would be directed so as not to cause light to spill outside the 
project site. The proposed project would adhere to the development standards and design guidelines 
of the City of Wildomar Code (see PPP AES-2 of Chapter 5.1, Aesthetics, of the Draft EIR) and 
General Plan, which regulate lighting. Additionally, the proposed perimeter landscaping and 
proposed buildings would block glare from parked cars and traffic from surrounding roadways and 
land uses. Therefore, impacts would be less than significant. 
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Daytime Glare 

The project includes building materials and architectural treatments that could cause daytime glare, 
but not to such an extent that they would result in a significant impact. The development of the 
proposed project would produce glare sources that are typical of residential, commercial, and office 
buildings, such as building material (glass and light-colored building materials), and vehicles parked 
and traveling along neighboring streets. However, glare from these sources is typical of the 
surrounding area and would not increase glare beyond what is expected for the proposed uses. 
Therefore, daytime glare impacts from the proposed project would be less than significant.  

PRIELIPP-YAMAS PROPERTY REZONE 

Nighttime Light and Glare 

The Property is vacant and does not contain existing sources of nighttime illumination. However, 
onsite light and glare is caused by the surrounding land uses and roadways including I-15. Future 
development on the Property would include residential uses, as well as related lighting (parking lot 
lights, vehicle lights, security lights, and exterior lighting). Moreover, future implementation of 
structures would likely result in exterior glazing (e.g., windows and doors) that could result in new 
sources of glare. Although future uses would result in new sources of nighttime illumination and 
glare, future uses would not be expected to generate a substantial increase in light and glare. Future 
lighting would be directed so as not to cause light to spill outside the Property. Future development 
would adhere to the development standards and design guidelines of the City of Wildomar Code (see 
PPP AES-2 of Chapter 5.1, Aesthetics, of the Draft EIR) and General Plan, which regulate lighting. 
Therefore, impacts would be less than significant. 

Daytime Glare 

Future development on the Property could include building materials and architectural treatments 
that could cause daytime glare, but not to such an extent that they would result in a significant 
impact. Future development on the Property would produce glare sources that are typical of 
residential buildings, such as building material (glass and light-colored building materials), and 
vehicles parked and traveling along neighboring streets. However, glare from these sources is typical 
of the surrounding area and would not increase glare beyond what is expected for residential uses. 
Therefore, daytime glare impacts as a result of future development on the Property would be less 
than significant. 

Finding. The proposed project would have a less than significant direct, indirect, and cumulative 
impact relating to aesthetics. Accordingly, no changes or alterations to the proposed project were 
required to avoid or substantially lessen any significant environmental impacts under those 
thresholds.  
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2. Air Quality 

Impact 5.2-1: Construction activities associated with the proposed project would not 
generate short-term emissions in exceedance of  SCAQMD’s threshold 
criteria. [Thresholds AQ-2 and AQ-3] 

WILDOMAR TRAIL TOWN CENTER MIXED-USE PROJECT 

Equipment Exhaust and Related Construction Activities 

Construction activities would temporarily increase PM10, PM2.5, VOC, NOX, SOX, and CO regional 
emissions in the SoCAB. Construction activities associated with buildout of the proposed project are 
anticipated to occur over approximately 5 years, from 2021 to 2026. 

Tables 5.2-9 through Tables 5.2-12, of the Draft EIR, show the construction emissions for Phases 1 
through 4. Because no exceedances of any criteria pollutants are expected, no significant impacts 
would occur for project construction in Phases 1 through 4. 

Fugitive Dust 

Fugitive dust emissions are generally associated with land clearing and exposure of soils to the air and 
wind, as well as cut‐and‐fill grading operations. The proposed project will be required to comply with 
SCAQMD Rule 403 to control fugitive dust. 

Architectural Coatings 

Architectural coatings contain VOCs that are part of the O3 precursors. Based on the proposed 
project, it is estimated that application of the architectural coatings for the proposed peak 
construction day will result in a peak of 34.96 pounds per day (lbs/day) of VOCs during Phase 2. 
Therefore, VOC emissions from architectural coating application would not exceed the SCAQMD 
VOC threshold of 75 lbs/day. 

Localized Impact Analysis 

Table 5.2-13, Maximum Daily Construction Localized Impact Analysis for Phases 1 through 4, of the Draft 
EIR, shows that the construction emission rates would not exceed the LSTs for any of the sensitive 
receptors near the project site. 

PRIELIPP-YAMAS PROPERTY REZONE 

The zone change from I-P to R-3 would reduce the intensity of future development. According to 
Chapter 17.88, I-P Industrial Park Zone, and Chapter 17.44, R-3 General Residential Zone, of the 
Wildomar Municipal Code, the minimum lot sizes for sites designated I-P and R-3 must be 20,000 
square feet and 7,200 square feet, respectively. Therefore, as the minimum lot size for sites 
designated R-3 is less than sites designated I-P, future potential air quality impacts would be less 
severe than evaluated in the General Plan EIR due to the change in land use.  

The Horizons project amended the City of Wildomar General Plan by changing the land use 
designation of the site from Business Park (BP) to High Density Residential (HDR) on 10.68 net 
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acres, and found that potential traffic would be reduced as a result of the change from business park 
to residential land uses. Additionally, the Horizons project found that the additional homes proposed 
under the project were consistent with the City’s projected population growth, and therefore do not 
exceed the population or job growth projections used by the SCAQMD to develop the AQMP. 

Future residential development of this site would be similar to other multi-family residential 
development in the local area. As a result, air quality impacts resulting from this type of development 
would be similar in nature. 

Air pollutant emissions as a result of future development would likely occur over the short term from 
construction activities (e.g., fugitive dust from site preparation and grading), and emissions from 
equipment exhaust. Because future air quality impacts are expected to be similar to the proposed 
Wildomar Trail Town Center Mixed-Use Project and no exceedances of any criteria pollutants are 
expected during the construction phase, no significant impacts would occur.  

Finding. The proposed project would have a less than significant direct, indirect, and cumulative 
impact relating to air quality. Accordingly, no changes or alterations to the proposed project were 
required to avoid or substantially lessen any significant environmental impacts under those 
thresholds.  

Impact 5.2-3: The proposed project could expose sensitive receptors to substantial 
pollutant concentrations. [Threshold AQ-3] 

WILDOMAR TRAIL TOWN CENTER MIXED-USE PROJECT 

Sensitive receptors can include uses such as long-term health care facilities, rehabilitation centers, and 
retirement homes. Residences, schools, playgrounds, childcare centers, and athletic facilities can also 
be considered as sensitive receptors. As determined in Chapter 5.2, Air Quality, of the Draft EIR, the 
sensitive receptors nearest to the project site would not be subject to emissions exceeding SCAQMD 
LSTs. Furthermore, the project would create or result in localized CO hot spots. On this basis, the 
potential for the project to expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant concentrations is 
considered less than significant. 

PRIELIPP-YAMAS PROPERTY REZONE 

The zone change from I-P to R-3 would reduce the intensity of future development when compared 
to the General Plan. Therefore, future potential air quality impacts would be less severe than 
evaluated in the General Plan EIR due to the change in land use. Future residential development of 
this site would be similar to other multi-family residential development in the local area. As a result, 
air quality impacts resulting from this type of development would be similar in nature. 

Air quality impacts associated with the future development of this site would be similar to the 
impacts analyzed for the Wildomar Trail Town Center Mixed-Use Project. As such, the sensitive 
receptors nearest to the Property would not be subject to emissions exceeding SCAQMD LSTs. 
Furthermore, the future residential development would not create or result in localized CO hot spots. 
On this basis, the potential for future residential development of this site to expose sensitive 
receptors to substantial pollutant concentrations is considered less than significant. 
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Finding. The proposed project would have a less than significant direct, indirect, and cumulative 
impact relating to air quality. Accordingly, no changes or alterations to the proposed project were 
required to avoid or substantially lessen any significant environmental impacts under those 
thresholds.  

Impact 5.2-5: The proposed project would not result in other emissions that would 
adversely affect a substantial number of  people. [Threshold AQ-4] 

WILDOMAR TRAIL TOWN CENTER MIXED-USE PROJECT 

Odors from Construction Activities 

Heavy‐duty equipment in the project area during construction would emit odors, primarily from 
equipment exhaust. However, the construction activity would cease to occur after individual 
construction is completed. No other sources of objectionable odors have been identified for the 
proposed project. The proposed uses are not anticipated to emit any objectionable odors. Therefore, 
objectionable odors posing a health risk to potential on‐site and existing off‐site uses would not 
occur as a result of the proposed project. 

Naturally Occurring Asbestos 

The proposed project is located in Riverside County, which is among the counties found to have 
serpentine and ultramafic rock in their soils. However, according to the California Geological Survey, 
no such rock has been identified in the project vicinity. Therefore, the potential risk for naturally 
occurring asbestos during project construction is less than significant. 

PRIELIPP-YAMAS PROPERTY REZONE 

The zone change from I-P to R-3 would reduce the intensity by which development occurs. The 
zone change from I-P to R-3 would reduce the intensity of future development when compared to 
the General Plan. Therefore, future potential air quality impacts would be less severe than evaluated 
in the General Plan EIR due to the change in land use. Future residential development of this site 
would be similar to other multi-family residential development in the local area. As a result, air quality 
impacts resulting from this type of development would be similar in nature. 

Heavy‐duty equipment during future construction of the site would emit odors, primarily from 
equipment exhaust. Furthermore, future residential uses are not anticipated to emit any objectionable 
odors. While the project site is located in Riverside County, which is among the counties found to 
have serpentine and ultramafic rock in their soils, no such rock has been identified in the project 
vicinity.  

Finding. The proposed project would have a less than significant direct, indirect, and cumulative 
impact relating to air quality. Accordingly, no changes or alterations to the proposed project were 
required to avoid or substantially lessen any significant environmental impacts under those 
thresholds.  
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3. Biological Resources 

Impact 5.3-4: The proposed project would not affect wildlife movement within the City. 
[Threshold B-4]  

WILDOMAR TRAIL TOWN CENTER MIXED-USE PROJECT 

The project site is located in a relatively urbanized area and is not situated within an MSHCP-
established core area or linkage. The surrounding area is comprised of residential and commercial 
development to the south, southeast, and west; Living Hope Lutheran Church and California 
Lutheran High School to the southwest; and open space to the north. Additionally, I-15 presents a 
substantial barrier for wildlife movement from one side of the Temecula Valley to the other. As such, 
the project site is poorly situated to serve as a movement or migratory corridor.  

PRIELIPP-YAMAS PROPERTY REZONE 

The property is vacant, and as it is surrounded by urbanized uses–residential to the east and south, 
and industrial uses to the southwest, the property is poorly situated to serve as a movement or 
migratory corridor. Additionally, I-15, which is 0.4 mile west of the property, presents a substantial 
barrier of wildlife movement from one side to the other. As such, impacts would be less than 
significant.  

Finding. The proposed project would have a less than significant direct, indirect, and cumulative 
impact relating to biological resources. Accordingly, no changes or alterations to the proposed 
project were required to avoid or substantially lessen any significant environmental impacts under 
those thresholds. 

4. Energy 

Impact 5.4-1: Project construction and operation would not result in potentially significant 
environmental impacts due to wasteful, inefficient, or unnecessary 
consumption of  energy resources. [Threshold E-1]  

WILDOMAR TRAIL TOWN CENTER MIXED-USE PROJECT 

Short-Term Construction Impacts 

Electrical Energy 

The majority of construction equipment during grading would be gas- or diesel-powered, and the 
later construction phases would require electricity-powered equipment for interior construction and 
architectural coatings. Overall, the use of electricity would be temporary during construction and 
would fluctuate according to the phase of construction. Additionally, it is anticipated that electric-
powered construction equipment would be hand tools (e.g., power drills, table saws, compressors) 
and lighting, which would result in minimal electricity usage during construction activities. Electrical 
equipment would draw energy from the grid that follows the state requirements for renewable 
energy. The equipment itself is commercially available and subject to energy requirements of the state 
and federal government.  
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Natural Gas Energy 

It is not anticipated that construction equipment used for the proposed project would be powered by 
natural gas, and no natural gas demand is anticipated during construction. Therefore, there would be 
no impact on natural gas. 

Transportation Energy 

The use of energy resources by construction and delivery vehicles would fluctuate according to the 
phase of construction, would be temporary. and would not require expanded energy supplies or the 
construction of new infrastructure. To limit wasteful and unnecessary energy consumption, the 
contractors would minimize nonessential idling of construction equipment during construction, in 
accordance with Section 2449 of the California Code of Regulations, Title 13, Article 4.8, Chapter 9. 
Construction trips would not result in unnecessary use of energy since the project area is served by I-
15 which would provide the most direct route from various areas of the region.  

Long-Term Operational Impacts 

Electrical Energy 

Operation of the existing facility consumes electricity for various purposes, including heating, 
cooling, and ventilation of buildings; water heating; operation of electrical systems; security and 
control center functions; lighting; and use of onsite equipment and appliances. The proposed project 
would be consistent with the requirements of the current Building Energy Efficiency Standards and 
CALGreen and, therefore, would not result in wasteful or unnecessary electricity demands.  

Natural Gas Energy 

The proposed natural gas consumption for the proposed project would be increased compared to 
existing conditions. Because the proposed project would be built to meet the Building Energy 
Efficiency Standards, it would not result in wasteful or unnecessary natural gas demands.  

Transportation Energy 

Since the proposed project would involve development of commercial, office, and residential uses, its 
implementation would provide more opportunities for employment for residents in the City and 
opportunities to reside within an urbanized area with nearby amenities and public transit options. In 
addition, in compliance with CALGreen, the proposed project would include short- and long-term 
bicycle parking for employees of the office buildings. These features of the proposed project would 
contribute to minimizing per capita VMT and transportation-related fuel usage. Therefore, it is 
expected that operation-related fuel usage associated with the proposed project would not be any 
more inefficient, wasteful, or unnecessary than similar development projects.  

PRIELIPP-YAMAS PROPERTY REZONE 

Short-Term Construction Impacts  

Construction of future development on the property would require the use of construction 
equipment for grading, hauling, and building activities. Electricity use during construction would vary 
during different phases of construction.  
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The surrounding area is already served by electricity and natural gas, and future development would 
connect to the existing lines. Adequate infrastructure capacity in the vicinity of the property would be 
available to accommodate the electricity and natural gas demand for construction activities and 
would not require additional or expanded infrastructure. Future construction contractors would 
minimize idling of construction equipment during construction as required by state law and reduce 
construction waste by recycling. These required practices would limit wasteful and unnecessary 
electrical energy consumption.  

Transportation 

Transportation energy use during construction would come from the transport and use of future 
construction equipment, delivery vehicles and haul trucks, and construction employee vehicles that 
would use diesel fuel and/or gasoline. The use of energy resources by these vehicles would fluctuate 
according to the phase of construction and would be temporary. Impacts related to transportation 
energy use during future construction would be temporary and would not require expanded energy 
supplies or the construction of new infrastructure.  

Long-Term Operational Impacts 

Electricity 

Prior to final building plan submittal, the future project applicant would provide project plans to SCE 
to prepare a Method-of-Service Study to determine exact location of electrical connections at the 
property and establish estimated electricity demand. Additionally, because future development would 
be subject to the most recently adopted Green Buildings Standards Code and California Energy 
Code, the future project’s electricity demand would not result in significant impacts.  

Natural Gas 

Future development would construct new facilities on the property that would result in an increase in 
gas demands to heat building. Because future development would be built to meet the Building 
Energy Efficiency Standards, it would not result in wasteful or unnecessary natural gas demands. 
Transportation Energy 

The use of energy resources by these vehicles would be temporary and would fluctuate throughout 
the lifespan of the future development. Therefore, it is expected that operation-related fuel usage 
associated with the future development would not be any more inefficient, wasteful, or unnecessary 
than similar development projects.  

Finding. The proposed project would have a less than significant direct, indirect, and cumulative 
impact relating to energy resources. Accordingly, no changes or alterations to the proposed project 
were required to avoid or substantially lessen any significant environmental impacts under those 
thresholds. 
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Impact 5.4-2: The proposed project would not conflict with or obstruct a state or local plan 
for renewable energy efficiency. [Threshold E-2] 

WILDOMAR TRAIL TOWN CENTER MIXED-USE PROJECT 

The City of Wildomar is within SCAG’s 2020–2045 Regional Transportation Plan/Sustainable 
Communities Strategy (RTP/SCS), a long-range visioning plan that balances future mobility and 
housing needs with economic, environmental, and public health goals.  

The City of Wildomar does not have its own renewable energy plan; however, the City does 
encourage the use of renewable energy via solar panels, recycling, etc. Future development would be 
subject to 2019 Title 24, Part 6, standards, which sets standards that improve energy efficiency of 
newly constructed buildings. Additionally, all contractors and waste haulers are required to comply 
with the Countywide Integrated Waste Management Plan, which requires minimum diversion of 50 
percent of waste project materials from disposal.  

PRIELIPP-YAMAS PROPERTY REZONE 

Future development on the site would be subject to the latest energy and building standards. 
Additionally, future contractors and waste haulers would be required to comply with the Countywide 
Integrated Waste Management Plan, which requires a minimum diversion of 50 percent of waste 
project materials from disposal. Therefore, future development on the property would not conflict 
with or obstruct a state or local plan for renewable energy or energy efficiency.  

Finding. The proposed project would have a less than significant direct, indirect, and cumulative 
impact relating to energy resources. Accordingly, no changes or alterations to the proposed project 
were required to avoid or substantially lessen any significant environmental impacts under those 
thresholds. 

5. Hazards and Hazardous Materials  

Impact 5.6-1: Project construction and operations of  the proposed project could involve the 
transport, use, and/or disposal of  hazardous materials; however, compliance 
with existing local, state, and federal regulations would ensure impacts are 
minimized. [Thresholds H-1, H-2, and H-3] 

WILDOMAR TRAIL TOWN CENTER MIXED-USE PROJECT 

Project construction would require small amounts of hazardous materials, and would comply with 
existing regulations pertaining to hazardous materials (USEPA, Riverside County Environmental 
Health Division, etc.). The use of hazardous materials during construction would be temporary. No 
Recognized Environmental Concerns (RECs) were identified onsite. The retail, office, and residential 
uses would not use hazardous materials, however, the gas station could result in hazardous impacts 
due to the use of liquefied petroleum gas (LPG). All onsite activities would be required to adhere to 
federal, state, and local regulations, and construction activities would comply with SWPPP as part of 
the NPDES permit. 
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The California Lutheran High School is located 0.25-mile southwest of the project site. Although the 
proposed gas station would release gasoline and diesel vapors which would be hazardous, when used 
correctly, these would not result in a significant impact to residents, workers, or schools in the 
project vicinity.  

PRIELIPP-YAMAS PROPERTY REZONE 

Future development on the Property would include residential uses, and maintenance and 
operational activities may require the use of hazardous materials which would be used and stored in 
compliance with state and federal requirements. The use of hazardous materials during construction 
activities would be temporary and construction workers would be trained on the use of hazardous 
materials. Future construction activities would comply with the SWPPP of the NPDES permit. 

There are no schools located within 0.25-mile of the Property, however, Ronald Reagan Elementary 
is approximately 1.05 miles northwest of the Property. Although future project operations would 
include the use of potentially hazardous materials, when used correctly, these would not result in a 
significant impact to residents, workers, or schools in the project vicinity.  

Finding. The proposed project would have a less than significant direct, indirect, and cumulative 
impact relating to hazardous materials. Accordingly, no changes or alterations to the proposed 
project were required to avoid or substantially lessen any significant environmental impacts under 
those thresholds. 

Impact 5.6-2: The project site is not on a list of  hazardous materials sites. [Threshold H-4] 

WILDOMAR TRAIL TOWN CENTER MIXED-USE PROJECT 

As identified in the AAI Report, there are no RECs on the project site and the site is not listed on a 
hazardous materials database. Although no environmental concerns were identified on the project 
site, the property located on 31705 Central Avenue, which is approximately 100 feet west of  the 
project site, was listed on the several databases, however, no reports or RECs were listed for this site. 
Construction activities would occur within the boundaries of  the project site, and would not impact 
properties within the project area that are listed as hazardous sites. Therefore, impacts would be less 
than significant. 

PRIELIPP-YAMAS PROPERTY REZONE 

The Property is vacant and contains ruderal vegetation. According to EnviroStor and GeoTracker, 
there are no hazardous sites located on the Property; the Inland Valley Regional Medical Center 
located 0.32-mile west of the Property is listed as a LUST Cleanup site, however, the case was closed 
as of October 13, 2006. Future construction activities would occur within the boundaries of the 
Property, and would not impact adjacent properties, including those on a hazardous materials list. 
Therefore, impacts would be less than significant.  

Finding. The proposed project would have a less than significant direct, indirect, and cumulative 
impact relating to hazardous materials. Accordingly, no changes or alterations to the proposed 
project were required to avoid or substantially lessen any significant environmental impacts under 
those thresholds. 
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Impact 5.6-3: The project site is not located in the vicinity of  an airport or within the 
jurisdiction of  an airport land use plan. [Threshold H-5] 

WILDOMAR TRAIL TOWN CENTER MIXED-USE PROJECT 

The project site is not located within an airport land use plan area. The closest airport is the French 
Valley Airport, which is located approximately 8 miles southeast of the project site. Given the 
distance of the project site to the French Valley Airport, no impact would occur. 

PRIELIPP-YAMAS PROPERTY REZONE 

The Property is not located within an airport land use plan area. The closest airport is the French 
Valley Airport, which is located approximately 6 miles southeast of the Property. Given the distance 
of the Property to the French Valley Airport, no impact would occur. 

Finding. The proposed project would have a less than significant direct, indirect, and cumulative 
impact relating to hazardous materials. Accordingly, no changes or alterations to the proposed 
project were required to avoid or substantially lessen any significant environmental impacts under 
those thresholds. 

Impact 5.6-4: Project development would not affect the implementation of  an emergency 
responder or evacuation plan. [Threshold H-6] 

WILDOMAR TRAIL TOWN CENTER MIXED-USE PROJECT 

The proposed project would not conflict with adopted emergency response or evacuation plans. As 
shown in Figure 5.6-1, Emergency Vehicle Path, of the Draft EIR, the curve of Wildomar Trail would 
be “flattened,” and vehicle paths for emergency services would be provided via five driveways. A 
traffic control plan would be developed to ensure that the roadway as well as surrounding roadways 
would continue to provide emergency access to the project site and surrounding areas during 
construction. Although regular travelers may experience some delays during construction activities, 
access would remain for emergency vehicles. The proposed project would not result in inadequate 
emergency access. To ensure compliance with zoning, building, and fire codes, the project applicant 
is required to submit appropriate plans for plan review prior to the issuance of a building permit.  

PRIELIPP-YAMAS PROPERTY REZONE 

 The surrounding roadways would continue to provide emergency access to the Property and 
surrounding properties during construction and operation. A traffic control plan would be required 
to ensure access to the Property and adjacent properties. The traffic control plan would need to 
ensure that access to the residential uses that bound the western boundary of the Property. 
Therefore, impacts to adopted emergency response and evacuation plans are less than significant.  

Finding. The proposed project would have a less than significant direct, indirect, and cumulative 
impact relating to hazardous materials. Accordingly, no changes or alterations to the proposed 
project were required to avoid or substantially lessen any significant environmental impacts under 
those thresholds. 
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6. Hydrology and Water Quality 

Impact 5.7-1: The proposed project would not violate any water quality standards or waste 
discharge requirements or otherwise substantially degrade surface or ground 
water quality. [Threshold HYD-1] 

WILDOMAR TRAIL TOWN CENTER MIXED-USE PROJECT 

Construction Activities  

Construction activities associated with the proposed project may impact water quality due to sheet 
erosion of exposed soils and subsequent deposition of particulates in local drainages. Improperly 
managed construction activities can lead to substantially accelerated rates of erosion that are 
considered detrimental to the environment.  

The proposed project would be required to comply with the NPDES program and Wildomar 
Municipal Code Section 13.12.050 which requires development to comply with a Municipal Separate 
Storm Sewer System (MS4) Permit from the San Diego Regional Water Quality Control Board. The 
site is larger than one acre and would be subject to requirements of the SWRCB’s Construction 
General Permit. The project would implement SWPPP.  

Operational Activities 

The proposed would be graded to closely mimic the direction of flow of the existing conditions, 
which would continue in the southern direction but would be directed to the proposed bioretention 
basin before existing the site. Onsite landscaping would assist in minimizing the amount of runoff 
from the site which would decrease runoff volume. The proposed project would implement BMPs, 
include a bioretention basin, have impermeable floors for the gas station to prevent ponding and run-
on of stormwater to the maximum extent practicable, and cover the fueling areas with a canopy. In 
general, projects must control runoff volume from the project site by minimizing the impervious 
surface area and controlling runoff through infiltration, bioretention, or rainfall harvest and use. 
Projects must incorporate BMPs in accordance with the requirements of the municipal NPDES 
permit. The project would comply with water quality standards.  

PRIELIPP-YAMAS PROPERTY REZONE 

Construction Activities  

Future construction activities would comply with the NPDES program, Wildomar Municipal Code 
Section 13.12.050 which requires development to comply with a Municipal Separate Storm Sewer 
System (MS4) Permit from the San Diego Regional Water Quality Control Board, the requirements 
of the SWRCB’s Construction General Permit, and the SWPPP.  

Operational Activities  

The primary constituents of concern during a residential project’s operational phase would be solids, 
oils, and greases from parking areas and driveways that could be carried offsite. Future project design 
features would be identified in the WQMP for future development on the property. Future 
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development on the site would implement BMPs and the requirements of the municipal NPDES 
permit, which would reduce impacts to less than significant. 

Finding. The proposed project would have a less than significant direct, indirect, and cumulative 
impact relating to hydrology. Accordingly, no changes or alterations to the proposed project were 
required to avoid or substantially lessen any significant environmental impacts under those 
thresholds. 

Impact 5.7-2: The proposed project would not substantially decrease groundwater supplies 
or interfere substantially with groundwater recharge such that the proposed 
project may impede sustainable groundwater management of  the basin. 
[Threshold HYD-2] 

WILDOMAR TRAIL TOWN CENTER MIXED-USE PROJECT 

According to the WQMP, field work included 10 excavating deep geotechnical borings and seven 
percolation borings; groundwater was not encountered in the percolation test holes or in the borings 
during the geotechnical investigation. Groundwater was encountered at an elevation of 1,339 and 
1,334 feet above mean sea level. 

The project site, which is located in the Santa Margarita River Watershed, is adjudicated. Since 
adoption of the 2005 Elsinore Basin Groundwater Management Plan (GWMP), EVMWD has 
limited pumping (approximately 5,550 acre-ft/yr) to be consistent with the safe yield of the Elsinore 
Basin. Groundwater pumping to meet water demands accounts for essentially the entire outflow 
from the Basin. Active groundwater management and conjunctive use programs have been 
implemented by EVMWD to balance the Elsinore Basin inflows and outflows. 

As shown in Department of Water Resources Bulletin 118, the Elsinore Basin, which is the major 
source of potable groundwater supply for EVMWD, has not been identified to be in a state of 
overdraft. Additionally, the filtration BMPs in the WMQP would treat and discharge stormwater into 
storm drain facilities which would be conveyed to channels within the Elsinore Basin. As stormwater 
quality would be assured the through LID Project features, and all stormwater would remain with the 
Elsinore Basin and available for groundwater recharge, the proposed project would not significantly 
affect groundwater recharge or the availability of groundwater and impacts would be less than 
significant.  

PRIELIPP-YAMAS PROPERTY REZONE 

The property, which is located in the Santa Margarita River Watershed, is adjudicated. The Elsinore 
Basin, which is the major source of potable groundwater supply for EVMWD, has not been 
identified to be in a state of overdraft. Additionally, the filtration BMPs from the WMQP which 
would be prepared for future development on the property, would treat and discharge stormwater 
into storm drain facilities which would be conveyed to channels within the Elsinore Basin. As 
stormwater quality would be assured the through future LID Project features, and all stormwater 
would remain with the Elsinore Basin and available for groundwater recharge, the future 
development on the property would not significantly affect groundwater recharge or the availability 
of groundwater and impacts would be less than significant.  
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Finding. The proposed project would have a less than significant direct, indirect, and cumulative 
impact relating to hydrology. Accordingly, no changes or alterations to the proposed project were 
required to avoid or substantially lessen any significant environmental impacts under those 
thresholds. 

Impact 5.7-3: The proposed project would not substantially alter the existing drainage 
pattern of  the site or area which would result in substantial erosion or 
siltation, increase the rate or amount of  surface runoff  in a manner which 
would result in flooding on- or offsite, create or contribute to runoff  which 
would exceed the capacity of  existing or planned stormwater drainage 
systems, or impede flood flows. [Thresholds HYD-3i, ii, iii, iv] 

WILDOMAR TRAIL TOWN CENTER MIXED-USE PROJECT 

Development of the proposed project would result in an increase in impervious surfaces compared 
to existing conditions. Table 5.7-1 and Table 5.7-2, of the Draft EIR, show the existing hydrological 
conditions and the proposed project’s hydrological conditions and on- and off-site flows. Onsite 
existing flows are 57.46 cfs and proposed onsite flows would be 71.98 cfs. The proposed project 
would increase onsite flows by 14.52 cfs.  

Offsite runoff would no longer outlet to the site; it would be conveyed through a proposed storm 
drain system around the project and separate from the onsite project storm drain. All onsite runoff 
would be diverted to Basin 5 through a separate storm drain system, so as not to converge with 
offsite runoff (see Figure 5.7-1, Proposed Hydrological Conditions, of the Draft EIR). 

Although there is an increase in flow for the 100-year storm event for the post-development 
conditions, there would be no negative impact anticipated downstream due to the proposed 
development and these flows do not exceed the pre-developed conditions. 

Moreover, the proposed project is subject to NPDES requirements and the countywide MS4 permit, 
and the applicant must submit a SWPPP and erosion plan. The landscaped areas of the site, 
bioretention basin, and BMPs in the WQMP would treat runoff and prevent erosion. 

The project site is designated by the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) as being 
Zone X, indicating minimal risk of flooding.  

PRIELIPP-YAMAS PROPERTY REZONE 

The property is currently vacant; future development on the property would increase impervious 
surfaces. Surface water drainage would be controlled by building regulations, with water directed 
toward existing streets, flood control channels, storm drains, catch basins, etc. as applicable. Future 
development on the property would be subject to NPDES requirements and the countywide MS4 
permit, and the applicant would be required to submit a SWPPP, erosion control plan, and 
implement the BMPs from the future WQMP. 

Moreover, future development would be required to comply with the Wildomar Municipal Code 
Section 13.12.050, which requires development to comply with a MS4 permit from the San Diego 
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Regional Water Quality Control Board. The property is designated by the FEMA as being within 
Zone X, indicating minimal risk of flooding.  

Finding. The proposed project would have a less than significant direct, indirect, and cumulative 
impact relating to hydrology. Accordingly, no changes or alterations to the proposed project were 
required to avoid or substantially lessen any significant environmental impacts under those 
thresholds. 

Impact 5.7-4: The proposed project would not, in a flood hazard, tsunamic, or seiche 
zones, risk release of pollutants due to project inundation. [Threshold HYD-
4] 

WILDOMAR TRAIL TOWN CENTER MIXED-USE PROJECT 

The project site is not within a flood hazard zone, as indicated above. The project site is not in an 
area subject to seiches, mudflows, or tsunamis due to the absence of any nearby bodies of water and 
mud/debris channels. The County’s dam inundation zones are identified in Figure S-10 of the 
Wildomar General Plan and shows that the project site is not in any dam inundation hazard zones. In 
addition, the project site is not in the vicinity of any levees or waterbody which could cause a 
tsunami. Therefore, the proposed project would not be exposed to seiches, mudflows, or tsunami 
hazards. 

PRIELIPP-YAMAS PROPERTY REZONE 

The property is not in an area subject to seiches, mudflows, or tsunamis due to the absence of any 
nearby bodies of water and mud/debris channels. As shown in Figure S-10 of the General Plan, the 
property is not in any dam inundation hazard zones. In addition, the property is not in the vicinity of 
any levees or waterbody which could cause a tsunami. Therefore, future development would not be 
exposed to seiches, mudflows, or tsunami hazards. 

Finding. The proposed project would have a less than significant direct, indirect, and cumulative 
impact relating to hydrology. Accordingly, no changes or alterations to the proposed project were 
required to avoid or substantially lessen any significant environmental impacts under those 
thresholds. 

Impact 5.7-5: The proposed project would not conflict with or obstruct implementation of  
a water quality control plan or sustainable groundwater management plan. 
[Threshold HYD-5] 

WILDOMAR TRAIL TOWN CENTER MIXED-USE PROJECT 

As indicated in Impact 5.7-1, the proposed project would implement BMPs to ensure that the 
proposed project has a less than significant impact on surface and ground water quality. These 
measures also ensure that the proposed project would not obstruct or conflict with implementation 
of the San Diego Basin Plan or the Santa Margarita Water Quality Improvement Plan. Additionally, 
the proposed project would not conflict with the EVMWD UWMP. The proposed project would 
comply with water quality requirements set forth in the Statewide General Construction Permit, the 
NPDES, and the City of Wildomar Municipal Code Section 13.12 (Stormwater/Urban Runoff 
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Management and Discharge Controls Ordinance). Additionally, active groundwater management and 
conjunctive use programs have been implemented by EVMWD to ensure the balance of inflows and 
outflows of the Elsinore Basin. Therefore, the proposed project would not impede sustainable 
groundwater management of the basin.  

PRIELIPP-YAMAS PROPERTY REZONE 

As indicated in Impact 5.7-1, future development on the property would implement BMPs to ensure 
that the future development has a less than significant impact on surface and ground water quality. 
These measures would also ensure that future development would not obstruct or conflict with 
implementation of the San Diego Basin Plan or the Santa Margarita Water Quality Improvement 
Plan. Additionally, future development would not conflict with the EVMWD UWMP as future 
development would comply with water quality requirements set forth in the Statewide General 
Construction Permit, the NPDES, and the City of Wildomar Municipal Code Section 13.12 
(Stormwater/Urban Runoff Management and Discharge Controls Ordinance). Additionally, active 
groundwater management and conjunctive use programs have been implemented by EVMWD to 
ensure the balance of inflows and outflows of the Elsinore Basin. Therefore, future development 
would not impede sustainable groundwater management of the basin.  

Finding. The proposed project would have a less than significant direct, indirect, and cumulative 
impact relating to hydrology. Accordingly, no changes or alterations to the proposed project were 
required to avoid or substantially lessen any significant environmental impacts under those 
thresholds. 

7. Land Use and Planning 

Impact 5.8-1: Project implementation would not divide an established community. 
[Threshold LU-1] 

WILDOMAR TRAIL TOWN CENTER MIXED-USE PROJECT 

The project site is vacant and is surrounded by vacant land to the north, residential uses to the east 
and south, and residential and industrial uses to the west of the site. The proposed project would not 
divide an established residential community. The introduction of a mix of uses, including residential 
uses, on the project site, which is surrounded by residential and non-residential uses, would not 
divide an established community.  

PRIELIPP-YAMAS PROPERTY REZONE 

The Property is vacant and is surrounded by vacant land to the north and east, and residential uses to 
the south and west. Future development on the site would include residential uses. Therefore, future 
residential development on the site would be similar to the adjacent residential development and 
would not divide an established community.  

Finding. The proposed project would have a less than significant direct, indirect, and cumulative 
impact relating to land use and planning. Accordingly, no changes or alterations to the proposed 
project were required to avoid or substantially lessen any significant environmental impacts under 
those thresholds. 
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Impact 5.8-2: Project implementation would not conflict with applicable plans adopted for 
the purpose of  avoiding or mitigating an environmental effect. [Threshold 
LU-2] 

WILDOMAR TRAIL TOWN CENTER MIXED-USE PROJECT 

City of Wildomar General Plan 

The proposed project would be consistent with the Wildomar General Plan policies pertaining to 
land use and mixed-use development. For example, Policies LU-2.1 and LU-3.1 call for development 
to include a range of uses, include employment, shopping, and housing, and to promote development 
of infill and underutilized parcels located in Community Development areas, such as the project site.  

According to Table HNA-25 of the City’s 2013-2021 Housing Element, the project site has the 
potential to accommodate approximately 227 dwelling units. However, the proposed project would 
include 152 dwelling units, which is a decrease of 75 dwelling units. In order to comply with 
Government Code, as well as Policy H-1 of the Housing Element, which calls for the sufficient 
supply of residential-zoned land to meet the housing needs identified in the Regional Housing Needs 
Allocation (RHNA), the Prielipp-Yamas Drive Property would rezone approximately 10 acres to R-3 
(General Residential) from I-P (Industrial Park). Therefore, the proposed project would comply with 
the City of Wildomar General Plan. 

City of Wildomar Zoning 

The project site is zoned C-P-S (Scenic Highway Commercial) with a Mixed-Use Zone Overlay. The 
proposed project would remove the Mixed-Use Zone Overlay and would require a zone change for 
an approximately 6.07-acre portion of the site from C-P-S (Scenic Highway Commercial) to R-3 
(General Residential).  

The maximum height of buildings in the R-3 (General Residential) Zone and C-P-S (Scenic Highway 
Commercial) Zone is 50 feet. The maximum height of the proposed residential structures would be 
39 feet and11 inches, and the tallest nonresidential structure would be 49 feet and 6 inches. 
Therefore, proposed uses on the site would be within the height restrictions of the R-3 (General 
Residential) Zone and C-P-S (Scenic Highway Commercial) Zone. 

SCAG 2020-2045 RTP/SCS Consistency 

The general plan amendment for the proposed project would be required to change 10-acres of the 
existing land use designation of the Prielipp-Yamas Drive Property from Business Park (BP) to 
Highest Density Residential (HHDR), in order to ensure no-net loss in residential units as a result of 
the reduction in dwelling units on the project site.1 A consistency analysis with SCAG’s 2020-2045 
RTP/SCS goals is warranted by SCAG as the proposed project is of regionwide significance. As 
described in Table 5.8-1, SCAG’s 2020-2045 RTP/SCS Consistency Analysis, of the Draft EIR, the 
proposed project is generally consistent with the overarching goals of the RTP/SCS. The proposed 

 
 
1 According to Table HNA-25 of the 2013-2021 Housing Element, the project site has the potential to accommodate 227 

dwelling units, however, the proposed project would result in 152 dwelling units, which is a reduction of 75 units. 
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project would result in a mix of uses within a half mile of transit. Therefore, the proposed project is 
consistent with SCAG’s RTP/SCS. 

PRIELIPP-YAMAS PROPERTY REZONE 

Because the Wildomar Trail Town Center Mixed-Use project would reduce the designated dwelling 
units for the project site by 75 dwelling units, as identified in Table HNA-25 of the 2013-2021 
Housing Element, and to comply with Government Code Section 65863(C)(1) (SB 166 No-Net 
Housing Loss), the City has initiated the General Plan Amendment to change the existing land use 
designation from Business Park (BP) to Highest Density Residential (HHDR), and a Change of Zone 
from I-P (Industrial Park) to R-3 (General Residential), for approximately 10-acres of the 20-acre site 
on the northeast corner of Prielipp Road and Yamas Drive. Future residential development on the 
Property would be required to comply with the City’s zoning standards, Municipal Code, and 
General Plan goals and policies.  

Finding. The proposed project would have a less than significant direct, indirect, and cumulative 
impact relating to land use and planning. Accordingly, no changes or alterations to the proposed 
project were required to avoid or substantially lessen any significant environmental impacts under 
those thresholds. 

8. Noise 

Impact 5.9-1: Construction activities would result in temporary noise increases in the 
vicinity of  the proposed project. [Threshold N-1] 

WILDOMAR TRAIL TOWN CENTER MIXED-USE PROJECT 

Construction Noise 

The first type of short-term construction noise is mobile-source noise which would result from the 
transport of construction equipment and materials to the project site and construction worker 
commute. These transportation activities would incrementally raise noise levels on access roads 
leading to the site. It is expected that larger trucks used in equipment delivery would generate higher 
noise impacts than trucks associated with worker commutes. The single-even noise from equipment 
trucks passing at a distance of 50 feet from a sensitive noise receptor would reach a maximum level 
of 84 dBA Lmax. However, heavy equipment for grading and construction activities would be moved 
on site once, and would remain onsite for the duration of each construction phase. The total number 
of daily vehicle trips would be minimal when compared to existing traffic volumes on the affected 
streets and the long-term noise level change associated with these trips would not be perceptible. 
Therefore, noise associated with the transportation of equipment and construction-related worker 
commute impacts would be short-term and would not result in a significant off-site noise impact.  

The second type of short-term noise impact is related to noise generated during site preparation, 
grading, building construction, architectural coating, and paving on the project site. The noise levels 
vary as construction progresses. Despite the variety in the type and size of construction equipment, 
similarities in the dominant noise sources and patterns of operation allow construction-related noise 
ranges to be categorized by work phase.  
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Noise impacts associated with construction activities are regulated by the City’s noise ordinance. The 
proposed project would be required to comply with the construction hours specified in the City’s 
Noise Ordinance, which exempts construction activities located one-quarter of a mile from inhabited 
dwellings between the hours of 6:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m. Monday through Friday during the months 
of June through September, and between the hours of 7:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m. and Monday through 
Friday during the months of October through May, and from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. on Saturdays; no 
construction is permitted outside of these hours or on Sundays and federal holidays. In addition, 
construction-related noise impacts would remain below the 90 dBA Leq 1-hour construction noise 
level criteria as established by the FTA and therefore would be less than significant. The proposed 
project would also include best management practices (BMPs) to reduce noise during construction.  

PRIELIPP-YAMAS PROPERTY REZONE 

Future development on the Property would result in short-term construction noise from mobile-
sources and stationary-sources. During construction, exterior noise levels could affect the residential 
uses near the Property. The nearest sensitive receptors to the Property are residences to the west and 
south of the Property. However, it is acknowledged that construction activities could occur 
throughout the project site and would not be concentrated at the point closest to the sensitive 
receptors. Future construction activities would include site preparation, grading, building 
construction, paving, and architectural coating. Grading activities typically represent one of the 
highest potential sources for noise impacts; the most effective method of controlling construction 
noise is through local control of construction hours and by limiting the hours of construction to 
normal weekday working hours. Future development on the Property would be required to comply 
with the City’s noise ordinance. 

Finding. The proposed project would have a less than significant direct, indirect, and cumulative 
impact relating to noise. Accordingly, no changes or alterations to the proposed project were 
required to avoid or substantially lessen any significant environmental impacts under those 
thresholds. 

Impact 5.9-3: The project would not create excessive short-term or long-term groundborne 
vibration. [Threshold N-2] 

WILDOMAR TRAIL TOWN CENTER MIXED-USE PROJECT 

Construction Vibration 

Building Damage 

Potential vibration impacts associated with development projects are usually related to the use of 
heavy construction equipment during the grading phases of construction. Construction can generate 
varying degrees of ground vibration depending on the construction procedures and equipment.  

Groundborne noise and vibration from construction activity of the proposed project would be low 
to moderate. Table 5.9-7, Vibration Source Amplitudes for Construction Equipment, of the Draft EIR, 
shows the expected vibration levels for the proposed project and shows it would take a minimum of 
90 VdB (or 0.12 in/sec PPV) to cause any potential building damage to structures extremely 
susceptible to vibration damage.  
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The closest structures to the project site are the residential uses surrounding the project site 
approximately 35 feet from construction activity. Given these structures are greater than 25 feet from 
the project construction area limits, the estimated vibration impacts are propagated for distance. A 
vibration level at 50 feet is 9 VdB lower than at 25 feet, a vibration level at 100 feet is 18 VdB lower 
than at 25 feet, and a vibration level at 400 feet is 36 VdB lower than at 25 feet. Using the 
information in Table 5.9-7, of the Draft EIR, the operation of typical construction equipment would 
generate groundborne vibration levels of up to 83 VdB, which would not exceed the 90 VdB 
guideline that is considered safe for fragile buildings.  

Human Annoyance 

As stated above, the existing single-family residences east of the project site are the nearest sensitive 
receptors, and would be located approximately 35 feet from construction activity, and therefore, 
would experience vibration levels approaching 83 VdB. Based on Table 5.9-4, of the Draft EIR, this 
level of groundborne vibration has the potential to exceed the level of distinctly perceptible, which is 
approximately 72 VdB for frequent events at uses where people sleep, when activities occur within 
80 feet of the residential uses. However, construction activities would not occur during nighttime 
sensitive hours and therefore, would not exceed the FTA vibration threshold for human annoyance 
at the nearest sensitive use. 

Operational Vibration 

The streets surrounding the project area are paved, smooth, and unlikely to cause significant 
groundborne vibration. In addition, the rubber tires and suspension systems of buses and other on-
road vehicles make it unusual for on-road vehicles to cause groundborne noise or vibration 
problems. Therefore, no vehicular vibration impacts would occur during project operations. 
Additionally, once constructed, the proposed project would not contain uses that would generate 
groundborne vibration.  

PRIELIPP-YAMAS PROPERTY REZONE 

Once future development on the Property is operational, the site would not be a source of 
groundborne vibration. Increases in groundborne vibration levels attributable to future development 
on the Property would be primarily associated with short-term construction-related activities. 
Vibration velocities from typical heavy construction equipment operations would be short-term and 
would not be of sufficient magnitude to cause building damage.  

Finding. The proposed project would have a less than significant direct, indirect, and cumulative 
impact relating to noise. Accordingly, no changes or alterations to the proposed project were 
required to avoid or substantially lessen any significant environmental impacts under those 
thresholds. 
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Impact 5.9-4: The proximity of  the project site to an airport or airstrip would not result in 
exposure of  future residents or workers to airport-related noise. [Threshold 
N-3] 

WILDOMAR TRAIL TOWN CENTER MIXED-USE PROJECT 

The project site is approximately 2.2 miles southeast of the nearest public airport, Skylark Field 
Airport. Aircraft noise is rarely audible at the project site and no portion of the site lies within the 60 
dBA CNEL noise contours of the Airport, nor does any portion lie within 2 miles of any private 
airfield or heliport. 

PRIELIPP-YAMAS PROPERTY REZONE 

The Property is approximately 4.65 miles southeast of the Skylark Field Airport and no private 
airstrips are within 2 miles of the site. Therefore, future residents would not be subject to excessive 
aircraft noise. No impact would occur. 

Finding. The proposed project would have a less than significant direct, indirect, and cumulative 
impact relating to noise. Accordingly, no changes or alterations to the proposed project were 
required to avoid or substantially lessen any significant environmental impacts under those 
thresholds. 

9. Population and Housing 

Impact 5.10-1: The proposed project would directly result in population growth of  
approximately 503 residents and 305 employees on the project site but would 
not induce substantial additional growth. [Threshold P-1] 

WILDOMAR TRAIL TOWN CENTER MIXED-USE PROJECT 

Construction 

Construction of the proposed project would require contractors and laborers. Because of the size of 
the project, the City expects that the supply of general construction labor would be available from 
the local and regional labor pool. The proposed project would not result in a long-term increase in 
employment from short-term construction activities.  

Population 

Based on the California Department of Finance (DOF) Table E-5, the average household in 
Wildomar is 3.31 persons per household. Once the proposed project is complete, the 152 
townhomes/condominiums would be expected to add 503 residents.2 As shown in Table 5.10-6, of 
the Draft EIR, SCAG’s estimated 2045 population for Wildomar is 55,200, which is an increase of 
18,017 residents from the DOF 2020 estimated population of 37,183 residents. The SCAG 
projection estimated a 2020 population of 38,700 for the City, which is an increase of 1,517 residents 
from the DOF 2020 population estimate (37,183 residents). If the project population is added to the 

 
 
2  152 units x 3.31 = 503.12 = 503 residents 
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existing DOF population estimate, the resulting population of 37,686 residents3 remains below the 
SCAG 2020 projection of 38,700.  

Employment 

The proposed project would add 41,609 square feet of commercial space and 72,000 square feet of 
office space which would generate 305 employees. When compared to the Citywide 2020 estimated 
employment of 15,857 employees,4 the proposed project would result in an approximately 1.92 
percent increase in employees in the City. 

As shown in Table 5.10-6, of the Draft EIR, SCAG’s 2045 estimated employment for the City of 
Wildomar is 11,200, which is a decrease of 4,657 employees from the EDD’s 2020 estimated 
employment of 15,857 employees. If the project employment is added to the existing employment 
estimate of 15,857, the resulting estimated employment of 16,162 employees exceeds SCAG’s 2020 
projection of 8,800. However, because the City is housing-rich, it would benefit from an increase in 
jobs in order to balance the jobs-housing ratio. Therefore, project implementation would result in 
beneficial impacts; impacts would be less than significant.  

Housing 

According to Table HNA-25 of the City’s 2013-2021 Housing Element, the project site has the 
potential to accommodate approximately 227 dwelling units. However, the proposed project would 
include 152 dwelling units, which is a decrease of 75 dwelling units. In order to comply with 
Government Code, as well as Policy H-1 of the Housing Element, which calls for the sufficient 
supply of residential-zoned land to meet the housing needs identified in the Regional Housing Needs 
Allocation (RHNA), the Prielipp-Yamas Drive Property would rezone approximately 10 acres to R-3 
(General Residential) from I-P (Industrial Park) in order to ensure no loss of housing occurs from 
project implementation.  

As shown in Table 5.10-6, of the Draft EIR, the regional SCAG housing unit estimate for 2020 is 
12,255 units which is above the current DOF estimate of 11,584 housing units. The new 152 units 
would increase housing in the City by 1.24 percent and would represent 2.43 percent of the City’s 
forecast housing growth of 6,365 units from 2020 to 2045 (see Table 5.10-6 of the Draft EIR). The 
proposed project would be within SCAG’s projected housing growth. Moreover, the state of 
California has a shortage of housing. In 2019, Governor Newsom signed several bills aimed to 
address the need for more housing including the Housing Crisis Act of 2019 (Senate Bill 330). The 
proposed project addresses the need for additional housing to accommodate population growth in 
the City. 

Jobs-Housing Balance 

The jobs-housing ratio for the City is housing-rich (0.72 jobs per dwelling unit; see Table 5.10-6 of 
the Draft EIR). Although the proposed project would decrease the jobs-housing ratio, by adding 305 
additional jobs, the proposed jobs-housing ratio for the proposed project would be 2.01. However, 
adding the proposed jobs and housing units to the existing 2020 SCAG estimates results in a slightly 

 
 
3  37,183 (DOF 2020 Population) + 503 (proposed residents) = 37,686 residents 
4  Average number of employees from January 2020 to July 2020 (EDD 2020) 
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favorable result, 0.73, from a planning perspective because the proposed project would provide more 
jobs in a city with a high number of housing units. 

PRIELIPP-YAMAS PROPERTY REZONE 

Because the proposed project would reduce the designated housing units for the project site as 
identified in Table HNA-25 of the 2013-2021 City of Wildomar Housing Element, and to comply with 
Government Code Section 65863(C)(1) (SB 166 No-Net Housing Loss), the Property would be 
rezoned from I-P (Industrial Park) to R-3 (General Residential) to accommodate the deficiency in 
housing units. In order to accommodate for the reduction5 of residential units on the project site, the 
Property would rezone 10 acres to R-3 (General Residential) to ensure no net loss in housing occurs 
from the implementation of the proposed project. The 10 acres would allow for up to 200 dwelling 
units. Future development on the project site would not induce substantial population growth.  

Finding. The proposed project would have a less than significant direct, indirect, and cumulative 
impact relating to population and housing. Accordingly, no changes or alterations to the proposed 
project were required to avoid or substantially lessen any significant environmental impacts under 
those thresholds. 

Impact 5.10-2: Project implementation would not result in displacing people and/or 
housing. [Threshold P-2] 

WILDOMAR TRAIL TOWN CENTER MIXED-USE PROJECT 

As the project site is currently vacant, the proposed project would not displace people and/or 
housing, but would help the City meet its regional housing needs goal by increasing the supply of 
housing units in the City compared to existing conditions. 

PRIELIPP-YAMAS PROPERTY REZONE 

The project site is currently vacant, and therefore, future construction would not displace people 
and/or housing. 

Finding. The proposed project would have a less than significant direct, indirect, and cumulative 
impact relating to population and housing. Accordingly, no changes or alterations to the proposed 
project were required to avoid or substantially lessen any significant environmental impacts under 
those thresholds. 

 
 
5  According to Table HNA-25 of the 2013-2021 Housing Element, the project site has the potential to accommodate 227 

dwelling units, however, the proposed project would result in 152 dwelling units, which is a reduction of 75 units. 
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10. Transportation  

Impact 5.11-1: The project could potentially conflict with a program, plan, ordinance, or 
policy addressing the circulation system, including transit, roadway, bicycle, 
and pedestrian facilities. [Threshold T-1] 

WILDOMAR TRAIL TOWN CENTER MIXED-USE PROJECT 

Existing Plus Project  

Existing Conditions and Existing Plus Project peak hour traffic operations have been evaluated for 
the study area intersections based on the analysis methodologies. No network improvements are 
assumed under Existing Conditions, however, the following improvements are considered to be in 
place at the opening date of the project; therefore, these improvements are included in the analysis of 
the Existing Plus Project scenario: 

 Central Avenue and Wildomar Trail along the property frontage will be improved to provide for 
a raised median, two eastbound travel lanes and exclusive eastbound and westbound left turn 
pockets at the intersection of  Central Avenue and Wildomar Trail. The two through lanes east of  
this intersection will transition to an eastbound through lane and exclusive right turn at the 
intersection of  Wildomar Trail and I-15 southbound ramps. 

According to Table 5.11-12, Existing Plus Project Intersection Operation Analysis, of the Draft EIR, under 
Existing Plus Project Conditions, Intersection #3, Intersection #4, and Intersection #6 (AM Peak 
Hour only) would worsen to LOS of E or F. Intersection #7, which operates at an unacceptable 
LOS under Existing Conditions would worsen under Existing Plus Project Conditions. 

The City requires payment of the TUMF and DIF to mitigate cumulative transportation impacts. For 
impacts that are not funded by either of these programs, the City requires that the improvement be 
constructed, or that the project pay its proportionate share of the cost of the improvement. The 
improvements recommended to address traffic impacts of the proposed project are shown in Table 
5.11-13, Summary of Conditions of Approval for Traffic Impacts, of the Draft EIR. 

In order to address the proposed project’s traffic impacts, the City will impose conditions of 
approval to implement the improvements shown in Table 5.11-13. All the improvements in Table 
5.11-13 will occur in the public right of way adjacent to existing streets. Therefore, construction and 
operation of the proposed roadway widening and signalization would occur in areas disturbed by 
previous roadways.  

The proposed project would implement the conditions of approval from Table 5.11-13 which would 
create signalized intersections, widen roadways, and require the payment of the project’s fair share 
contribution to Intersections #3, #4, #6, and #7. The signalization of Intersection #3 is a project 
design feature that would be constructed at the implementation of Project Phase 1. Table 5.11-14, 
Intersection Operation Post-Improvement Analysis – Existing Conditions, of the Draft EIR, shows that the 
impacts at all study locations would be at an acceptable LOS with the implementation of the 
improvements. However, both the DIF and TUMF require that all the funding be available before a 
roadway improvement can be programmed for construction. There is no certainty regarding when 
the improvements will be constructed as this is dependent upon payment of DIF by new projects. 
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The TUMF program is regional and administered by the Western Riverside Council of Governments 
(WRCOG), and each improvement is determined based on regional need at the time of 
programming.  

As shown in Table 5.11-15, of the Draft EIR, there would be no excess queue demand under the 
Existing Plus Project Conditions as the anticipated queues do not exceed the stacking area available 
at any of the analyzed locations. 

Buildout Conditions (Post-2035) 

According to Table 5.11-16, Buildout Conditions (Post-2035) Intersection Operation Analysis, of the Draft 
EIR, only one study intersection would operate at an acceptable LOS under Buildout Conditions.  

With the implementation of improvements in Table 5.11-17, of the Draft EIR, the study area 
intersections would operate at an acceptable LOS.  

As shown in Table 5.11-18, Buildout Conditions (Post-2035) Freeway Ramp Queue Summary, of the Draft 
EIR, there would be no excess queue demand as the anticipated vehicular queues do not exceed the 
stacking area available at any of the analyzed locations. 

Table 5.11-19, Buildout Conditions (Post-235) Queue at Project Main Access Point Summary, of the Draft 
EIR, shows that there would be no excess queue demand as the anticipated vehicular queues do not 
exceed the stacking area available at any of the analyzed locations.  

Conclusion  

Although the improvements shown in Table 5.11-13 would ensure that the study area intersections 
would operate at an acceptable LOS, there is no certainty that the improvement funding will be 
available, or that the improvements will be installed prior to occupancy or buildout conditions.  

Public Transit and Bicycle Plans 

RTA bus routes 8 and 23 service the City, and the closest RTA bus stop is approximately half a mile 
southwest of the project site. Additionally, the project site is bounded by the Wildomar Trail, which 
is an east-west trail. The proposed project would provide bicycle parking at the office component of 
the site and a total of 13 clean air/vanpool/electric vehicle (EV) parking spaces, and a total of 35 EV 
charging stations. Additionally, the proposed project is proposing to provide a half-width right-of-
way improvement along the property frontage including vehicular travel lane, multi-use trail, curb, 
gutter, and sidewalk. Therefore, the proposed project would not conflict with any policies, plans, or 
programs related to public transit, bicycle, or pedestrian facilities, or otherwise decrease the 
performance or safety of such facilities as improvements would occur within the project boundaries.  

PRIELIPP-YAMAS PROPERTY REZONE 

Future development on the vacant site would construct residential uses, which would result in an 
increase in daily trips. Future development on the Property would be required to prepare a Traffic 
Impact Analysis to analyze the future development’s impact on surrounding roadways and public 
transit. Additionally, future development would be required to pay impact fees and mitigate 
significant traffic impacts. Therefore, impacts are less than significant. 
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Finding. The proposed project would have a less than significant direct, indirect, and cumulative 
impact relating to transportation. Accordingly, no changes or alterations to the proposed project 
were required to avoid or substantially lessen any significant environmental impacts under those 
thresholds. 

Impact 5.11-2: The project would not conflict with or be inconsistent with CEQA Guidelines 
§ 15064.3 subdivision (b), regarding policies to reduce vehicle miles travelled 
(VMT). [Threshold T-2] 

WILDOMAR TRAIL TOWN CENTER MIXED-USE PROJECT 

The baseline VMT for the project site and the City are shown in Table 5.11-20, Project Site Baseline 
VMT, of the Draft EIR, and Table 5.11-21, Citywide Baseline VMT, of the Draft EIR, respectively. A 
threshold of 3 percent below the Citywide average for VMT metrics is used for impact analysis; the 
proposed project should be at 97 percent or less than the Citywide average. 

Table 5.11-22, Estimated VMT Reduction for Wildomar with Plausible Mitigation, shows VMT reduction 
strategies that could result in an average of approximately 2 to 7 percent reduction in VMT in 
Wildomar.  

“Expected” Market Capture 

The nearest gas stations and car washes are located approximately 2 miles in either northwest and 
southeast direction of the site. The proposed gas station and car wash would provide onsite 
convenience to the future residents, employees, and visitors to the area, including the newly 
approved Baxter Village project across from the proposed project. Additionally, it would also provide 
a closer option to the surrounding uses. The closest shopping centers to the site are to the east and 
west less than a mile of the site. In addition to being able to conveniently serve the future 
complementary uses of residential and employment, the introduction of additional shopping center 
may bring other retail options not available in the nearby shopping centers and shorten trips for the 
residential and other uses in the north. 

The project’s proposed retail falls under the 50,000 square foot threshold recommended by OPR and 
zoning allows for a variety of retail uses. Additionally, the central location of the project, the existing 
residential surrounding the site and the combination of the proposed uses on-site has the potential to 
shorten trips by providing convenient closer options. The project’s retail component does qualify for 
the Local Retail screening. 

VMT Analysis 

The project retail component would qualify for screening for being locally serving, and for this 
reason, the project’s retail component would be presumed to be less than significant.  

VMT Reductions 

Although the proposed project would be presumed to be less than significant, the innate project 
design and features could potentially reduce VMT. Additionally, the proposed project could 
implement Transportation Demand Measures (TDM) to further reduce the project’s VMT. 
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Mixed-Use VMT Reductions 

The potential VMT reducing effects of mixed uses range from 9 percent to 30 percent. In the 
suburban context, projects three of the following onsite and/or offsite within ¼ mile: Residential 
Development, Retail Development, Park, Open Space, or Office. The proposed project would 
provide a mix residential, retail, and office. As a minimum, the mixed-use nature of the site has the 
potential to reduce the project’s VMT by 9 percent. 

Pedestrian Network 

Providing pedestrian access network to link areas of a project site encourages people to walk instead 
of drive. This strategy could potentially reduce VMT from 0 percent to 2 percent. The proposed 
project would provide an internal pedestrian circulation network that would allow and encourage the 
pedestrian mode for all users of the site. The project would additionally connect to the existing street 
network via sidewalks, however, the project does not provide direct connections to the existing 
surrounding uses. For this reason, the project’s pedestrian network could potentially reduce VMT up 
to 1 percent.  

Parking 

The project proposes parking for electric vehicles and bicycles. Therefore, by providing these spaces, 
the proposed project supports its ability to reduce VMT through its other features.  

Project Features Overall VMT Reduction Potential  

The project’s mixed-use nature and pedestrian network could potentially reduce VMT by 9 percent 
and 1 percent, respectively, which is a total VMT reduction of 9.9 percent.6  

Additional TDM 

The project could additionally provide other strategies related to TDM. However, since TDM 
generally relies on reducing the need of automobile trips through alternative modes, the project site 
would need to rely on the available alternative modes of transportation in the area. Transit availability 
greatly increases the effectiveness TDM, but the nearest bus stop is over ½ mile away on Palomar 
Street. Due to the distance of the nearest transit the most effective TDM measures may not apply. 

Despite not being in close proximity to transit, the following TDM Strategies could be applied: 

 Provide Ride-Sharing Programs 
 1 percent to 5 percent reduction for low-density suburbs 

 Encourage Telecommuting and Alternative Work Schedules 
 0.07 percent to 5.5 percent reduction, telecommuting would provide the greatest reductions 

vs. alternative work schedules.  

These strategies are aimed at reducing VMT based on commute trips, and therefore, would only be 
applicable to the proposed office use. Additionally, since the project does not need to mitigate VMT 

 
 
6  Calculation based on the following formula: 1- (1-9) x (1-1) 
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impacts, these TDM programs would need to be voluntarily offered at the discretion of the future 
tenants/employers of the site. Therefore, impacts would be less than significant. 

PRIELIPP-YAMAS PROPERTY REZONE 

According to CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.3 subdivision (b), vehicle miles traveled (VMT) 
exceeding an applicable threshold of significance may indicate a significant impact. Generally, project 
that would decrease vehicle miles traveled compared to existing conditions should be considered to 
have a less than significant transportation impact. Future development would result in the 
construction of residential uses which would serve the region. Future development on the Property 
would be required to prepare a VMT analysis and would be required to comply with the City’s VMT 
thresholds. Therefore, impacts would be less than significant.  

Finding. The proposed project would have a less than significant direct, indirect, and cumulative 
impact relating to transportation. Accordingly, no changes or alterations to the proposed project 
were required to avoid or substantially lessen any significant environmental impacts under those 
thresholds. 

Impact 5.11-3: Project circulation improvements have been incorporated to adequately 
address potentially hazardous conditions (sharp curves, etc.), potential 
conflicting uses, and emergency access. [Thresholds T-3 and T-4] 

WILDOMAR TRAIL TOWN CENTER MIXED-USE PROJECT 

Main access to the project site would be provided via a newly constructed intersection at Central 
Avenue and Wildomar Trail, as well as five driveways along Wildomar Trail, Central Avenue, and 
Cervera Road. In conjunction with the Baxter Village project (SCH# 2014121047), the proposed 
project will realign Wildomar Trail to soften the curve as shown in Figure 3-1, of the Draft EIR. All 
driveways would allow right-in/right-out access only controlled by the installation of a raised median 
along the property frontage. All access point locations along Central Avenue and Wildomar Trail 
would be designed to provide sufficient sight distance that meets the minimum sight distance 
requirement defined in the County of Riverside Roadway Standard guidelines. As shown in Figure 
5.6-1, Emergency Vehicle Path, of the Draft EIR, Wildomar Trail would be realigned to “flatten” the 
curve, and vehicle paths for emergency services would be provided via five driveways. A traffic 
control plan would be developed to ensure that the roadway as well as surrounding roadways would 
continue to provide emergency access to the project site and surrounding areas during construction. 
Although regular travelers may experience some delays during construction activities, access would 
remain for emergency vehicles. The proposed project would not result in inadequate emergency 
access. 

Moreover, the proposed project would be checked for compliance with these standards as part of the 
City’s review process, and access to the project site would be reviewed by the City and 
CALFIRE/Riverside County Fire Department to ensure there is sufficient emergency access 
provided as required by the City of Wildomar Municipal Code 8.28, Fire Code, for compliance with 
the California Fire Code.  
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PRIELIPP-YAMAS PROPERTY REZONE 

Future development on the Property would be checked for compliance with the City of Wildomar 
development standards designed to ensure standard engineering practices are used for all 
improvements, as part of the City’s review process. Additionally, access to the Property would be 
reviewed by the City and CALFIRE/Riverside County Fire department to ensure there is sufficient 
emergency access provided at the Property as required by the City of Wildomar Municipal Code 8.28, 
Fire Code, for compliance with the California Fire Code.  

Finding. The proposed project would have a less than significant direct, indirect, and cumulative 
impact relating to transportation. Accordingly, no changes or alterations to the proposed project 
were required to avoid or substantially lessen any significant environmental impacts under those 
thresholds. 

11. Utilities and Service Systems 

Impact 5.11-1: Project-generated wastewater could be adequately treated by the wastewater 
service providers for the project. [Thresholds U-1 (part), and U-3] 

WILDOMAR TRAIL TOWN CENTER MIXED-USE PROJECT 

Future development as a result of the proposed project would require the installation of new or 
expanded sewer laterals and mains in order to accommodate the additional future development 
onsite.  

As shown in Table 5.13-1, Wildomar Trail Town Center Mixed-Use Project Estimated Wastewater Generation, 
of the Draft EIR, under the proposed conditions, the project would generate approximately 59,226 
gallons of wastewater per day. The sewer flows from the project site connect to an 8-inch EVMWD 
gravity sewer line, along Cervera Road.  

As of 2010, the Regional WWTP had an existing average daily wastewater flow into the treatment 
plant of 6.0 mgd. The capacity of the treatment plant is 8 mgd and the remaining capacity is about 2 
mgd. As shown in Table 5.13-1, the project would result in the generation of 59,226 gpd which 
represents approximately 0.06 million gallons per day. 

Proposed sewer infrastructure would continue to tie into the existing 8-inch EVMWD gravity sewer 
line. EVMWD utilizes development fees for new connections and proposed flow increases to 
improve existing low capacity sewer lines and upsize existing lines. The increases in sewer flows from 
the proposed project would cause no regional sewer capacity issues. Although EVMWD has no 
deficient lines serving the project site, it utilizes development fees to cover associated costs with 
providing any incremental expansions in service or infrastructure as a result of new development that 
increases the quantity or flow rate of wastewater discharge.  

PRIELIPP-YAMAS PROPERTY REZONE 

The zone change from I-P to R-3 would reduce the intensity of future development when compared 
to the General Plan. Therefore, future wastewater impacts would be less severe than evaluated in the 
General Plan EIR due to the change in land use.  
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Future development of the site would require the installation of new or expanded sewer laterals and 
mains in order to accommodate residential development. Sewer infrastructure would tie into the 
existing 8-inch EVMWD gravity sewer line. EVMWD utilizes development fees for new connections 
and proposed flow increases to improve existing low capacity sewer lines and upsize existing lines. 
The increases in sewer flows from future would cause no regional sewer capacity issues. Although 
EVMWD has no deficient lines serving the site, it utilizes development fees to cover associated costs 
with providing any incremental expansions in service or infrastructure as a result of new 
development that increases the quantity or flow rate of wastewater discharge.  

The proposed project would not induce substantial additional population growth. Because the 
anticipated population growth resulting from development of this site is less than the land use 
assumptions outlined in the General Plan, sufficient wastewater infrastructure are available to the site 
and impacts are less than significant. 

Finding. The proposed project would have a less than significant direct, indirect, and cumulative 
impact relating to utilities and service systems. Accordingly, no changes or alterations to the 
proposed project were required to avoid or substantially lessen any significant environmental impacts 
under those thresholds. 

Impact 5.13-2: Water supply and delivery systems are adequate to meet project 
requirements. [Thresholds U-1 (part) and U-2] 

WILDOMAR TRAIL TOWN CENTER MIXED-USE PROJECT 

The proposed project would connect to the EVMWD water main for domestic water use. As shown 
in Table 5.13-7, Wildomar Trail Town Center Mixed-Use Project Estimated Water Demand, of the Draft EIR, 
under the proposed conditions, the demand for the project is estimated to be approximately 36,737 
gallons of water per day. 

These results are conservative because they do not account for the 20 percent reduction in water use 
with new construction, as per CALGreen Building Code Standards as specified in Municipal Code 
Chapter 17.310. Furthermore, pursuant to Section 17.276.070 of the Wildomar Municipal Code, the 
proposed project would be subject to the requirements of the EVMWD’s Ordinance 185, which 
prohibits the waste or unreasonable use of water and encourages water conservation practices. 
Compliance with this ordinance is expected to result in a reduced water demand.  

Water supplies include surface water from Canyon Lake, groundwater pumping and imported water 
from MWD. As documented in Tables 5.13-3 through 5.13-5, of the Draft EIR, EVMWD is able to 
meet all customers’ demands during normal year, single dry year, and multiple dry year conditions 
with significant reserves held by MWD, local groundwater and surface water supplies, and 
conservation measures in multiple dry year conditions. EVMWD and its retail agencies work together 
to improve the water reliability within the service area by developing additional local supplies and by 
implementing water use efficiency programs. 

As previously identified in Table 5.13-3, of the Draft EIR, the EVMWD’s UWMP projects a 2040 
water demand of 61,476 AFY, with a projected supply of 53,605 AFY for a normal year. The 
project’s anticipated water demand represents approximately 0.5, 0.9, and 0.8 percent of the 
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projected 2040 water surplus in normal, single year dry, and multiple year dry conditions, 
respectively. As such, this would only incrementally increase demand and not require the 
construction of new water treatment facilities or expansion of existing facilities, which could cause 
significant environmental effects. Per the EVMWD’s development review process, the project 
applicant will be required to submit plans to for review and approval. EVMWD will have sufficient 
water supplies available during normal, single dry, and multiple dry years through the year 2040 to 
meet all projected water demands associated with its existing and future customers, including the 
proposed project.  

PRIELIPP-YAMAS PROPERTY REZONE 

The zone change from I-P to R-3 would reduce the intensity of future development when compared 
to the General Plan. Therefore, future water supply impacts would be less severe than evaluated in 
the General Plan EIR due to the change in land use.  

Future development of the site would connect to the City’s water main for domestic water use. 
Development would be required to comply with CALGreen Building Code Standards as specified in 
Municipal Code Chapter 17.310 which require a 20 percent reduction in water use with new 
construction. Furthermore, pursuant to Section 17.276.070 of the Wildomar Municipal Code, future 
development would be subject to the requirements of the EVMWD’s Ordinance 185, which 
prohibits the waste or unreasonable use of water and encourages water conservation practices. 
Compliance with this ordinance is expected to result in a reduced water demand. Per the EVMWD’s 
development review process, the project applicant will be required to submit plans to for review and 
approval. Because the anticipated population growth resulting from development of this site is less 
than the land use assumptions outlined in the General Plan, sufficient water supplies are available to 
the project and impacts are less than significant. 

Finding. The proposed project would have a less than significant direct, indirect, and cumulative 
impact relating to utilities and service systems. Accordingly, no changes or alterations to the 
proposed project were required to avoid or substantially lessen any significant environmental impacts 
under those thresholds. 

Impact 5.13-3: Existing and/or proposed storm drainage systems are adequate to serve the 
drainage requirements of  the proposed project. [Threshold U-1 (part)] 

WILDOMAR TRAIL TOWN CENTER MIXED-USE PROJECT 

The project site is currently undeveloped. Under the proposed conditions, impervious surfaces would 
increase because the proposed project would allow for the development of a mixed-use master plan 
on an approximately 25.8-acre vacant site which would include 41,609 square feet of commercial 
retail, 72,000 square feet of professional office, and 152 townhome/condominium residential units 
with full on-site/off-site improvements. Collectively, the proposed project would result in 22.33 acres 
of development.  

Under existing conditions, the site is entirely pervious, and under the proposed project, the amount 
of impervious area would increase to 20.77 acres, or approximately 80.5 percent of the site. The 
construction of a detention basin would cover approximately 1.57 acres, or 6.05 percent of the site. 
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Therefore, under the proposed project, the amount of pervious area would cover approximately 5.03 
acres, or approximately 19.5 percent of the site. 

The proposed project would be graded to closely mimic the direction of flow of the existing 
conditions, and these flows would continue in the southern direction but would be directed to the 
proposed detention basin before existing the site. This basin would treat the runoff of pollutants. 
Offsite runoff, entering the site from the north, would be intercepted by a 48-inch storm drainpipe 
and would only conjoin with cleaned runoff from onsite. Additionally, onsite landscaping would 
assist in minimizing the amount of runoff from the site by providing permeable areas for water 
infiltration and decreasing runoff volume. Infiltration through landscaped areas would serve as a 
water treatment function. The proposed project would also include BMPs to properly manage 
stormwater flow and prevent stormwater pollution by reducing the potential for contamination at the 
source. The proposed bioretention basin would treat the required water quality volume for the 
project site. Therefore, no substantial additional sources of pollutants or significant increases in 
runoff for the 85th percentile storm event are anticipated. 

Storm drain infrastructure is to be developed as part of project-specific buildout. Offsite runoff 
would no longer outlet to the site; it would be conveyed through a proposed storm drain system, 
separate from the onsite storm drain. The new storm drain system would be appropriately located 
and sized to convey flows respective to their tributary areas for the design storm required by City and 
County requirements. Infrastructure would connect to a 60-inch City of Wildomar line on Cervera 
Road and discharge to modified channel to the south of the site as under existing conditions.  

PRIELIPP-YAMAS PROPERTY REZONE 

The zone change from I-P to R-3 would reduce the intensity of future development when compared 
to the General Plan. Therefore, future storm drainage impacts would be less severe than evaluated in 
the General Plan EIR due to the change in land use.  

Future development of the site would increase the amount of impervious surfaces and therefore, may 
increase flow rates and volumes of runoff entering storm drains. Future development would include 
BMPs to properly manage stormwater flow and prevent stormwater pollution by reducing the 
potential for contamination at the source. Moreover, development on the site would be required by 
MS4 permits to be sized and designed to ensure onsite retention of the volume of runoff produced 
from a 24-hour, 85th percentile storm event, which is similar to a 2-year storm. Any new storm drain 
system would be appropriately located and sized to convey flows respective to their tributary areas 
for the design storm required by City and County requirements. Because the anticipated population 
growth resulting from development of this site is less than the land use assumptions outlined in the 
General Plan, sufficient storm drainage systems are available to the site. 

Finding. The proposed project would have a less than significant direct, indirect, and cumulative 
impact relating to utilities and service systems. Accordingly, no changes or alterations to the 
proposed project were required to avoid or substantially lessen any significant environmental impacts 
under those thresholds. 
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Impact 5.13-4: Existing and/or proposed facilities would be able to accommodate project-
generated solid waste. [Thresholds U-4 and U-5] 

WILDOMAR TRAIL TOWN CENTER MIXED-USE PROJECT 

The proposed project would generate an increase in solid waste disposal during both construction 
and operation. Table 5.10-8, Wildomar Trail Town Center Mixed-Use Project Estimated Solid Waste Disposal, 
of the Draft EIR, provides an estimate of the solid waste generated by the proposed project.  

The proposed project would generate an increase 6,855.8 pounds per day (1,248.4 tons per year). The 
Lamb Canyon Sanitary Landfill would accept waste from the proposed project; the Lamb Canyon 
Sanitary Landfill has maximum daily throughput of 5,000 tons per day (19,242,950 pounds per day). 
The increase in solid waste generated from the proposed project would represent approximately 
0.077 percent of the maximum daily throughput. The increase in solid waste disposal would be 
accommodated by the landfill’s remaining capacity. 

Additionally, the proposed project would comply with solid waste disposal requirements, including 
requirements to divert solid waste to landfills through recycling. During construction, the proposed 
project would comply with CALGreen, which requires recycling and/or salvaging for reuse a 
minimum of 65 percent of the nonhazardous construction and demolition waste generated during 
most “new construction” projects (CALGreen Sections 4.408 and 5.408). During operation, the 
proposed project would comply Chapter 8.104 of the Wildomar Municipal Code, which outlines 
requirements for the management and proper disposal of solid waste. Consequently, impacts would 
be less than significant.  

PRIELIPP-YAMAS PROPERTY REZONE 

The zone change from I-P to R-3 would reduce the intensity of future development when compared 
to the General Plan. Therefore, future solid waste impacts would be less severe than evaluated in the 
General Plan EIR due to the change in land use.  

Future development would be required to comply with solid waste disposal requirements, including 
requirements to divert solid waste to landfills through recycling. During construction, future 
development would comply with CALGreen Sections 4.408 and 5.408. During operation, future 
development would be required to comply Chapter 8.104 of the Wildomar Municipal Code, which 
outlines requirements for the management and proper disposal of solid waste. Because the 
anticipated population growth resulting from development of this site is less than the land use 
assumptions outlined in the General Plan, sufficient solid waste facilities are available to the site. 

Finding. The proposed project would have a less than significant direct, indirect, and cumulative 
impact relating to utilities and service systems. Accordingly, no changes or alterations to the 
proposed project were required to avoid or substantially lessen any significant environmental impacts 
under those thresholds. 

 
 
7 6,855.8 lbs/day = 3.4279 tons/day 
3.4279 tons/day / 5,000 tons/day =0.00068 or 0.068 percent. 
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12. Wildfire 

Impact 5.14-1: The proposed project would not expose people or structures to significant 
risks, including downslope or downstream flooding or landslides, as a result 
of  runoff, post-fire slope instability, or drainage changes. [Threshold W-4] 

WILDOMAR TRAIL TOWN CENTER MIXED-USE PROJECT 

The project site is relatively flat. The project site is not located within a landslide hazard area or a 
flood plain. Construction activities related to the proposed project would be subject to compliance 
with the CBC and would include best management practices. Best management practices may include 
but are not limited to covering of the soil, use of a dust-inhibiting material, landscaping, use of straw 
and jute, hydroseeding, and grading in a pattern that slows stormwater flow and reduces the potential 
for erosion, landslides, and downstream flooding. Operationally, drainage at the site would be 
improved with a water detention basin. Therefore, with the implementation of BMPs, impacts would 
be less than significant.  

PRIELIPP-YAMAS PROPERTY REZONE 

The property is relatively flat. The property is not located within a landslide hazard area or a flood 
plain. Future construction activities on the property would be subject to compliance with the CBC 
and would include best management practices. Best management practices may include but are not 
limited to covering of the soil, use of a dust-inhibiting material, landscaping, use of straw and jute, 
hydroseeding, and grading in a pattern that slows stormwater flow and reduces the potential for 
erosion, landslides, and downstream flooding. Therefore, with the implementation of BMPs, impacts 
would be less than significant.  

Finding. The proposed project would have a less than significant direct, indirect, and cumulative 
impact relating to wildfires. Accordingly, no changes or alterations to the proposed project were 
required to avoid or substantially lessen any significant environmental impacts under those 
thresholds. 

D. Findings on Significant Environmental Impacts that can be reduced to a 
Less Than Significant Level 

The following summary describes impacts of the proposed project that, without mitigation, would 
result in significant adverse impacts. Upon implementation of the mitigation measures provided in 
the Draft EIR, these impacts, from Chapter 5 and Chapter 8, would be considered less than 
significant. 
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CHAPTER 5 

1. Air Quality 

Impact 5.2-2: Long-term operation of  the project would generate additional vehicle trips 
and associated emissions in exceedance of  SCAQMD’s threshold criteria. 
[Thresholds AQ-2 and AQ-3] 

WILDOMAR TRAIL TOWN CENTER MIXED-USE PROJECT 

The proposed project would result in net increases in both stationary and mobile‐source emissions. 
Based on the Traffic Impact Study for the proposed project, the project would generate 
approximately 6,663 trips per day.  

Table 5.2.-19, of the Draft EIR, shows that the project‐related construction plus operational 
emissions of criteria pollutants would exceed the corresponding SCAQMD daily emission thresholds 
for NOx emission. Therefore, project‐related regional air quality impacts would be significant and 
mitigation measures would be required. 

Table 5.2-20, of the Draft EIR, shows that the project‐related regional operational emissions of 
criteria pollutants would not exceed the corresponding SCAQMD daily emission thresholds. 
Therefore, project‐related regional operational air quality impacts would be less than significant. 

Localized Impact Analysis 

Table 5.2-21, of the Draft EIR, shows that the on‐site operational emission rates would not exceed 
the LSTs. Therefore, the proposed operational activity would not result in a locally significant air 
quality impact. 

Long-Term Microscale (Carbon Monoxide Hot Spot) Analysis 

An assessment of project‐related impacts on localized ambient air quality requires that future ambient 
air quality levels be projected. Ambient CO levels monitored at the Lake Elsinore Monitoring 
Station, the closest station with complete monitored CO data, showed a highest recorded 1‐hour 
concentration of 1.2 ppm (the State standard is 20 ppm) and a highest 8‐hour concentration of 0.8 
ppm (the State standard is 9 ppm) during the past 3 years. The highest CO concentrations would 
normally occur during peak traffic hours; hence, CO impacts calculated under peak traffic conditions 
represent a worst‐case analysis. 

As described in the Traffic Impact Study prepared for the proposed project, with the addition of the 
proposed project in the existing setting and all future scenarios, vehicle speeds and vehicular 
congestion at all intersections surrounding the project site would increase to an extent; however, all 
analyzed intersections are operating at an acceptable level of service (LOS) of D or better under 
Opening Year Conditions and Buildout Conditions except for the following intersections, which are 
rated as LOS F: 

 Central Avenue and Wildomar Trail; 
 I‐15 Southbound Ramps and Wildomar Trail; 
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 I‐15 Northbound Ramps and Wildomar Trail; 

 Monte Vista Drive and Wildomar Trail; and 
 Monte Vista Drive and Bundy Canyon Road. 

Conditions at these intersections would be mitigated by the proposed transportation improvements 
as outlined in the Traffic Impact Study. Therefore, the project is not expected to worsen hot‐spot 
conditions within the vicinity of the project site. 

Buildout of the proposed project would not produce the volume of traffic required to generate a CO 
hot spot. Therefore, the project could be implemented in an existing setting with no significant peak‐
hour intersection impacts. Given the extremely low level of CO concentrations in the project area 
and the lack of traffic impacts at any surrounding intersections, project‐related vehicles are not 
expected to contribute significantly to CO concentrations exceeding the State or federal CO 
standards.  

Toxic Air Contaminants Qualitative Analysis 

Dispensing gasoline products has the potential to introduce air toxics (primarily benzene emissions) 
into the local environment. At present, SCAQMD staff runs individual cancer risk assessments on all 
new service stations or projects where a school is located within 1,000 feet of the project site and 
there is an increase in emissions. There are no schools within 1,000 feet of the project. The nearest 
sensitive receptor to the project site is a residential area approximately 130 feet to the southeast and 
350 feet to the south. Compliance with existing SCAQMD rules and regulations would ensure 
potential impacts associated with air toxics would be less than significant. 

This would further limit doses and exposures, reducing potential health risks related to gasoline 
vapors to a level that is not significant. Overall, project impacts related to the exposure of sensitive 
receptors to emissions are considered less than significant. 

Health Risk Assessment 

As part of Phase 4 of the project, the applicant proposes to construct multifamily midrise apartments 
adjacent to the I-15 freeway. According to the Health Risk Assessment, the I-15 freeway serves 
132,000 vehicles on an average day.  

The SCAQMD CEQA Air Quality Handbook (1993) states that emissions of TACs are considered 
significant if a Health Risk Assessment shows an increased risk of greater than ten in one million. 
The Health Risk Assessment determined that for carcinogenic exposures resulting from exposure to 
toxics from the freeway, the summation of risk for the maximum exposed residential receptor totaled 
8.47 in one million and will not exceed the SCAQMD significance threshold of 10 in one million. 

For chronic noncarcinogenic effects, the hazard index identified for each toxicological endpoint 
totaled less than the threshold of 1.0 for all exposure scenarios. For acute exposures, the hazard 
indices for the identified averaging times did not exceed the threshold of 1.0. Therefore, acute and 
chronic non-carcinogenic hazards were predicted to be within acceptable limits and a less than 
significant impact would occur. 
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For the maximum exposed residential receptor, results of the analysis predicted freeway emissions 
will produce PM10 concentrations of 1.18 μg/m3 and 0.82 μg/ m3 for the 24-hour and annual 
averaging times. The Health Risk Assessment determined that these values will not exceed the 
SCAQMD significance thresholds of 2.5 μg/ m3 and μg/ m3, respectively. For PM2.5, a maximum 24-
hour average concentration of 0.52 μg/ m3 was predicted. The Health Risk Assessment determined 
that this value also will not exceed the identified significance threshold of 2.5 μg/ m3. 

The maximum modeled 1-hour average concentration for CO of 0.01 ppm, when added to an 
existing background concentration of 1.2 ppm, would equal a total Project concentration of 1.21 
ppm. This would not cause an exceedance of the CAAQS of 20 ppm. For the 8-hour averaging time, 
the maximum predicted concentration of 0.01 ppm, when added to an existing background level of 
0.8 ppm, would equal a total Project concentration of 0.81 ppm. This would not cause an exceedance 
of the CAAQS of 9 ppm. 

For NO2, a maximum one-hour concentration of 0.001 ppm was predicted. This concentration, 
when added to a background concentration of 0.0513 ppm, would equal a total Project concentration 
of 0.0523 ppm. The Health Risk Assessment determined that this would not cause an exceedance of 
the CAAQS of 0.18 ppm. Consequently, less than significant impacts are anticipated to residents who 
would access and utilize outdoor amenities. 

PRIELIPP-YAMAS PROPERTY REZONE 

The zone change from I-P to R-3 would reduce the intensity of future development when compared 
to the General Plan. Therefore, future potential air quality impacts would be less severe than 
evaluated in the General Plan EIR due to the change in land use.  

Air quality impacts associated with the future development of this site would be similar to the 
impacts analyzed for the Wildomar Trail Town Center Mixed-Use Project. As such, future 
development would result in net increases in both stationary and mobile‐source emissions. Long‐
term regional emissions would be associated with project‐related vehicular trips and due to energy 
consumption (e.g., electricity usage) from future development. The area‐wide source emission 
categories would include both stationary and off‐road mobile sources. Stationary source emissions 
would come from many sources, including the use of consumer products, landscaping equipment, 
general energy, and solid waste. Future development on the property would be required to prepare an 
Air Quality and Greenhouse Gas Analysis to analyze the future impact from emissions associated 
with long-term operation. If applicable, future development would also implement mitigation 
measures to ensure potentially significant impacts are reduced to less than significant. 

Mitigation Measure: 

The following mitigation measure was included in the Draft EIR and the Final EIR, and is applicable 
to the proposed project. 

AQ-1 Construction Equipment. Prior to issuance of any grading permit, the applicant shall 
submit evidence to the City that all diesel-powered construction equipment greater than 
50 horsepower shall be compliant with the United States Environmental Protection 
Agency and California Air Resources Board Tier 4 Final emissions standards. Only Tier 
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4 Final diesel‐powered construction equipment greater than 50 horsepower shall be 
utilized throughout the construction of Phase 4 of the proposed project, if such 
equipment is readily available and cost effective at the time of construction of each 
phase of the proposed project. Additionally, the applicant shall provide evidence to the 
City at least once every two weeks that all construction equipment is tuned and 
maintained in accordance with the manufacturer’s specifications. Equipment 
maintenance records and equipment design specification data sheets shall be kept on site 
during construction and subject to review by the City and the SCAQMD. This measure 
shall be implemented to the satisfaction of the City of Wildomar Planning Director of 
Planning Department. In the event that the City of Wildomar determines that Tier 4 
Final construction equipment is infeasible pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15364, 
the Project Applicant shall demonstrate through future study with written findings 
supported by substantial evidence that is reviewed and approved by the City of 
Wildomar before using other technologies/strategies. For purposes of this measure, 
“infeasible” means construction equipment is either not readily available or is not cost 
effective. Alternative applicable strategies may include, but would not be limited to, Tier 
3 construction equipment, reduction in the number and/or horsepower rating of 
construction equipment, and/or limiting the number of daily construction haul truck 
trips to and from the project site. 

Finding: 

Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the proposed project that avoid 
or substantially lessen the significant environmental effect as identified in the Draft EIR. These 
changes are identified in the form of the mitigation measure above. The City of Wildomar hereby 
finds that implementation of the mitigation measure is feasible, and the measure is therefore adopted. 

Rationale for Finding 

Mitigation Measure AQ-1 would require the use Tier 4 diesel-powered construction equipment 
greater than 50 horsepower to be utilized throughout the construction of Phase 4 of the proposed 
project to reduce impacts to air quality. Mitigation Measure AQ-1 would reduce potential impacts to 
air quality to a level that is less than significant. 

Impact 5.2-4  The proposed project is not consistent with the applicable air quality 
management plan. [Threshold AQ-1] 

WILDOMAR TRAIL TOWN CENTER MIXED-USE PROJECT 

A consistency determination plays an essential role in local agency project review by linking local 
planning and unique individual projects to the air quality plans. The SCAQMD has the following 
consistency criteria: 

 Consistency Criterion No. 1: The proposed project will not result in an increase in the 
frequency or severity of  existing air quality violations or cause or contribute to new violations, or 
delay the timely attainment of  air quality standards or the interim emissions reductions specified 
in the AQMP. 
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 Consistency Criterion No. 2: The proposed project will not exceed the assumptions in the 
AQMP based on the year of  project build-out phase. 

Consistency Criterion 1 

Consistency Criterion No. 1 refers to violations of the CAAQS and NAAQS. CAAQS and NAAQS 
violations would occur if regional or localized significance thresholds were exceeded. 

The violations that Criterion No. 1 refers to are the CAAQS and the NAAQS and the SCAQMD has 
determined that these standards would be violated if their Local Significance Thresholds (LSTs) were 
exceeded. As described in section 5.2.-1, of the Draft EIR, daily regional construction emissions 
would not exceed the daily thresholds or the air quality standards of the CO, NO2, PM10, and PM2.5 
pollutant emission thresholds established by SCAQMD. Therefore, potential impacts from localized 
construction-source emissions and applicable LSTs would be less than significant. As described in 
section 5.2.-2, of the Draft EIR, project‐related emissions of criteria pollutants would exceed the 
corresponding SCAQMD daily emission thresholds for NOX emission. Therefore, project‐related 
regional air quality impacts would be significant. Compliance with mitigation measure AQ-1 would 
reduce emissions below applicable LSTs and the project would be consistent with Criterion No. 1. 

Consistency Criterion 2 

Development consistent with the growth projections in the City’s General Plan is considered to be 
consistent with the AQMP. The General Plan is consistent with the Southern California Association 
of Governments’ (SCAG) Regional Comprehensive Plan Guidelines and the SCAQMD AQMP. 
Since development of the proposed project would be no more intensive than would be allowed 
under existing General Plan and zoning designations, the proposed project at buildout would not 
exceed the assumptions of the AQMP and would be consistent with Criterion No. 2. Therefore, the 
proposed project is consistent with the General Plan and the regional AQMP. Consequently, impacts 
would be less than significant. 

PRIELIPP-YAMAS PROPERTY REZONE 

The zone change from I-P to R-3 would reduce the intensity of future development when compared 
to the General Plan. Therefore, future potential air quality impacts would be less severe than 
evaluated in the General Plan EIR due to the change in land use.  

Air quality impacts associated with the future development of this site would be similar to the 
impacts analyzed for the Wildomar Trail Town Center Mixed-Use Project. As such, potential impacts 
from localized construction-source emissions and applicable LSTs would be less than significant. 
Furthermore, emissions of criteria pollutants from future residential development could exceed the 
corresponding SCAQMD daily emission thresholds for NOX emission. Moreover, future residential 
development of the site would be no more intensive than what would be allowed under existing 
General Plan and zoning designations. Therefore, future development at buildout would not exceed 
the assumptions of the AQMP. For these reasons, future development of the Prielipp-Yamas 
Property would be consistent with Criterion No. 1 and Criterion No. 2. Therefore, the future 
development would be consistent with the General Plans and the regional AQMP. If applicable, 
future development would also implement mitigation measures to ensure potentially significant 
impacts are reduced to less than significant. 
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Mitigation Measure: 

The following mitigation measure was included in the Draft EIR and the Final EIR, and is applicable 
to the proposed project. 

AQ-1 Construction Equipment. Prior to issuance of any grading permit, the applicant shall 
submit evidence to the City that all diesel-powered construction equipment greater than 
50 horsepower shall be compliant with the United States Environmental Protection 
Agency and California Air Resources Board Tier 4 Final emissions standards. Only Tier 
4 Final diesel‐powered construction equipment greater than 50 horsepower shall be 
utilized throughout the construction of Phase 4 of the proposed project, if such 
equipment is readily available and cost effective at the time of construction of each 
phase of the proposed project. Additionally, the applicant shall provide evidence to the 
City at least once every two weeks that all construction equipment is tuned and 
maintained in accordance with the manufacturer’s specifications. Equipment 
maintenance records and equipment design specification data sheets shall be kept on site 
during construction and subject to review by the City and the SCAQMD. This measure 
shall be implemented to the satisfaction of the City of Wildomar Planning Director of 
Planning Department. In the event that the City of Wildomar determines that Tier 4 
Final construction equipment is infeasible pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15364, 
the Project Applicant shall demonstrate through future study with written findings 
supported by substantial evidence that is reviewed and approved by the City of 
Wildomar before using other technologies/strategies. For purposes of this measure, 
“infeasible” means construction equipment is either not readily available or is not cost 
effective. Alternative applicable strategies may include, but would not be limited to, Tier 
3 construction equipment, reduction in the number and/or horsepower rating of 
construction equipment, and/or limiting the number of daily construction haul truck 
trips to and from the project site. 

Finding: 

Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the proposed project that avoid 
or substantially lessen the significant environmental effect as identified in the Draft EIR. These 
changes are identified in the form of the mitigation measure above. The City of Wildomar hereby 
finds that implementation of the mitigation measure is feasible, and the measure is therefore adopted. 

Rationale for Finding 

Mitigation Measure AQ-1 would require the use Tier 4 diesel-powered construction equipment 
greater than 50 horsepower to be utilized throughout the construction of Phase 4 of the proposed 
project to reduce impacts to air quality. Mitigation Measure AQ-1 would reduce potential impacts to 
air quality to a level that is less than significant. 
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2. Biological Resources 

Impact 5.3-1  Development of  the proposed project could impact. [Threshold B-1] 

WILDOMAR TRAIL TOWN CENTER MIXED-USE PROJECT 

The project site is located within the boundaries of the MSHCP Elsinore Area Plan. The project site 
is not located within or adjacent to a conservation criteria cell, and is not located within a Special 
Linkage Area. The project site is therefore not targeted for conservation under the MSHCP. The 
nearest criteria cell is Cell No. 5248 which is approximately 1-mile northeast of the project site and I-
15.  

According to Appendix 5.3-1, of the Draft EIR, there are no MSCHP-covered plant, reptiles, birds, 
or mammals onsite.  

The proposed project would not result in direct impacts to any MSHCP-covered plant and animal 
species which are dependent on the habitat types present in riparian/riverine areas onsite, but 
incidental use of the riparian/riverine area is possible by animals such as Stephen’s kangaroo rat, 
coyote, and several bird species. These impacts, however, are what the MSHCP anticipated in areas 
not situated in Criteria Area Cells. Impacts are to be offset through MSHCP fee payment, Stephen’s 
kangaroo rat fee payment, and via Wildlife Agency-approved purchase of In-Lieu Fee Programs or 
off-site Mitigation Bank credits for impacts to riparian/riverine resources. Additionally, development 
of the project site requires adherence to BMPs to avoid impacts to other natural areas which could 
otherwise occur through contamination of atmospheric and water resources. Adherence to standard 
mitigation measures would avoid direct impacts to nesting birds. Lastly, invasive plants that could 
potentially be used in landscape plans for the proposed project would not be allowed, therefore 
avoiding accidental introduction of exotic invasive species into the local environment from the 
project site. 

Riparian/riverine and vernal pool areas have the potential for 23 plant and 11 animal species to 
occur; however, as shown in Table 5.3-2, in Section 5.3, Biological Resources, of the DEIR, these 
organisms are not present onsite.  

The entirety of the subject property would be developed with the proposed project; no areas onsite 
would be conserved, and conservation is not required. Furthermore, the proposed project’s 
conditions of approval to improvement surrounding intersections (see Table 5.11-13 in Section 5.11, 
Transportation,  of the Draft EIR) would not result in significant impacts to MSHCP-covered species 
as the proposed improvements would occur in areas previously disturbed.  

Other MSHCP-covered species do not yet have assurance of adequate conservation. These species 
are referenced to as MSHCP Table 9 Species (Covered Species Not Adequately Conserved.  Table 
5.3-3, Covered Species Not Adequately Conserved (MSHCP Table 9-3), demonstrates that these 28 species 
do not occur on-site. 

PRIELIPP-YAMAS PROPERTY REZONE 

The property is current vacant and covered in ruderal vegetation. Prior to future development on the 
site, a biological resources analysis would be conducted to identify potential impact to species onsite. 
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The future project applicant would be required to pay the Stephens’ kangaroo rat fee and the 
MSHCP mitigation fee pursuant to the City’s Municipal Code. If applicable, future development 
would also implement mitigation measures to ensure potentially significant impacts are reduced to 
less than significant.  

Mitigation Measure: 

The following mitigation measures were included in the Draft EIR and the Final EIR, and are 
applicable to the proposed project. 

BIO-1 Prior to vegetation clearance and grading, the Project applicant shall retain a qualified 
biologist to conduct a pre-construction nesting bird survey in accordance with the 
following: 

 The survey shall be conducted no more than three days prior to the initiation of  
clearance/construction work; 

 If  pre-construction surveys indicate that bird nests are not present or are 
inactive, or if  potential habitat is unoccupied, no further mitigation is required; 

 If  active nests of  birds are found during the surveys, a species-specific no 
disturbance buffer zone shall be established by a qualified biologist around 
active nests until a qualified biologist determines that all young have fledged (no 
longer reliant upon the nest).   

BIO-2 The project applicant shall retain a qualified biologist to conduct a 30-day pre-
construction survey for burrowing owl. The results of  the survey would be submitted to 
the City prior to obtaining a grading permit. If  burrowing owls are not detected during 
the pre-construction survey, no further mitigation is required. If  burrowing owls are 
detected during the pre-construction survey, the project applicant shall implement 
relocation to safely relocate burrowing owl out of  harm’s way, in consultation with the 
CDFW. Notification to the CDFW shall occur if  burrowing owls are found to be 
present onsite and the development of  a conservation strategy in cooperation with the 
U.S. Fish and Service, the CDFW, and the Western Riverside County Regional 
Conservation Authority (RCA) shall be conducted.  

BIO-3 In accordance with MSHCP provisions limiting the use of  exotic and invasive plant 
species, the project’s landscape plan shall exclude invasive species such as crimson 
fountain grass (Pennisetum setaceaum), pampas grass (Cortaderia selloana), giant reed (Arundo 
donax), tree of  heaven (Ailanthus altissima), Eucalyptus, acacia groundcovers (Acacia sp.), 
and other ornamental landscape elements in accordance with the Invasive Plants List 
referenced by the MSHCP. 

BIO-4 The project applicant shall implement dust control and all other project-specific Storm 
Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) measures during grading and construction.  

Finding: 
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Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the proposed project that avoid 
or substantially lessen the significant environmental effect as identified in the Draft EIR. These 
changes are identified in the form of the mitigation measures above. The City of Wildomar hereby 
finds that implementation of the mitigation measures is feasible, and the measures are therefore 
adopted. 

Rationale for Finding 

Mitigation Measures BIO-1 and BIO-2 require a qualified biologist to conduct a pre-construction 
nesting bird survey and a 30-day pre-construction survey for burrowing owls, Mitigation Measure 
BIO-3 requires limiting the use of exotic and invasive plant species, and Mitigation Measure BIO-4 
requires the implementation of dust control and SWPPP which would reduce potential impacts to 
biological resources to less than significant.  

Impact 5.3-2  Development of  the proposed project would result in the loss of  
riparian/riverine areas. [Threshold B-2] 

WILDOMAR TRAIL TOWN CENTER MIXED-USE PROJECT 

The project site is comprised of 0.72 acre of MSHCP Section 6.1.2 defined riparian/riverine areas, 
and all riparian/riverine areas onsite are anticipated to be impacted with project implementation. 
Impacts to the existing riparian/riverine area are unavoidable because the drainage segments to be 
affected transect the site in a manner that makes avoidance infeasible. As the proposed development 
stands, the drainage segments and basin onsite would be removed, therefore, minimization of direct 
or indirect effects to the existing riparian/riverine area would not occur.  

Impacts to this area would be mitigated with the purchase of 1.44 acres of restoration credits for an 
offsite riparian mitigation area through an approved in-lieu fee program or mitigation bank. While 
this represents a mitigation to impact ratio of 2:1, the actual mitigation ratio will be set through 
discussions with the resource agencies prior to ground disturbance as required by the MSHCP.  

The functions and values of the restored offsite riparian mitigation area subsequent to habitat 
restoration would meet or exceed the existing habitat values and functions presently found within the 
onsite riparian/riverine area. Riparian habitat would be permanently preserved within the mitigation 
area. The existing condition onsite, however, is subject to ongoing disturbances associated with 
disking and weed abatement. Overall, a superior quality habitat for insects, birds, herpetofauna, and 
some mammals would be provided offsite subsequent to mitigation activities relative to the existing 
condition onsite.  

Additionally, during project construction, a number of best management practices (BMPs) would be 
implemented to protect offsite resources. Post-construction BMPs would be in place to control 
erosion and sediment and improve water quality from runoff generated by the site.  

PRIELIPP-YAMAS PROPERTY REZONE 

There are no riparian areas located on the property. Future development would be required to 
implement BMPs to ensure impacts to offsite resources would be reduced to less than significant.  
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Mitigation Measure: 

The following mitigation measure was included in the Draft EIR and the Final EIR, and is applicable 
to the proposed project. 

BIO-5 The developer shall compensate impacts to riparian/riverine areas by providing a 2:1 
ratio of  offsite land within the Santa Margarita Watershed or an adjacent watershed to 
be acquired for the purpose of  In-Perpetuity Preservation, or through the purchase of  
mitigation credits at an established off-site Mitigation Bank or In-lieu Fee Program. 
Purchase of  mitigation credits shall occur prior to any impacts. Mitigation proposed on 
land acquired for the purpose of  in-perpetuity mitigation that is not part of  an agency-
approved mitigation bank or in-lieu fee program shall include the preservation, creation, 
restoration, and/or enhancement of  similar habitat within the Santa Margarita 
Watershed or an adjacent watershed pursuant to a Habitat Mitigation and Monitoring 
Plan (HMMP) to be approved by the Lead and Responsible agencies. The HMMP shall 
be prepared prior to any impacts and it shall provide details as to the implementation of  
mitigation, maintenance, future monitoring, and management. The goal of  the 
mitigation shall be to preserve, create, restore, and/or enhance similar habitat with equal 
or greater function and value than the affected habitat.   

Finding: 

Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the proposed project that avoid 
or substantially lessen the significant environmental effect as identified in the Draft EIR. These 
changes are identified in the form of the mitigation measure above. The City of Wildomar hereby 
finds that implementation of the mitigation measure is feasible, and the measures are therefore 
adopted. 

Rationale for Finding 

Mitigation Measure BIO-5 requires purchasing restoration credits to reduce impacts to biological 
resources to less than significant.  

Impact 5.3-3  The proposed project would impact approximately 0.72 acre of  jurisdictional 
waters as a result of  project implementation. [Threshold B-3] 

WILDOMAR TRAIL TOWN CENTER MIXED-USE PROJECT 

There are four drainage segments (Drainage Segments A, B, D, and E), one jurisdictional basin 
(Basin 1), and one non-riverine drainage segment (Drainage Segment C) onsite. Drainage Segment C 
appears to have been abandoned by stormwater flow that was picked up in Drainage B in 2005 
(TERACOR 2021a).  

Drainage A 

The total CDFW jurisdictional “streambeds” and MSHCP 6.1.2 riparian/riverine area associated with 
Drainage Segment A is 14,146 square feet (0.32 acre).  
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The total potential Army Corps/RWQCB non-wetland “waters” associated Drainage A is 5,894 
square feet (0.14 acre).  

Drainage Segment B 

The total CDFW jurisdictional “streambeds” and MSHCP 6.1.2 riparian/riverine area associated with 
Drainage Segment B is 7,266 square feet (0.17 acre). 

The total potential Army Corps/RWQCB non-wetland “waters” associated Drainage B is 5,000 
square feet (0.11 acre).  

Drainage D 

The total CDFW jurisdictional “streambeds” and MSHCP 6.1.2 riparian/riverine area associated with 
Segment D is 5,720 square feet (0.13 acre).  

The total potential Army Corps/RWQCB non-wetland “waters” associated Drainage D is 1,430 
square feet (0.03 acre).  

The total potential Army Corps/RWQCB non-wetland “waters” associated Drainage D1 is 354 
square feet (0.01 acre).  

Drainage Segment E  

Drainage Segment E is 42 linear feet. The CDFW jurisdictional area associated with Segment E is 
182 square feet (0.004 acre).  

The total potential Army Corps/RWQCB non-wetland “waters” associated Drainage E is 65 square 
feet (0.001 acre).  

Basin 1 

TERACOR determined Basin 1 to be a wetland. The length associated with Basin 1 is 126 linear feet, 
while the total area is 3,888 square feet (0.09 acre). 

Drainage Segments A, B, D, and E, and Basin 1 meet the definitional parameters of 
Riparian/Riverine resources. The total Riparian/Riverine area onsite is 31,202 square feet (0.72 acre). 

The total potential Army Corps/RWQCB non-wetland “waters” associated Basin 1 is 2,200 square 
feet (0.05 acre).  

The total Potential Army Corps/RWQCB jurisdictional area is 0.34 acre. 

Drainage Segment C 

It was determined that Drainage Segment C is not a MHSCP 6.1.2 riparian/riverine feature. 

The drainage segments onsite are riverine with two small riparian cells associated with those 
drainages. The basin, which supports riparian vegetation, is human-constructed. Avoidance does not 
appear warranted since the property would continue to shed stormwater in the post-development 
condition, and that runoff must be treated and cleansed. There are no MSHCP-designated riparian 
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species associated with the project site which would suggest avoidance is necessary. As all site 
resources would be removed and graded to construct the proposed project, 0.72-acre of 
riparian/riverine area would be permanently impacted. 

Mitigation for impacts to wetlands and 0.72 acre of “streambeds”/riparian/riverine area will consist 
of offsite enhancement or restoration (rehabilitation) at a 2:1 mitigation ratio through purchase of fee 
credits through an approved mitigation fee payment program. A total of 1.44 acres of mitigation 
“streambeds”/riparian/riverine area is therefore, proposed. Therefore, impacts would be potentially 
significant without mitigation. 

PRIELIPP-YAMAS PROPERTY REZONE 

There are no wetland areas located on the property. Future development would be required to 
implement BMPs to ensure impacts to offsite resources would be reduced to less than significant.  

Mitigation Measure: 

The following mitigation measure was included in the Draft EIR and the Final EIR, and is applicable 
to the proposed project. 

BIO-5 The developer shall compensate impacts to riparian/riverine areas by providing a 2:1 
ratio of  offsite land within the Santa Margarita Watershed or an adjacent watershed to 
be acquired for the purpose of  In-Perpetuity Preservation, or through the purchase of  
mitigation credits at an established off-site Mitigation Bank or In-lieu Fee Program. 
Purchase of  mitigation credits shall occur prior to any impacts. Mitigation proposed on 
land acquired for the purpose of  in-perpetuity mitigation that is not part of  an agency-
approved mitigation bank or in-lieu fee program shall include the preservation, creation, 
restoration, and/or enhancement of  similar habitat within the Santa Margarita 
Watershed or an adjacent watershed pursuant to a Habitat Mitigation and Monitoring 
Plan (HMMP) to be approved by the Lead and Responsible agencies. The HMMP shall 
be prepared prior to any impacts and it shall provide details as to the implementation of  
mitigation, maintenance, future monitoring, and management. The goal of  the 
mitigation shall be to preserve, create, restore, and/or enhance similar habitat with equal 
or greater function and value than the affected habitat.   

Finding: 

Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the proposed project that avoid 
or substantially lessen the significant environmental effect as identified in the Draft EIR. These 
changes are identified in the form of the mitigation measure above. The City of Wildomar hereby 
finds that implementation of the mitigation measure is feasible, and the measures are therefore 
adopted. 

Rationale for Finding 

Mitigation Measure BIO-5 requires purchasing restoration credits to reduce impacts to biological 
resources to less than significant.  
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Impact 5.3-5: The proposed project would require compliance with the MSHCP. 
[Thresholds B-5 and B-6] 

WILDOMAR TRAIL TOWN CENTER MIXED-USE PROJECT 

Conservation Cells 

The project site is generally located within the MSHCP Elsinore Area Plan. The project site is not 
located within or adjacent to a conservation criteria cell.  

MSHCP Section 6.1.2 Protection of Species Associated with Riparian/Riverine Areas and 
Vernal Pools 

The project site is comprised of 0.72 acre of MSHCP Section 6.1.2 defined riparian/riverine areas. 
All riparian/riverine areas onsite are anticipated to be impacted with project implementation. The 
Determination of Biologically Equivalent or Superior Preservation (DBESP) provided mitigation (see 
Mitigation Measure BIO-5) to reduce impacts to a level of less than significant by requiring the 
purchase of offsite mitigation credits. Therefore, the proposed project would be consistent once the 
DBESP is approved by the City of Wildomar.  

MSHCP Section 6.1.3 Protection of Narrow Endemic Plant Species 

The project site is not within a Narrow Endemic Plant Species Survey Area, and therefore, a habitat 
assessment/survey for narrow endemic plant species is not required. The proposed project is 
therefore consistent with Section 6.1.3 of the MSHCP. 

MSCHP Section 6.1.4 Guidelines Pertaining to the Urban/Wildlands Interface 

The project site is not located within or near a conservation criteria cell. The project site is therefore 
not in proximity to the MSHCP Conservation Area. The guidelines established in Section 6.1.4 of the 
MSHCP therefore do not apply to the proposed project.  

MSHCP Section 6.3.1 Vegetation Mapping 

Vegetation mapping has been provided in the Consistency Analysis (Appendix 5.3-1) in conformance 
with Section 6.3.1 parameters in order to assist the City and resource agencies in review of this 
Consistency Analysis. 

MSHCP Section 6.3.2 Additional Survey Needs and Procedures 

Mammal Surveys 

The project site does not require surveys for any mammal species. Ground squirrel is present in 
moderate densities due to high vegetative density. There are no mammal survey requirements for the 
property and none of the MSHCP-listed species have been detected. 
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Riparian Birds 

There are no riparian vegetative communities on the project site that would justify focused surveys 
for least Bell’s vireo, southwestern willow flycatcher, or wester yellow-billed cuckoo. Focused 
riparian bird surveys were not warranted and were not conducted.  

Amphibians/Reptiles 

The project site does not support suitable habitat for the Section 6.1.2 listed amphibians which 
included arroyo toad, red-legged frog, and mountain yellow-legged frog. There are no natural pools, 
cienegas, or tenejas which would provide breeding habitat for western pond turtle. Spadefoot toad 
would not be expected to utilize the site for breeding due to disturbance factors, area development, 
and absence of adjacent surface water resources.  

Burrowing Owl 

The project site is located within a burrowing owl survey area. No burrowing owls were detected 
onsite. No impacts associated with the proposed project to burrowing owls are therefore anticipated. 
Because suitable burrowing owl habitat is present onsite, Mitigation Measure BIO-2 would be 
implemented. If no burrowing owls are detected during the 30-day pre-construction survey, then no 
burrowing owls would be impacted by the proposed project. The project site is not located within a 
Criteria Area Plan Species Survey Area, an Amphibian Species Survey Area or Mammalian Species 
Survey Area. No habitat assessments or surveys for these species are therefore required for the 
proposed project.  

PRIELIPP-YAMAS PROPERTY REZONE 

Prior to future development, a MSHCP consistency analysis will be conducted for the property to 
ensure that future development would be consistent. No physical changes to the property can occur 
until compliance with the MSHCP is documented. It is likely that pre-construction mitigation such as 
BIO-2 will be required, however until the biological analysis is completed the level of mitigation is 
too speculative.  

Mitigation Measure: 

The following mitigation measure was included in the Draft EIR and the Final EIR, and are 
applicable to the proposed project. 

BIO-2 The project applicant shall retain a qualified biologist to conduct a 30-day pre-
construction survey for burrowing owl. The results of  the survey would be submitted to 
the City prior to obtaining a grading permit. If  burrowing owls are not detected during 
the pre-construction survey, no further mitigation is required. If  burrowing owls are 
detected during the pre-construction survey, the project applicant shall implement 
relocation to safely relocate burrowing owl out of  harm’s way, in consultation with the 
CDFW. Notification to the CDFW shall occur if  burrowing owls are found to be 
present onsite and the development of  a conservation strategy in cooperation with the 
U.S. Fish and Service, the CDFW, and the Western Riverside County Regional 
Conservation Authority (RCA) shall be conducted.  
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Finding: 

Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the proposed project that avoid 
or substantially lessen the significant environmental effect as identified in the Draft EIR. These 
changes are identified in the form of the mitigation measure above. The City of Wildomar hereby 
finds that implementation of the mitigation measure is feasible, and the measures are therefore 
adopted. 

Rationale for Finding 

Mitigation Measure BIO-2 requires a qualified biologist to conduct a 30-day pre-construction survey 
for burrowing owls which would reduce potential impacts to biological resources to less than 
significant.  

3. Hazards and Hazardous Materials 

Impact 5.6-5:  The project site is in a designated Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zone and 
could expose structures and/or residences to fire danger. [Threshold H-7] 

WILDOMAR TRAIL TOWN CENTER MIXED-USE PROJECT 

In 2008, the California Building Standards Commission adopted California Building Code Chapter 
7A requiring new buildings in Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zones (VHFHSZ) to use ignition-
resistant construction methods and materials.  

The project site is in a VHFHSZ in the Local Responsibility Area (LRA). Development on the 
project site would be subject to compliance with the 2019 California Building Code (or the most 
current version) and the 2019 edition of the California Fire Code (or the most current version). 
Wildomar is covered under the Riverside County Operational Area Emergency Operations Plan 
(2006) and the Riverside County Operation and the Riverside County Operation Area Multi-
Jurisdictional Local Hazard Mitigation Plan (2012). These plans provide guidance to effectively 
respond to any emergency, including wildfires.  

PRIELIPP-YAMAS PROPERTY REZONE 

The Property is not in a VHFHSZ in the LRA. Future development on the Property would be 
subject to compliance with the 2019 California Building Code (or the most current version) and the 
2019 edition of the California Fire Code (or the most current version). Wildomar is covered under 
the Riverside County Operational Area Emergency Operations Plan (2006) and the Riverside County 
Operation and the Riverside County Operation Area Multi-Jurisdictional Local Hazard Mitigation 
Plan (2012). These plans provide guidance to effectively respond to any emergency, including 
wildfires.  

Mitigation Measure: 

The following mitigation measures were included in the Draft EIR and the Final EIR, and are 
applicable to the proposed project. 
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HAZ-1  Prior to the issuance of building permits, the project applicant shall demonstrate, to the 
satisfaction of the City Building Official and the Riverside County Fire Chief, 
compliance with the 2019 California Building Code (or the most recent edition) (Part 2 
of Title 24 of the California Code of Regulations) and the 2019 California Fire Code (or 
the most recent edition) (Part 9 of Title 24 of the California Code of Regulations), 
including those regulations pertaining to materials and construction methods intended to 
mitigate wildfire exposure as described in the 2019 California Building Code and 
California Residential Code (or most recent edition); specifically California Building 
Code Chapter 7A; California Residential Code Section R327; California Residential Code 
Section R337; California Referenced Standards Code Chapter 12-7A; and California Fire 
Code Chapter 49. 

HAZ-2  Prior to the issuance of a certificate of occupancy, the applicant shall demonstrate, to the 
satisfaction of the City Building Official and the County Fire Chief, compliance with the 
vegetation management requirements prescribed in California Fire Code Section 4906, 
including California Government Code Section 51182. 

Finding: 

Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the proposed project that avoid 
or substantially lessen the significant environmental effect as identified in the Draft EIR. These 
changes are identified in the form of the mitigation measures above. The City of Wildomar hereby 
finds that implementation of the mitigation measures is feasible, and the measures are therefore 
adopted. 

Rationale for Finding 

Mitigation Measures HAZ-1 and HAZ-2 require the applicant to demonstrate compliance with the 
most recent edition of the California Building Code and California Fire Code, as well as compliance 
with the vegetation management requirements of the California Fire Code, which would reduce 
impacts to wildfires to less than significant.  

4. Noise 

Impact 5.9-2:  Project implementation would result in long-term operation-related noise 
that would exceed local standards. [Threshold N-1] 

WILDOMAR TRAIL TOWN CENTER MIXED-USE PROJECT 

Mobile Sources 

Table 5.9-6, Existing, Opening Year, and Buildout Traffic Noise Levels Without and With Project, of the Draft 
EIR, shows the modeled 24-hour CNEL levels for traffic noise during Existing, Opening Year, and 
Buildout Conditions, both without and with the proposed project. As shown in Table 5.9-6, the 
project-related traffic would have less than perceptible (1.0 dBA or less) noise level increases along 
roadway segments in the project vicinity during Opening Year and Buildout Conditions. 
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Stationary Sources 

Noise impacts associated with the long-term operation of the proposed project must comply with the 
hourly daytime and nighttime noise standards of 55 dBA Leq during daytime hours (7:00 a.m. to 10:00 
p.m.) and 45 dBA Leq during the nighttime hours (10:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m.) per the City’s Municipal 
Code. Noise associated with the proposed project includes HVAC equipment, loading activities, car 
wash operations, parking lot activities, and drive-through speaker during normal operations. 

The noise levels at the proposed residential site south of the carwash would experience noise level 
impacts that would exceed both the daytime and nighttime hourly noise level standards of 55 dBA 
Leq and 45 dBA Leq, respectively. In order to reduce noise impacts at the proposed residences, a 10-
foot high wall extending from the exit of the carwash along the driveway to the parking lot is 
proposed (Mitigation Measures NOI-1), which would result in noise levels of up to 53 dBA Leq at the 
nearest residence. However, the results of the analysis show that noise levels would continue to 
exceed the nighttime standard of 45 dBA Leq. In order to achieve noise levels of less than 45dBA Leq, 
carwash operations would be restricted from 10:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m. (Mitigation NOI-2). Moreover, 
the final residential site design would be prepared to include noise reduction measures to ensure that 
exterior noise levels would comply with the City’s standard of 65 CNEL.  

PRIELIPP-YAMAS PROPERTY REZONE 

Implementation of future residential uses on the Property would create new sources of noise at the 
Property. The major noise source associated with future development that would potentially impact 
existing and future nearby residences include off-site traffic noise, on-site mobile noise, mechanical 
equipment, and parking area noise. Future development would be required to comply with the City’s 
noise ordinance, which would ensure that long-term operational noise impacts would be less than 
significant. 

Mitigation Measure: 

The following mitigation measures were included in the Draft EIR and the Final EIR, and are 
applicable to the proposed project. 

NOI-1 A 10-foot high wall extending from the exit of  the carwash to the commercial driveway 
shall be constructed in order to reduce daytime noise levels. 

NOI-2 In order to reduce nighttime noise levels, carwash operations shall be restricted to the 
hours of  7:00 a.m. to 10 p.m. 

Finding: 

Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the proposed project that avoid 
or substantially lessen the significant environmental effect as identified in the Draft EIR. These 
changes are identified in the form of the mitigation measures above. The City of Wildomar hereby 
finds that implementation of the mitigation measures is feasible, and the measures are therefore 
adopted. 
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Rationale for Finding 

Mitigation Measures NOI-1 and NOI-2 require the construction of a 10-foot high wall from the 
carwash exist to the commercial driveway and restriction of carwash operations to the hours of 7:00 
a.m. to 10 p.m. which would reduce impacts to noise to less than significant.  

5. Tribal Cultural Resources 

Impact 5.12-1:  The proposed project would cause a substantial adverse change in the 
significance of  a tribal cultural resource that is listed or eligible for listing in 
the California Register of  Historical Resources or in a local register of  
historical resources as defined in Public Resources Code section 5020.1(k). 
[Threshold TCR-1] 

WILDOMAR TRAIL TOWN CENTER MIXED-USE PROJECT 

In accordance with AB 52, the City notified local tribes about the proposed project on June 26, 2020, 
to determine the potential for tribal cultural resources onsite and to determine if local knowledge of 
TCRs is available about the project site and surrounding area. The Pechanga Band of Mission 
Indians, Rincon Band of Luiseno Indians, and the Soboba Band of Mission Indians responded and 
requested consultation. The City consulted with the Pechanga Band of Mission Indians, Rincon Band 
of Luiseno Indians, and the Soboba Band of Mission Indians on July 30, 2020, July 21, 2020, and 
August 26, 2020, respectively. The City informed the tribes that the City’s standard mitigation 
measures (TRI-1 through TRI-8) would be implemented to ensure impacts are reduced, should the 
discovery of subsurface TCRs occur during ground disturbing activities. 

PRIELIPP-YAMAS PROPERTY REZONE 

The Property is currently vacant and future development on the site would require ground-disturbing 
activities which could potentially uncover TCRs. As a result, Mitigation Measures TRI-1 through 
TRI-8, would be required to reduce potential impacts to less than significant. Additionally, after 
engaging in SB 18 consultation with the Pechanga Band of Luiseno Indians on December 3, 2020, 
the Tribe requested to be part of the entitlement process for future development on the Property. 

Mitigation Measure: 

The following mitigation measures were included in the Draft EIR and the Final EIR, and are 
applicable to the proposed project. 

TRI-1 Inadvertent Archeological Find. If  during ground disturbance activities, cultural 
resources are discovered that were not assessed by the archaeological report(s) and/or 
environmental assessment conducted prior to project approval, the following procedures 
shall be followed.  Cultural resources are defined, as being multiple artifacts in close 
association with each other, but also include fewer artifacts if  the area of  the find is 
determined to be of  significance due to its sacred or cultural importance as determined 
in consultation with the Native American Tribe(s). 
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a. All ground disturbance activities within 100 feet of the discovered cultural resources 
shall be halted until a meeting is convened between the developer, the archaeologist, 
the tribal representative(s) and the Planning Director to discuss the significance of 
the find. 

b. At the meeting, the significance of the discoveries shall be discussed and after 
consultation with the tribal representative(s) and the archaeologist, a decision shall 
be made, with the concurrence of the Planning Director, as to the appropriate 
mitigation (documentation, recovery, avoidance, etc.) for the cultural resources. 

c. Grading or further ground disturbance shall not resume within the area of the 
discovery until an agreement has been reached by all parties as to the appropriate 
mitigation. Work shall be allowed to continue outside of the buffer area and will be 
monitored by additional Tribal monitors if needed. 

d. Treatment and avoidance of the newly discovered resources shall be consistent with 
the Cultural Resources Management Plan and Monitoring Agreements entered into 
with the appropriate tribes. This may include avoidance of the cultural resources 
through project design, in-place preservation of cultural resources located in native 
soils and/or re-burial on the Project property so they are not subject to further 
disturbance in perpetuity as identified in Non-Disclosure of Reburial Locations 
Condition. 

e. If the find is determined to be significant and avoidance of the site has not been 
achieved, a Phase III data recovery plan shall be prepared by the project 
archeologist, in consultation with the Tribe, and shall be submitted to the City for 
their review and approval prior to implementation of the said plan.  

f. Pursuant to Calif. Pub. Res. Code § 21083.2(b) avoidance is the preferred method of 
preservation for archaeological resources and tribal cultural resources.  If the 
landowner and the Tribe(s) cannot agree on the significance or the mitigation for 
the archaeological or tribal cultural resources, these issues will be presented to the 
Planning Director for decision. The City’s Planning Director shall make the 
determination based on the provisions of the California Environmental Quality Act 
with respect to archaeological and tribal cultural resources, recommendations of the 
project archeologist, and shall take into account the cultural and religious principles 
and practices of the Tribe. Notwithstanding any other rights available under the law, 
the decision of the City Planning Director shall be appealable to the City Planning 
Commission and/or City Council. 

TRI-2 Cultural Resources Disposition.  In the event that Native American cultural resources 
are discovered during the course of  grading (inadvertent discoveries), the following 
procedures shall be carried out for final disposition of  the discoveries: 
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a. One or more of the following treatments, in order of preference, shall be employed 
with the tribes.  Evidence of such shall be provided to the City of Wildomar 
Planning Department: 

i. Preservation-In-Place of the cultural resources, if feasible.  Preservation in place 
means avoiding the resources, leaving them in the place where they were found 
with no development affecting the integrity of the resources. 

ii. Reburial of the resources on the Project property. The measures for reburial 
shall include, at least, the following:  Measures and provisions to protect the 
future reburial area from any future impacts in perpetuity. Reburial shall not 
occur until all legally required cataloging and basic recordation have been 
completed, with an exception that sacred items, burial goods and Native 
American human remains are excluded. Any reburial process shall be culturally 
appropriate. Listing of contents and location of the reburial shall be included in 
the confidential Phase IV report. The Phase IV Report shall be filed with the 
City under a confidential cover and not subject to Public Records Request.   

iii. If preservation in place or reburial is not feasible then the resources shall be 
curated in a culturally appropriate manner at a Riverside County curation facility 
that meets State Resources Department Office of Historic Preservation 
Guidelines for the Curation of Archaeological Resources ensuring access and 
use pursuant to the Guidelines. The collection and associated records shall be 
transferred, including title, and are to be accompanied by payment of the fees by 
the Applicant necessary for permanent curation. Evidence of curation in the 
form of a letter from the curation facility stating that subject archaeological 
materials have been received and that all fees have been paid, shall be provided 
by the landowner to the City. There shall be no destructive or invasive testing 
on sacred items, burial goods, and Native American human remains, as defined 
by the cultural and religious practices of the Most Likely Descendant. Results 
concerning finds of any inadvertent discoveries shall be included in the Phase 
IV monitoring report.  

TRI-3 Archaeologist Retained.  Prior to issuance of  a grading permit the project applicant 
shall retain a Riverside County qualified Registered Professional Archaeologist (RPA), to 
monitor all ground disturbing activities in an effort to identify any unknown 
archaeological resources.   

The Registered Professional Archaeologist and the Tribal monitor(s) shall manage and 
oversee monitoring for all initial ground disturbing activities and excavation of  each 
portion of  the project site including clearing, grubbing, tree removals, mass or rough 
grading, trenching, stockpiling of  materials, rock crushing, structure demolition and etc. 
The Registered Professional Archaeologist and the Tribal monitor(s), shall independently 
have the authority to temporarily divert, redirect or halt the ground disturbance activities 
to allow identification, evaluation, and potential recovery of  cultural resources in 
coordination with any required special interest or tribal monitors. 
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The developer/permit holder shall submit a fully executed copy of  the contract to the 
Planning Department to ensure compliance with this condition of  approval. Upon 
verification, the Planning Department shall clear this condition. 

In addition, the Registered Professional Archaeologist, in consultation with the 
Consulting Tribe(s), the contractor, and the City, shall develop a Cultural Resources 
Management Plan (CRMP) in consultation pursuant to the definition in AB 52 to 
address the details, timing and responsibility of  all archaeological and cultural activities 
that will occur on the project site.  A consulting tribe is defined as a tribe that initiated 
the AB 52 tribal consultation process for the Project, has not opted out of  the AB 52 
consultation process, and has completed AB 52 consultation with the City as provided 
for in Cal Pub Res Code Section 21080.3.2(b)(1) of  AB52.  Details in the Plan shall 
include: 

a. Project grading and development scheduling; 

b. The Project archaeologist and the Consulting Tribes(s) shall attend the pre-grading 
meeting with the City, the construction manager and any contractors and will 
conduct a mandatory Cultural Resources Worker Sensitivity Training to those in 
attendance.  The Training will include a brief review of the cultural sensitivity of the 
Project and the surrounding area; what resources could potentially be identified 
during earthmoving activities; the requirements of the monitoring program; the 
protocols that apply in the event inadvertent discoveries of cultural resources are 
identified, including who to contact and appropriate avoidance measures until the 
find(s) can be properly evaluated; and any other appropriate protocols.  All new 
construction personnel that will conduct earthwork or grading activities that begin 
work on the Project following the initial Training must take the Cultural Sensitivity 
Training prior to beginning work and the Project archaeologist and Consulting 
Tribe(s) shall make themselves available to provide the training on an as-needed 
basis; 

c. The protocols and stipulations that the contractor, City, Consulting Tribe(s) and 
Project archaeologist will follow in the event of inadvertent cultural resources 
discoveries, including any newly discovered cultural resource deposits that shall be 
subject to a cultural resources evaluation. 

TRI-4 Native American Monitoring (Pechanga).  Tribal monitor(s) shall be required on-site 
during all ground-disturbing activities, including grading, stockpiling of  materials, 
engineered fill, rock crushing, etc. The land divider/permit holder shall retain a qualified 
tribal monitor(s) from the Pechanga Band of  Luiseno Indians.  Prior to issuance of  a 
grading permit, the developer shall submit a copy of  a signed contract between the 
above-mentioned Tribe and the land divider/permit holder for the monitoring of  the 
project to the Planning Department and to the Engineering Department.  The Tribal 
Monitor(s) shall have the authority to temporarily divert, redirect or halt the ground-
disturbance activities to allow recovery of  cultural resources, in coordination with the 
Project Archaeologist.   
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TRI-5 Native American Monitoring (Soboba). Tribal monitor(s) shall be required on-site 
during all ground-disturbing activities, including grading, stockpiling of  materials, 
engineered fill, rock crushing, etc. The land divider/permit holder shall retain a qualified 
tribal monitor(s) from the Soboba Band of  Luiseno Indians.  Prior to issuance of  a 
grading permit, the developer shall submit a copy of  a signed contract between the 
above-mentioned Tribe and the land divider/permit holder for the monitoring of  the 
project to the Planning Department and to the Engineering Department.  The Tribal 
Monitor(s) shall have the authority to temporarily divert, redirect or halt the ground-
disturbance activities to allow recovery of  cultural resources, in coordination with the 
Project Archaeologist.   

TRI-6 Archeology Report - Phase III and IV.  Prior to final inspection, the 
developer/permit holder shall prompt the Project Archeologist to submit two (2) copies 
of  the Phase III Data Recovery report (if  required for the Project) and the Phase IV 
Cultural Resources Monitoring Report that complies with the Community Development 
Department's requirements for such reports. The Phase IV report shall include evidence 
of  the required cultural/historical sensitivity training for the construction staff  held 
during the pre-grade meeting. The Planning Department shall review the reports to 
determine adequate mitigation compliance. Provided the reports are adequate, the 
Community Development Department shall clear this condition.  Once the report(s) are 
determined to be adequate, two (2) copies shall be submitted to the Eastern Information 
Center (EIC) at the University of  California Riverside (UCR) and one (1) copy shall be 
submitted to the Consulting Tribe(s) Cultural Resources Department(s).  

TRI-7 Human Remains. If  human remains are encountered, State Health and Safety Code 
Section 7050.5 states that no further disturbance shall occur until the Riverside County 
Coroner has made the necessary findings as to origin. Further, pursuant to Public 
Resource Code Section 5097.98(b) remains shall be left in place and free from 
disturbance until a final decision as to the treatment and disposition has been made. If  
the Riverside County Coroner determines the remains to be Native American, the 
Native American Heritage Commission shall be contacted within the period specified by 
law (24 hours). Subsequently, the Native American Heritage Commission shall identify 
the "most likely descendant." The most likely descendant shall then make 
recommendations and engage in consultation concerning the treatment of  the remains 
as provided in Public Resources Code Section 5097.98. 

TRI-8 Non-Disclosure of  Reburial Locations. It is understood by all parties that unless 
otherwise required by law, the site of  any reburial of  Native American human remains 
or associated grave goods shall not be disclosed and shall not be governed by public 
disclosure requirements of  the California Public Records Act. The Coroner, pursuant to 
the specific exemption set forth in California Government Code 6254 (r)., parties, and 
Lead Agencies, will be asked to withhold public disclosure information related to such 
reburial, pursuant to the specific exemption set forth in California Government Code 
6254 (r). 

Finding: 
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Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the proposed project that avoid 
or substantially lessen the significant environmental effect as identified in the Draft EIR. These 
changes are identified in the form of the mitigation measures above. The City of Wildomar hereby 
finds that implementation of the mitigation measures is feasible, and the measures are therefore 
adopted. 

Rationale for Finding 

Mitigation Measure TRI-1 requires ground-disturbing activities to be halted and consultation with the 
tribal representatives in the event of inadvertent archaeological finds, Mitigation Measure TRI-2 
outlines the steps to be taken for the disposition of cultural resources such as preservation-in-place, 
Mitigation Measure TRI-3 requires the applicant to retain a Riverside County qualified Registered 
Professional Archaeologist to monitor all ground disturbing activities, Mitigation Measures TRI-4 
and TRI-5 require tribal monitors from the Pechanga and Soboba tribes to be onsite during all 
ground-disturbing activities, Mitigation Measure TRI-6 requires that the Phase III Data Recovery 
Report and Phase IV Report be submitted to the Planning Department for review, Mitigation 
Measure TRI-7 requires compliance with State Health and Safety Code Section 7050.5 and Public 
Resource Code Section 5097.98(b) if human remains are encountered, and Mitigation Measure TRI-8 
requires non-disclosure of reburial locations which would reduce impacts to tribal cultural resources 
to less than significant. 

6. Wildfire 

Impact 5.14-1:  Implementation of  the proposed project would not substantially impair an 
adopted emergency response plan or emergency evacuation plan. [Threshold 
W-1] 

WILDOMAR TRAIL TOWN CENTER MIXED-USE PROJECT 

According to the City’s GIS database, the project site is located within a VHFHSZ in the LRA. 
Development on the project site would be subject to compliance with the 2019 California Building 
Code (or the most current version) and the 2019 edition of the California Fire Code (or the most 
current version). Wildomar is covered under the Riverside County Operational Area Emergency 
Operations Plan (2006) and the Riverside County Operation and the Riverside County Operation 
Area Multi-Jurisdictional Local Hazard Mitigation Plan (2012). These plans provide guidance to 
effectively respond to any emergency, including wildfires.  

Furthermore, the proposed project would not conflict with adopted emergency response or 
evacuation plans. The surrounding roadways would continue to provide emergency access to the 
project site and surroundings during construction and postconstruction.  

PRIELIPP-YAMAS PROPERTY REZONE 

According to the City’s GIS database, the property is not located within a VHFHSZ in the LRA. 
Future development on the property would be subject to compliance with the 2019 California 
Building Code (or the most current version) and the 2019 edition of the California Fire Code (or the 
most current version). Wildomar is covered under the Riverside County Operational Area 
Emergency Operations Plan (2006) and the Riverside County Operation and the Riverside County 
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Operation Area Multi-Jurisdictional Local Hazard Mitigation Plan (2012). These plans provide 
guidance to effectively respond to any emergency, including wildfires.  

Furthermore, future development on the property would not conflict with adopted emergency 
response or evacuation plans. The surrounding roadways would continue to provide emergency 
access to the project site and surroundings during construction and postconstruction. 

Mitigation Measure: 

The following mitigation measures were included in the Draft EIR and the Final EIR, and are 
applicable to the proposed project. 

HAZ-1  Prior to the issuance of building permits, the project applicant shall demonstrate, to the 
satisfaction of the City Building Official and the Riverside County Fire Chief, 
compliance with the 2019 California Building Code (or the most recent edition) (Part 2 
of Title 24 of the California Code of Regulations) and the 2019 California Fire Code (or 
the most recent edition) (Part 9 of Title 24 of the California Code of Regulations), 
including those regulations pertaining to materials and construction methods intended to 
mitigate wildfire exposure as described in the 2019 California Building Code and 
California Residential Code (or most recent edition); specifically California Building 
Code Chapter 7A; California Residential Code Section R327; California Residential Code 
Section R337; California Referenced Standards Code Chapter 12-7A; and California Fire 
Code Chapter 49. 

HAZ-2  Prior to the issuance of a certificate of occupancy, the applicant shall demonstrate, to the 
satisfaction of the City Building Official and the County Fire Chief, compliance with the 
vegetation management requirements prescribed in California Fire Code Section 4906, 
including California Government Code Section 51182. 

Finding: 

Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the proposed project that avoid 
or substantially lessen the significant environmental effect as identified in the Draft EIR. These 
changes are identified in the form of the mitigation measures above. The City of Wildomar hereby 
finds that implementation of the mitigation measures is feasible, and the measures are therefore 
adopted. 

Rationale for Finding 

Mitigation Measures HAZ-1 and HAZ-2 require the applicant to demonstrate compliance with the 
most recent edition of the California Building Code and California Fire Code, as well as compliance 
with the vegetation management requirements of the California Fire Code, which would reduce 
impacts to wildfires to less than significant.  
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Impact 5.14-2:  The proposed project would not exacerbate wildfire risks due to slope, 
prevailing winds, and other factors, thereby exposing project occupants to 
elevated particulate concentrations from a wildfire. [Threshold W-2] 

WILDOMAR TRAIL TOWN CENTER MIXED-USE PROJECT 

The project site is undeveloped and vacant. The entire site’s topography is generally flat. The City 
does not have high-speed prevailing winds, and average wind speeds are approximately 6 miles per 
hour during the windier part of the year, from November to June. 

Development of the site with the proposed improvements would reduce the amount of exposed 
vegetation that could be used as fuel on the site. Therefore, the project site conditions would not 
contribute to an increase in exposure to wildfire risk. Additionally, development on the project site 
would be subject to compliance with the California Building Code. Moreover, the City of Wildomar 
is under the Riverside County Operational Area Multi-Jurisdictional Local Hazard Mitigation Plan, 
which provides guidance to effectively respond to and mitigate emergencies, including wildfires.  

PRIELIPP-YAMAS PROPERTY REZONE 

The property is undeveloped and vacant. The entire property’s topography is generally flat. Future 
development of the property would reduce the amount of exposed vegetation that could be used as 
fuel on the site. Therefore, the property’s conditions would not contribute to an increase in exposure 
to wildfire risk. Additionally, development on the property would be subject to compliance with the 
California Building Code. Moreover, the City of Wildomar is under the Riverside County Operational 
Area Multi-Jurisdictional Local Hazard Mitigation Plan, which provides guidance to effectively 
respond to and mitigate emergencies, including wildfires. Although the property is not within a 
VHFHSZ, impacts would be potentially significant without the implementation of mitigation 
measures. 

Mitigation Measure: 

The following mitigation measures were included in the Draft EIR and the Final EIR, and are 
applicable to the proposed project. 

HAZ-1  Prior to the issuance of building permits, the project applicant shall demonstrate, to the 
satisfaction of the City Building Official and the Riverside County Fire Chief, 
compliance with the 2019 California Building Code (or the most recent edition) (Part 2 
of Title 24 of the California Code of Regulations) and the 2019 California Fire Code (or 
the most recent edition) (Part 9 of Title 24 of the California Code of Regulations), 
including those regulations pertaining to materials and construction methods intended to 
mitigate wildfire exposure as described in the 2019 California Building Code and 
California Residential Code (or most recent edition); specifically California Building 
Code Chapter 7A; California Residential Code Section R327; California Residential Code 
Section R337; California Referenced Standards Code Chapter 12-7A; and California Fire 
Code Chapter 49. 

HAZ-2  Prior to the issuance of a certificate of occupancy, the applicant shall demonstrate, to the 
satisfaction of the City Building Official and the County Fire Chief, compliance with the 
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vegetation management requirements prescribed in California Fire Code Section 4906, 
including California Government Code Section 51182. 

Finding: 

Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the proposed project that avoid 
or substantially lessen the significant environmental effect as identified in the Draft EIR. These 
changes are identified in the form of the mitigation measures above. The City of Wildomar hereby 
finds that implementation of the mitigation measures is feasible, and the measures are therefore 
adopted. 

Rationale for Finding 

Mitigation Measures HAZ-1 and HAZ-2 require the applicant to demonstrate compliance with the 
most recent edition of the California Building Code and California Fire Code, as well as compliance 
with the vegetation management requirements of the California Fire Code, which would reduce 
impacts to wildfires to less than significant.  

Impact 5.14-3:  The proposed project would require the installation and maintenance of  
associated infrastructure but would not exacerbate fire risk or result in 
temporary or ongoing impacts to the environment. [Threshold W-3] 

WILDOMAR TRAIL TOWN CENTER MIXED-USE PROJECT 

As the project site is currently vacant, the proposed project would require the expansion of 
connection to utilities such as electricity, water, and sewer. The project applicant is required to pay 
for connections and maintenance of onsite utility infrastructure. The utilities would be installed to 
meet service requirements.  

PRIELIPP-YAMAS PROPERTY REZONE 

As the property is currently vacant, the future development would require the expansion of 
connection to utilities such as electricity, water, and sewer. The future project applicant would be 
required to pay for connections and maintenance of onsite utility infrastructure. The utilities would 
be installed to meet service requirements. 

Mitigation Measure: 

The following mitigation measures were included in the Draft EIR and the Final EIR, and are 
applicable to the proposed project. 

HAZ-1  Prior to the issuance of building permits, the project applicant shall demonstrate, to the 
satisfaction of the City Building Official and the Riverside County Fire Chief, 
compliance with the 2019 California Building Code (or the most recent edition) (Part 2 
of Title 24 of the California Code of Regulations) and the 2019 California Fire Code (or 
the most recent edition) (Part 9 of Title 24 of the California Code of Regulations), 
including those regulations pertaining to materials and construction methods intended to 
mitigate wildfire exposure as described in the 2019 California Building Code and 
California Residential Code (or most recent edition); specifically California Building 
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Code Chapter 7A; California Residential Code Section R327; California Residential Code 
Section R337; California Referenced Standards Code Chapter 12-7A; and California Fire 
Code Chapter 49. 

HAZ-2  Prior to the issuance of a certificate of occupancy, the applicant shall demonstrate, to the 
satisfaction of the City Building Official and the County Fire Chief, compliance with the 
vegetation management requirements prescribed in California Fire Code Section 4906, 
including California Government Code Section 51182. 

Finding: 

Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the proposed project that avoid 
or substantially lessen the significant environmental effect as identified in the Draft EIR. These 
changes are identified in the form of the mitigation measures above. The City of Wildomar hereby 
finds that implementation of the mitigation measures is feasible, and the measures are therefore 
adopted. 

Rationale for Finding 

Mitigation Measures HAZ-1 and HAZ-2 require the applicant to demonstrate compliance with the 
most recent edition of the California Building Code and California Fire Code, as well as compliance 
with the vegetation management requirements of the California Fire Code, which would reduce 
impacts to wildfires to less than significant.  

CHAPTER 8 

1. Cultural Resources 

8.2(b)  Would the project cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of  
an archaeological resource pursuant to § 15064.5? 

According to Cultural Resources Report, a previously undocumented prehistoric artifact was 
identified on the Wildomar Trail Town Center site. The artifact is considered an isolate, and 
therefore, the site is not considered an archaeological site and does not meet the CEQA threshold 
potential for historical resources. However, despite site disturbance of at least four decades, these 
findings indicate that the project site is sensitive for undocumented subsurface resources. The 
proposed project’s conditions of approval to improve the surrounding intersections would have a 
less than significant impact as these roadways have been previously disturbed. Moreover, future 
development on the Prielipp-Yamas Drive Property could potentially uncover archaeological 
resources during ground-disturbing activities.  

Mitigation Measure: 

The following mitigation measure was included in the Draft EIR and the Final EIR, and is applicable 
to the proposed project. 

TRI-1 Inadvertent Archeological Find. If  during ground disturbance activities, cultural 
resources are discovered that were not assessed by the archaeological report(s) and/or 
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environmental assessment conducted prior to project approval, the following procedures 
shall be followed.  Cultural resources are defined, as being multiple artifacts in close 
association with each other, but also include fewer artifacts if  the area of  the find is 
determined to be of  significance due to its sacred or cultural importance as determined 
in consultation with the Native American Tribe(s). 

a. All ground disturbance activities within 100 feet of the discovered cultural resources 
shall be halted until a meeting is convened between the developer, the archaeologist, 
the tribal representative(s) and the Planning Director to discuss the significance of 
the find. 

b. At the meeting, the significance of the discoveries shall be discussed and after 
consultation with the tribal representative(s) and the archaeologist, a decision shall 
be made, with the concurrence of the Planning Director, as to the appropriate 
mitigation (documentation, recovery, avoidance, etc.) for the cultural resources. 

c. Grading or further ground disturbance shall not resume within the area of the 
discovery until an agreement has been reached by all parties as to the appropriate 
mitigation. Work shall be allowed to continue outside of the buffer area and will be 
monitored by additional Tribal monitors if needed. 

d. Treatment and avoidance of the newly discovered resources shall be consistent with 
the Cultural Resources Management Plan and Monitoring Agreements entered into 
with the appropriate tribes. This may include avoidance of the cultural resources 
through project design, in-place preservation of cultural resources located in native 
soils and/or re-burial on the Project property so they are not subject to further 
disturbance in perpetuity as identified in Non-Disclosure of Reburial Locations 
Condition. 

e. If the find is determined to be significant and avoidance of the site has not been 
achieved, a Phase III data recovery plan shall be prepared by the project 
archeologist, in consultation with the Tribe, and shall be submitted to the City for 
their review and approval prior to implementation of the said plan.  

f. Pursuant to Calif. Pub. Res. Code § 21083.2(b) avoidance is the preferred method of 
preservation for archaeological resources and tribal cultural resources.  If the 
landowner and the Tribe(s) cannot agree on the significance or the mitigation for 
the archaeological or tribal cultural resources, these issues will be presented to the 
Planning Director for decision. The City’s Planning Director shall make the 
determination based on the provisions of the California Environmental Quality Act 
with respect to archaeological and tribal cultural resources, recommendations of the 
project archeologist, and shall take into account the cultural and religious principles 
and practices of the Tribe. Notwithstanding any other rights available under the law, 
the decision of the City Planning Director shall be appealable to the City Planning 
Commission and/or City Council. 
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Finding: 

Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the proposed project that avoid 
or substantially lessen the significant environmental effect as identified in the Draft EIR. These 
changes are identified in the form of the mitigation measure above. The City of Wildomar hereby 
finds that implementation of the mitigation measure is feasible, and the measures are therefore 
adopted. 

Rationale for Finding 

Mitigation Measure TRI-1 requires ground-disturbing activities to be halted and consultation with the 
tribal representatives in the event of inadvertent archaeological finds which would reduce impacts to 
cultural resources to less than significant. 

8.2(c)  Would the project disturb any human remains, including those interred 
outside of  dedicated cemeteries? 

The project site and the Prielipp-Yamas Drive Property are currently undeveloped and there is no 
evidence to suggest that these sites have been utilized in the past for human burials. In the unlikely 
event that human remains are discovered during grading or construction activities within these sites, 
compliance with State law (Health and Safety Code § 7050.5) (HSC § 7050.5) would be required.  

Mitigation Measure: 

The following mitigation measures were included in the Draft EIR and the Final EIR, and are 
applicable to the proposed project. 

TRI-7 Human Remains. If  human remains are encountered, State Health and Safety Code 
Section 7050.5 states that no further disturbance shall occur until the Riverside County 
Coroner has made the necessary findings as to origin. Further, pursuant to Public 
Resource Code Section 5097.98(b) remains shall be left in place and free from 
disturbance until a final decision as to the treatment and disposition has been made. If  
the Riverside County Coroner determines the remains to be Native American, the 
Native American Heritage Commission shall be contacted within the period specified by 
law (24 hours). Subsequently, the Native American Heritage Commission shall identify 
the "most likely descendant." The most likely descendant shall then make 
recommendations and engage in consultation concerning the treatment of  the remains 
as provided in Public Resources Code Section 5097.98. 

TRI-8 Non-Disclosure of  Reburial Locations. It is understood by all parties that unless 
otherwise required by law, the site of  any reburial of  Native American human remains 
or associated grave goods shall not be disclosed and shall not be governed by public 
disclosure requirements of  the California Public Records Act. The Coroner, pursuant to 
the specific exemption set forth in California Government Code 6254 (r)., parties, and 
Lead Agencies, will be asked to withhold public disclosure information related to such 
reburial, pursuant to the specific exemption set forth in California Government Code 
6254 (r). 
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Finding: 

Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the proposed project that avoid 
or substantially lessen the significant environmental effect as identified in the Draft EIR. These 
changes are identified in the form of the mitigation measures above. The City of Wildomar hereby 
finds that implementation of the mitigation measures is feasible, and the measures are therefore 
adopted. 

Rationale for Finding 

Mitigation Measure TRI-7 requires compliance with State Health and Safety Code Section 7050.5 and 
Public Resource Code Section 5097.98(b) if human remains are encountered and Mitigation Measure 
TRI-8 requires non-disclosure of reburial locations which would reduce impacts to cultural resources 
to less than significant. 

E. Significant and Unavoidable Significant Impacts that Cannot Be Mitigated 
to Below the Level of Significance 

The following summary describes the unavoidable adverse impacts of the proposed project where 
either mitigation measures were found to be infeasible, or the mitigation measures are under the 
control of another lead agency. The following impacts would remain significant and unavoidable: 

1. Greenhouse Gas Emissions 

Impact 5.5-1: Implementation of  the project would generate a substantial increase in the 
magnitude of  GHG emissions. [Threshold GHG-1] 

WILDOMAR TRAIL TOWN CENTER MIXED-USE PROJECT 

Construction Phase 

Table 5.5-5 of the Draft EIR lists the annual CO2e emissions for each of the planned construction 
phases based on the results from CalEEMod; the total construction emissions amortized over 30 
years would be 53.70 MT/CO2e. 

Operational Phase 

As shown in Table 5.5-6, of the Draft EIR, the project would result in GHG emissions of 6,208.80 
MT CO2e/year, which is 0.00621 MMT CO2e per year (MMT CO2e/year), and would exceed the 
corresponding SCAQMD yearly emission thresholds for CO2 emissions.  

As shown in Table 5.5-7, of the Draft EIR, the proposed project would surpass the SCAQMD 
efficiency‐based significance thresholds. Therefore, the proposed project’s impacts related to GHG 
emissions would be considered significant, and mitigation measures are required. 

PRIELIPP-YAMAS PROPERTY REZONE 

Future development of residential uses on the property would produce GHG emissions during 
construction. Long‐term operation of the residential uses would generate GHG emissions from area 
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and mobile sources and indirect emissions from stationary sources associated with energy 
consumption. Future development of the site would be evaluated pursuant to SCAQMD efficiency‐
based significance thresholds. As indicated in Section 5.2, Air Quality, of this Draft EIR, development 
under the existing I-P zoning designation for the site would result in a higher development intensity 
than the proposed R-3 zoning designation, due to the larger minimum lot size allowed under the I-P 
zoning designation. Additionally, the Horizons project amended the City of Wildomar General Plan 
by changing the land use designation of the site from Business Park (BP) to High Density Residential 
(HDR) on 10.68 net acres, and found that potential traffic would be reduced as a result of the change 
from business park to residential land uses. Therefore, future GHG emissions as a result of the 
Prielipp-Yamas Property Rezone would be less than the existing zoning designation of the site. 

Mitigation Measures 

The following mitigation measures were included in the Draft EIR and the Final EIR, and are 
applicable to the proposed project. 

AQ-1 Construction Equipment. Prior to issuance of any grading permit, the applicant shall 
submit evidence to the City that all diesel-powered construction equipment greater than 
50 horsepower shall be compliant with the United States Environmental Protection 
Agency and California Air Resources Board Tier 4 Final emissions standards. Only Tier 
4 Final diesel‐powered construction equipment greater than 50 horsepower shall be 
utilized throughout the construction of Phase 4 of the proposed project, if such 
equipment is readily available and cost effective at the time of construction of each 
phase of the proposed project. Additionally, the applicant shall provide evidence to the 
City at least once every two weeks that all construction equipment is tuned and 
maintained in accordance with the manufacturer’s specifications. Equipment 
maintenance records and equipment design specification data sheets shall be kept on site 
during construction and subject to review by the City and the SCAQMD. This measure 
shall be implemented to the satisfaction of the City of Wildomar Planning Director of 
Planning Department. In the event that the City of Wildomar determines that Tier 4 
Final construction equipment is infeasible pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15364, 
the Project Applicant shall demonstrate through future study with written findings 
supported by substantial evidence that is reviewed and approved by the City of 
Wildomar before using other technologies/strategies. For purposes of this measure, 
“infeasible” means construction equipment is either not readily available or is not cost 
effective. Alternative applicable strategies may include, but would not be limited to, Tier 
3 construction equipment, reduction in the number and/or horsepower rating of 
construction equipment, and/or limiting the number of daily construction haul truck 
trips to and from the project site. 

GHG-1 Transportation Demand Management (TDM) Program. The Applicant/Developer 
shall develop a TDM Program for on‐site residents and workers with the goal of  
reducing project‐related vehicle miles traveled (VMT). The TDM Program must be 
submitted to the City for approval, prior to implementation. As the TDM strategies are 
occupant-dependent, the following strategies could be implemented: 
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i. Prior to the issuance of  a building permit for any of  the project’s buildings, the 
Applicant/Developer shall provide evidence to the satisfaction of  the Director 
of  the City of  Wildomar Planning Department, or designee, that a bicycle rack 
or a secured bicycle storage area shall be installed within 50 feet of  each 
proposed building. 

ii. Prior to the issuance of  a certificate of  occupancy for the apartment building, 
the Apartment Building Manager shall provide evidence to the Director of  the 
City of  Wildomar Planning Department, or designee, that bike route maps, local 
transit route maps and schedules, and other transportation information, such as 
the existing carpooling program sponsored by the Riverside County 
Transportation Commission (RCTC), are displayed in a prominent area 
accessible to residents and employees. 

iii. Prior to the issuance of  a building permit, the Applicant/Developer shall 
provide evidence of  creating a pedestrian network that connects the uses on the 
project site to Wildomar Trail and to nearby destinations.  

Mitigation Measures Considered and Determined to be Infeasible 

The proposed project would generate GHG emissions that would be considered to cumulatively 
contribute to statewide GHG emissions. Even with the implementation of Mitigation Measures AQ-
1 and GHG-1, impacts would be significant and unavoidable. 

Finding: 

Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the project that lessen the 
significant environmental effect as identified in the Draft EIR. These changes are identified in the 
form of the mitigation measures above. The City hereby finds that implementation of the mitigation 
measures is feasible, and the measures are therefore adopted.  

Specific economic, legal, social, technological, or other considerations, including provision of 
employment and residential opportunities, make infeasible the following mitigation measures: 

AQ-1 Construction Equipment. Prior to issuance of any grading permit, the applicant shall 
submit evidence to the City that all diesel-powered construction equipment greater than 
50 horsepower shall be compliant with the United States Environmental Protection 
Agency and California Air Resources Board Tier 4 Final emissions standards. Only Tier 
4 Final diesel‐powered construction equipment greater than 50 horsepower shall be 
utilized throughout the construction of Phase 4 of the proposed project, if such 
equipment is readily available and cost effective at the time of construction of each 
phase of the proposed project. Additionally, the applicant shall provide evidence to the 
City at least once every two weeks that all construction equipment is tuned and 
maintained in accordance with the manufacturer’s specifications. Equipment 
maintenance records and equipment design specification data sheets shall be kept on site 
during construction and subject to review by the City and the SCAQMD. This measure 
shall be implemented to the satisfaction of the City of Wildomar Planning Director of 
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Planning Department. In the event that the City of Wildomar determines that Tier 4 
Final construction equipment is infeasible pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15364, 
the Project Applicant shall demonstrate through future study with written findings 
supported by substantial evidence that is reviewed and approved by the City of 
Wildomar before using other technologies/strategies. For purposes of this measure, 
“infeasible” means construction equipment is either not readily available or is not cost 
effective. Alternative applicable strategies may include, but would not be limited to, Tier 
3 construction equipment, reduction in the number and/or horsepower rating of 
construction equipment, and/or limiting the number of daily construction haul truck 
trips to and from the project site. 

GHG-1 Transportation Demand Management (TDM) Program. The Applicant/Developer 
shall develop a TDM Program for on‐site residents and workers with the goal of  
reducing project‐related vehicle miles traveled (VMT). The TDM Program must be 
submitted to the City for approval, prior to implementation. As the TDM strategies are 
occupant-dependent, the following strategies could be implemented: 

i. Prior to the issuance of  a building permit for any of  the project’s buildings, the 
Applicant/Developer shall provide evidence to the satisfaction of  the Director 
of  the City of  Wildomar Planning Department, or designee, that a bicycle rack 
or a secured bicycle storage area shall be installed within 50 feet of  each 
proposed building. 

ii. Prior to the issuance of  a certificate of  occupancy for the apartment building, 
the Apartment Building Manager shall provide evidence to the Director of  the 
City of  Wildomar Planning Department, or designee, that bike route maps, local 
transit route maps and schedules, and other transportation information, such as 
the existing carpooling program sponsored by the Riverside County 
Transportation Commission (RCTC), are displayed in a prominent area 
accessible to residents and employees. 

iii. Prior to the issuance of  a building permit, the Applicant/Developer shall 
provide evidence of  creating a pedestrian network that connects the uses on the 
project site to Wildomar Trail and to nearby destinations.  

The City finds that there are no other mitigation measures that are feasible, taking into consideration 
specific economic, legal, social, technological or other factors, that would substantially lessen or 
mitigate this impact to a less-than-significant level, and further, that specific economic, legal, social, 
technological, or other considerations, including considerations for the provision of employment and 
residential opportunities, make infeasible the alternatives identified in the EIR (Public Resources 
Code §§ 21081(a)(1), (3); Guidelines §§ 15091(a)(1), (3)). Mobile source emissions are the 
predominant source of GHG emissions, and the City lacks jurisdiction to regulate such emissions. As 
described in the Statement of Overriding Considerations, the City has determined that this impact is 
acceptable because specific overriding economic, legal, social, technological, or other benefits, 
including regionwide or statewide environmental benefits, of the proposed project outweigh its 
significant effects on the environment. 
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Impact 5.5-2: Implementation of the project would conflict with an applicable plan, policy, 
or regulation adopted for the purpose of reducing the emissions of GHGs. 
[Threshold GHG-2]) 

WILDOMAR TRAIL TOWN CENTER MIXED-USE PROJECT 

As shown in Table 5.5-7, of the Draft EIR, the proposed project’s 9.9 MT CO2e/SP/year is greater 
than the SCAQMD SP threshold of 3.4 MT CO2e/SP/year for Buildout year 2026.  

The proposed project incorporates certain measures as design features. Table 5.5-8, of the Draft EIR, 
details the project design features that are necessary to ensure consistency with applicable local 
reduction measures of the WRCOG CAP. With implementation of these project design features, the 
project would be consistent with the WRCOG CAP.  

Although the proposed project would comply with most of the applicable provisions of the 
WRCOG CAP, which was prepared to achieve the AB 32 GHG reduction target to achieve 1990 
emission levels by 2020, in the absence of mitigation it cannot be ensured that the project would 
implement certain applicable measures from the WRCOG CAP that are not already a requirement of 
the City’s Municipal Code and/or the 2019 Green Building Standards Code. The City did not adopt 
the WRCOG regional CAP but does consider the measures in the CAP when reviewing development 
projects. However, the CAP does not adequately address the GHG reduction target established by 
SB 32 to reduce emission levels to 40 percent below 1990 levels by 2030. As such, prior to 
mitigation, the project would result in a cumulatively considerable impact due to GHG emissions 
that may have a significant impact on the environment. 

Because the City of Wildomar considers the exceedance of the SCAQMD guideline threshold of 
3,000 MT CO2e annually to be a significant greenhouse gas emissions impact, the proposed project is 
not consistent with the WRCOG CAP. Therefore, the proposed project is considered to result in a 
significant impact related to the consistency with the WRCOG CAP. 

PRIELIPP-YAMAS PROPERTY REZONE 

Future development of residential uses on the property would produce GHG emissions during 
construction and long‐term operation via area and mobile sources and indirect emissions from 
stationary sources. Future development of the site would be evaluated pursuant to SCAQMD 
efficiency‐based significance thresholds and the City of Wildomar’s exceedance threshold of 3,000 
MT CO2e for consistency with the WRCOG CAP. If applicable, future development would 
implement mitigation measures to reduce impacts to the extent feasible. While impacts from future 
residential development would be similar to other multi-family residential development in the local 
area, it would be speculative to determine whether future development exceeds the City’s threshold 
of 3,000 MT CO2e. Therefore, future development of the Prielipp-Yamas property is considered to 
be less than significant. 

Mitigation Measures 

The following mitigation measures were included in the Draft EIR and the Final EIR, and are 
applicable to the proposed project. 
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AQ-1 Construction Equipment. Prior to issuance of any grading permit, the applicant shall 
submit evidence to the City that all diesel-powered construction equipment greater than 
50 horsepower shall be compliant with the United States Environmental Protection 
Agency and California Air Resources Board Tier 4 Final emissions standards. Only Tier 
4 Final diesel‐powered construction equipment greater than 50 horsepower shall be 
utilized throughout the construction of Phase 4 of the proposed project, if such 
equipment is readily available and cost effective at the time of construction of each 
phase of the proposed project. Additionally, the applicant shall provide evidence to the 
City at least once every two weeks that all construction equipment is tuned and 
maintained in accordance with the manufacturer’s specifications. Equipment 
maintenance records and equipment design specification data sheets shall be kept on site 
during construction and subject to review by the City and the SCAQMD. This measure 
shall be implemented to the satisfaction of the City of Wildomar Planning Director of 
Planning Department. In the event that the City of Wildomar determines that Tier 4 
Final construction equipment is infeasible pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15364, 
the Project Applicant shall demonstrate through future study with written findings 
supported by substantial evidence that is reviewed and approved by the City of 
Wildomar before using other technologies/strategies. For purposes of this measure, 
“infeasible” means construction equipment is either not readily available or is not cost 
effective. Alternative applicable strategies may include, but would not be limited to, Tier 
3 construction equipment, reduction in the number and/or horsepower rating of 
construction equipment, and/or limiting the number of daily construction haul truck 
trips to and from the project site. 

GHG-1 Transportation Demand Management (TDM) Program. The Applicant/Developer 
shall develop a TDM Program for on‐site residents and workers with the goal of  
reducing project‐related vehicle miles traveled (VMT). The TDM Program must be 
submitted to the City for approval, prior to implementation. As the TDM strategies are 
occupant-dependent, the following strategies could be implemented: 

i. Prior to the issuance of  a building permit for any of  the project’s buildings, the 
Applicant/Developer shall provide evidence to the satisfaction of  the Director 
of  the City of  Wildomar Planning Department, or designee, that a bicycle rack 
or a secured bicycle storage area shall be installed within 50 feet of  each 
proposed building. 

ii. Prior to the issuance of  a certificate of  occupancy for the apartment building, 
the Apartment Building Manager shall provide evidence to the Director of  the 
City of  Wildomar Planning Department, or designee, that bike route maps, 
local transit route maps and schedules, and other transportation information, 
such as the existing carpooling program sponsored by the Riverside County 
Transportation Commission (RCTC), are displayed in a prominent area 
accessible to residents and employees. 
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iii. Prior to the issuance of  a building permit, the Applicant/Developer shall 
provide evidence of  creating a pedestrian network that connects the uses on 
the project site to Wildomar Trail and to nearby destinations.  

Mitigation Measures Considered and Determined to be Infeasible 

The proposed project would generate GHG emissions that would be considered to cumulatively 
contribute to statewide GHG emissions. Even with the implementation of Mitigation Measures AQ-
1 and GHG-1, impacts would be significant and unavoidable. 

Finding: 

Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the project that lessen the 
significant environmental effect as identified in the Draft EIR. These changes are identified in the 
form of the mitigation measures above. The City hereby finds that implementation of the mitigation 
measures is feasible, and the measures are therefore adopted.  

Specific economic, legal, social, technological, or other considerations, including provision of 
employment and residential opportunities, make infeasible the following mitigation measures: 

AQ-1 Construction Equipment. Prior to issuance of any grading permit, the applicant shall 
submit evidence to the City that all diesel-powered construction equipment greater than 
50 horsepower shall be compliant with the United States Environmental Protection 
Agency and California Air Resources Board Tier 4 Final emissions standards. Only Tier 
4 Final diesel‐powered construction equipment greater than 50 horsepower shall be 
utilized throughout the construction of Phase 4 of the proposed project, if such 
equipment is readily available and cost effective at the time of construction of each 
phase of the proposed project. Additionally, the applicant shall provide evidence to the 
City at least once every two weeks that all construction equipment is tuned and 
maintained in accordance with the manufacturer’s specifications. Equipment 
maintenance records and equipment design specification data sheets shall be kept on site 
during construction and subject to review by the City and the SCAQMD. This measure 
shall be implemented to the satisfaction of the City of Wildomar Planning Director of 
Planning Department. In the event that the City of Wildomar determines that Tier 4 
Final construction equipment is infeasible pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15364, 
the Project Applicant shall demonstrate through future study with written findings 
supported by substantial evidence that is reviewed and approved by the City of 
Wildomar before using other technologies/strategies. For purposes of this measure, 
“infeasible” means construction equipment is either not readily available or is not cost 
effective. Alternative applicable strategies may include, but would not be limited to, Tier 
3 construction equipment, reduction in the number and/or horsepower rating of 
construction equipment, and/or limiting the number of daily construction haul truck 
trips to and from the project site. 

GHG-1 Transportation Demand Management (TDM) Program. The Applicant/Developer 
shall develop a TDM Program for on‐site residents and workers with the goal of  
reducing project‐related vehicle miles traveled (VMT). The TDM Program must be 
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submitted to the City for approval, prior to implementation. As the TDM strategies are 
occupant-dependent, the following strategies could be implemented: 

i. Prior to the issuance of  a building permit for any of  the project’s buildings, the 
Applicant/Developer shall provide evidence to the satisfaction of  the Director 
of  the City of  Wildomar Planning Department, or designee, that a bicycle rack 
or a secured bicycle storage area shall be installed within 50 feet of  each 
proposed building. 

ii. Prior to the issuance of  a certificate of  occupancy for the apartment building, 
the Apartment Building Manager shall provide evidence to the Director of  the 
City of  Wildomar Planning Department, or designee, that bike route maps, local 
transit route maps and schedules, and other transportation information, such as 
the existing carpooling program sponsored by the Riverside County 
Transportation Commission (RCTC), are displayed in a prominent area 
accessible to residents and employees. 

iii. Prior to the issuance of  a building permit, the Applicant/Developer shall 
provide evidence of  creating a pedestrian network that connects the uses on the 
project site to Wildomar Trail and to nearby destinations.  

The City finds that there are no other mitigation measures that are feasible, taking into consideration 
specific economic, legal, social, technological or other factors, that would substantially lessen or 
mitigate this impact to a less-than-significant level, and further, that specific economic, legal, social, 
technological, or other considerations, including considerations for the provision of employment and 
residential opportunities, make infeasible the alternatives identified in the EIR (Public Resources 
Code §§ 21081(a)(1), (3); Guidelines §§ 15091(a)(1), (3)). Mobile source emissions are the 
predominant source of GHG emissions, and the City lacks jurisdiction to regulate such emissions. As 
described in the Statement of Overriding Considerations, the City has determined that this impact is 
acceptable because specific overriding economic, legal, social, technological, or other benefits, 
including regionwide or statewide environmental benefits, of the proposed project outweigh its 
significant effects on the environment. 

IV. ALTERNATIVES TO THE PROPOSED PROJECT 

An EIR must briefly describe the rational for selection and rejection of alternatives. The lead agency 
may make an initial determination as to which alternatives are feasible, and therefore, merit in-depth 
consideration, and which ones are infeasible.  

A. Alternatives Considered and Rejected During the Scoping/Project Planning 
Process 

The following is a discussion of the alternatives considered during the scoping and planning process 
and the reasons why they were not selected for detailed analysis in the Draft EIR. 
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1.  No Project/No Development Alternative  

Under the City’s General Plan and zoning ordinance, the project site is designated for mixed-use 
development. Therefore, it is unreasonable to consider an alternative that would result in no 
development on the project site. As the No Project/No Development alternative would not meet 
any of the project objectives, the consideration of no-development on the project site was rejected 
from consideration in this EIR. 

2.  Alternative Location Alternative 

CEQA requires that the discussion of alternatives focus on alternatives to the project or its location 
that are capable of avoiding or substantially lessening any significant effects of the project. The key 
question and first step in the analysis is whether any of the significant effects of the project would be 
avoided or substantially lessened by putting the project in another location. Only alternatives that 
would avoid or substantially lessen any of the significant effects of the project need be considered for 
inclusion in the EIR (CEQA Guidelines § 15126[5][B][1]). 

In general, any development of the size and type proposed by the project would have substantially 
the same impacts on air quality, greenhouse gas emissions, land use and planning, noise, 
population/housing, public services, recreation, transportation, and utilities and service systems. 
Without a site-specific analysis, impacts as a result of the proposed project cannot be evaluated. The 
proposed project is on a site that has been designated for urban development since before the City 
incorporated. A portion of the site is shown in the Housing Element for housing development at 30 
units to the acre, and across Wildomar Trail, the Baxter Village project includes single- and multiple-
family residential, medical office, and hotel uses.  

The only site that has the potential to accommodate the proposed project would be on the southeast 
corner of I-15 and Bundy Canyon Road. However, this property is entitled for a Walmart shopping 
center. There are no other sites in the City that have the combination of freeway visibility, major 
roadway access, and the combination of land use designation and zoning needed to complete the 
proposed project. As there are no other sites that meet the project objectives, the consideration of 
alternative development sites was rejected from consideration in this EIR. 

3. Reduced Residential Intensity Alternative 

The Reduced Residential Intensity Alternative would assume a reduction in housing units. Reducing 
the number of housing units on the project site would result in accounting for more housing 
elsewhere in the City. Therefore, this reduction in housing would not meet the goals of the City’s 
Housing Element. According to Section 21159.26 of the Public Resources Code, a public agency may 
not reduce the proposed number of housing units as a mitigation measure or project alternative for a 
particular significant effect on the environment if it determines that there is another feasible specific 
mitigation measure or project alternative that would provide a comparable level of mitigation. 
Furthermore, the Reduced Residential Intensity Alternative would result in a cumulative need to 
rezone and develop more land to meet the same future population growth.  
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B. ALTERNATIVES SELECTED FOR FURTHER ANALYSIS 

The following alternatives were determined to represent a reasonable range of alternatives with the 
potential to feasibly attain most of the basic objectives of the project but avoid or substantially lessen 
any of the significant effects of the project.   

1. No Project/Existing General Plan Alternative  

The No Project Alternative is required to discuss the existing conditions at the time the notice of 
preparation is published and evaluate what would reasonably be expected to occur in the foreseeable 
future if the proposed project is not approved (CEQA Guidelines, Section 15126.6(e)). Pursuant to 
CEQA, this Alternative is also based on current plans consistent with available infrastructure and 
community services. 

Therefore, the No Project/Existing General Plan Alternative assumes that the proposed Wildomar 
Trail Town Center project would not be adopted, and the development intensity assumed in the 
General Plan would be adopted. According to the Housing Element, the project site, which is 
currently vacant and undeveloped, would be developed with 227 dwelling units.8 Under this 
Alternative, a similar mix of residential and non-residential uses would occur as the site’s existing 
General Plan Land Use Designation is MUPA. Moreover, under this Alternative, the Prielipp-Yamas 
Property would not need to be rezoned nor would a General Plan Amendment be required for the 
Prielipp-Yamas Property. 

The No Project/Existing General Plan Alternative would lessen land use and planning impacts. This 
Alternative would result in similar impacts to aesthetics, agriculture and forestry resources, biological 
resources, cultural resources, geology and soils, hazards and hazardous materials, hydrology and 
water quality, mineral resources, recreation, tribal cultural resources, utilities and service systems, and 
wildfire. This Alternative would result in greater impacts to air quality, energy, greenhouse gas 
emissions, noise, population and housing, public services, and transportation. The No 
Project/Existing General Plan Alternative would meet all of the project objectives, except for 
Objective 7 which would not be applicable to this Alternative. 

Finding: 

This Alternative is rejected because it would increase impacts to air quality, energy, greenhouse gas 
emissions, noise, population and housing, public services, and transportation compared to the 
proposed project. 

2. Reduced Non-Residential Intensity Alternative  

The Reduced Non-Residential Intensity Alternative would result in a 50 percent reduction of 
commercial and office square footage from the proposed Wildomar Trail Town Center project. No 
changes to the residential component would occur under this Alternative; the proposed 152 dwelling 
units would be developed, and therefore, the Prielipp-Yamas Property would continue to require a 
rezone and General Plan Amendment. 

 
 
8  The City of Wildomar Housing Element assumes 30 percent of a Mixed-Use site’s capacity for residential uses and 70 

percent for non-residential uses. 
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The Reduced Non-Residential Intensity Alternative would lessen impacts to air quality, energy, 
greenhouse gas emissions, noise, population and housing, public services, transportation, and utilities 
and service systems. This Alternative would result in similar impacts to aesthetics, agriculture and 
forestry resources, biological resources, cultural resources, geology and soils, hazards and hazardous 
materials, hydrology and water quality, land use and planning, mineral resources, recreation, tribal 
cultural resources, and wildfire. The Reduced Non-Residential Intensity Alternative would meet all of 
the project objectives but to a lesser extent than the proposed project. 

Finding: 

This Alternative would develop 56,805 square feet of non-residential uses instead of 113,609 square 
feet. The project objectives would be achieved under this Alternative; however, this Alternative 
would not achieve the project benefits to the extent the proposed project does since a reduction in 
density would not provide as many employment opportunities or daytime uses compared to the 
proposed project.  

V. STATEMENT OF OVERRIDING CONSIDERATIONS 

CEQA requires decision makers to balance the benefits of the proposed project against its 
unavoidable environmental risks when determining whether to approve the project. If the benefits of 
the project outweigh the unavoidable adverse effects, those effects may be considered “acceptable” 
(State CEQA Guidelines § 15093[a]). CEQA requires the agency to support, in writing, the specific 
reasons for considering a project acceptable when significant impacts are infeasible to mitigate. Such 
reasons must be based on substantial evidence in the Final EIR or elsewhere in the administrative 
record (State CEQA Guidelines § 15093 [b]). The agency’s statement is referred to as a Statement of 
Overriding Considerations. 

The following provides a description of the project’s significant and unavoidable adverse impacts and 
the justification for adopting a statement of overriding considerations. 

A. Significant and Unavoidable Impacts 

Although most potential project impacts have been substantially avoided or mitigated, as described 
above, there remains two project impacts for which complete mitigation is not feasible. The Draft 
EIR identified the following significant and unavoidable impacts of the proposed project, which 
would continue to be applicable upon implementation of the proposed project: 

Greenhouse Gas Emissions 

 Impact 5.5-1:  Implementation of  the project would generate a substantial increase in the 
magnitude of  GHG emissions. 

 Impact 5.5-2:  Implementation of  the project would conflict with an applicable plan, policy, 
or regulation adopted for the purpose of  reducing the emissions of  GHGs.  
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B. Project Benefits in Support of the Statement of Overriding Considerations 

The following section describes the benefits of the proposed project that outweigh the project’s 
unavoidable adverse effects and provides specific reasons for considering the project acceptable even 
though the Final EIR has indicated that there will two significant project impacts even with the 
implementation of the mitigation measures for Impact 5.5-1 and Impact 5.5-2. Accordingly, this 
Statement of Overriding Considerations regarding potentially significant adverse environmental 
impacts resulting from the proposed project, as set forth below, has been prepared. Pursuant to 
CEQA Guidelines §15093(c), the Statement of Overriding Considerations will be included in the 
record of the project approval and will also be included in the record of the project approval and will 
also be noted in the Notice of Determination. Each of the benefits identified below provides a 
separate and independent basis for overriding the significant environmental effects of the proposed 
project.  

Having reduced the potential effects of the proposed project through all feasible mitigation measures 
as described previously herein, and balancing the benefits of the proposed project against its 
potential unavoidable adverse impacts on greenhouse gas emissions even after the implementation of 
mitigation measures for Impact 5.5-1 and Impact 5.5-2, the City finds that the following legal 
requirements and benefits of the proposed project individually and collectively outweigh the 
potentially significant unavoidable adverse impacts for the following reasons: 

1. Implements the Objectives Established for the Proposed Project  

The project objectives include providing a mixed-use project adjacent to the freeway to serve 
residents in the region; ensuring non-residential uses buffer noise of I-15 from residential uses; 
providing additional housing units, daytime uses, office workspace, and employment opportunities in 
the City; and ensuring the City has sufficient land to accommodate the City’s remaining RHNA. 

2. Provides Residential and Employment Opportunities 

The proposed project would provide 152 dwelling units, 41,609 square feet of commercial retail, and 
72,000 square feet of professional office. The proposed project would generate 305 employees and 
503 residents, which would increase the City’s jobs-housing ratio from 0.72 to 0.73. 

3. Improves the Project Site 

The project site is currently undeveloped and is surrounded by commercial and residential uses. The 
proposed project would provide residential, commercial, and office uses onsite in a portion of the 
City that is transitioning from rural to an urban/suburban area.  

4. Consistency with the Regional Goals in the RTP/SCS 

SCAG’s 2020-2045 RTP/SCS was adopted on September 3, 2020. The RTP/SCS encompasses four 
principles––mobility, economy, healthy/complete communities, and environment––that are 
important to the region’s future. The 2020 RTP/SCS explicitly lays out goals related to housing, 
transportation technologies, equity, and resilience in order to adequately reflect the increasing 
importance of these topics in the region.  
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The proposed project would provide a mix of uses on the project site, which is within a half mile of 
transit stops, and is approximately 425 feet east of I-15. As the proposed project is a mixed-use 
development, it would encourage limited vehicle trips by emphasizing the integration of a variety of 
uses onsite. Consequently, the project is consistent with the overall objectives of SCAG’s RTP/SCS, 
which include improving mobility, reducing greenhouse gas emissions and improve air quality, and 
supporting healthy and equitable communities. 

C. Conclusion 

The City Council of Wildomar has balanced the project’s benefits against the significant unavoidable 
impacts. The City Council finds that the proposed project’s benefits, which aim to meet the goals and 
policies of the City of Wildomar General Plan, outweigh project’s significant unavoidable impacts, 
and these impacts, therefore, are considered acceptable in the light of the project’s benefits. The City 
Council finds that each of the benefits described above is an overriding consideration, independent 
of the other benefits, that warrants approval of the project notwithstanding the project’s significant 
unavoidable impact. 

VI. FINDINGS ON RESPONSES TO COMMENTS ON THE DRAFT EIR AND 
REVISIONS TO THE FINAL EIR 

The Final EIR contains response to comments, revisions, clarifications, and corrections to the Draft 
EIR. The focus of the response to comments is on the disposition of significant environmental 
issues as raised in the comments, as specified by State CEQA Guidelines Section 15088(b). The City 
provided written responses to each comment made by a public agency, as set forth in Section 2 of 
the Final EIR, pursuant to State CEQA Guidelines Section 15088(b). 

City staff has reviewed this material and determined that none of this material constitutes the type of 
significant new information that requires recirculation of the Draft EIR for further public comment 
under CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.5. None of this new material indicates that the project will 
result in a significant new environmental impact not previously disclosed in the Draft EIR. 
Additionally, none of this material indicates that there would be a substantial increase in the severity 
of a previously identified environmental impact that will not be mitigated, or that there would be any 
of the other circumstances requiring recirculation described in Section 15088.5 of the CEQA 
Guidelines. 
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